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I

THE SIXTH ALL AFRICA GAMES
SAFES TRUST

AS THE Sixth All Africa Games get

underway in Zimbabwe, SAPEM joins

therestofthecontinentincelebratingyetanotherofthecontinent’s showcases.
We wish also to call

on African countries to
begin to view and treat sports
seriously, as an i ntegral component ofeconomic and serial development.
We have to dismiss those cynics for whom it appears anomalous that an
African country could afford to host what, according to that cynical view, is
no more than an
attempt at a grand entertainment extravaganza, likely to
impact adversely on an economy already strained by the current economic
reform programme. But then, not even the most cynical
analyst of the
contemporary African situation could expect that Africa should be so
engrossed in permanent mourning for her economic woes as to be unable to
spare a moment for sports and recreation. Nevertheless the current adverse
economic (and also political) environment is bound to impact upon
every
other aspect of African life.
As the main feature articles herein imply, there is an obvious
relationship
between Zimbabwe’s economic structural adjustment programme, introduced
just a year after the country was awarded in 1989 the opportunity to host Si xth
All Africa Games, and the immense difficulties associatol with the preparations
for this major event in 1995. So, the financial problems were to be
expected,
dependent as they were made to be, it would appear, almost entirely on a
Government budgeting allocation that was to be voted only at the end of July,
1995, a month or so before the Games kicked off. But the organisational
problems cannot be entirely attributed to financial causes; it was bad
organisation from the outset to have relied so heavi ly on Government for such
more

an event as

the Games.

More important, the organisers of the Games the Comite du Organizacion
des Jeux AJncains (COJA — Z’95) could have been more ingenious and

imaginative and thereby realized and exploited the commercial potential of
such an occasion, far beyond the sponsorship of the two major companies (that
now appear so awash with the
monopoly of visibility and all that goes with it).
For, as is evidentxd from similar international sporting extravaganzas, such is
the financial and commercial windfalls to be reaped from such events that even
the developed and wealthy countries engage in cut throat competition to be
awarded as much the honour as the enormous economic opportunity to host.
Why then do such African events as the Sixth All Africa Games appear
such pronounced exceptions in terms of both the national
priority and
(therefore) the organizational expertise afforded them? We raise the question
mainly because Zimbabwe has in the past shown an enviable capacity to host
international events. Having mobilized the nation for the event, and armed
and equipped with the best organisational and managerial talents at its
disposal, ämbabwe acquitted itself admirably at the occasion of the NonAligned Movement in 1986. It was an event that did so much to sell the young
nation to the rest of the world. Therefore, does this apparent
poor priority
rating accorded — albeit, until the eleventh hour — the Sixth All Africa
Games reflect the tendency, characteristic of most African countries, to
regard sports as just another form of social activity and therefore quite
unrelated to all those other factors that might enhance the diplomatic,
political,
economic and even commercial advantage of the country and continent?
Africa has already paid heavily for this disdain and neglect for Sport: in
particular, the loss of the entire Zambian soccer squad in 1993 refers, when
instead of being treated with the attention and dignity
deserving such
ambassadors of one’s country, the players were transported in a
ptorly
maintained military cargo plane. Also, the continent is being increasingly
bled of its sporting talent, to the lucrative markets of
Europe and South
America
So, as we celebrate yet another of Africa’s showcases that is the Sixth All
Africa Games, let us also consider how through the national
policy firameworics
in
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respective countries, we might begin to view and treat sports
integral component of economic and social development.Q
our
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QUANDO airancam no Zimbabwe os Sextos Jogos Pan Afrieanos, a
SAPEM: junta^se ao resto (to contincnte na xoraemora<;ao <Je tnais um
mostniäriocontinentat.DeseJamos também exortar todos os pafses afiicanos
para qite eotnecem a olhv para o desporto mais sériamente, como uma
componente integrante do desenvotvimemo econdmico e social.
Tettios f|iie desnJistificar adineles ctnicos para quern parece ser uma
anomalia que um pats afiicano tenha a cajwcidade de
albcrgar o que, do
ponto de vista desses cfnicos, nao é mais do que uma extravagfineia
recreactiva, passtvel de um impacto adverse numa econoraia jd desgastada
pelo actual ptc^raraa de reformas econömicas. Mas entäo, nem mesmo o
mais cfnico analista da siftja9äo
contemporanea africana poderia esperar
que a Africa deva j^rmanentemente choramingar sobre os seus problemas
comofotmadejustificar a sua meapacidade de dar um momento aodesporto
é å fecreacqäo. Näo obstante o adverse clima ccondmico
(e também
politico) vigentc poder abater-se sobre todo e qualquer ou tro aspecto da vida
africana.
Como os artigos {wincipais aqui ilustram, hd uma rela^äo dbvia enue o
actual pro^mra de ajustamento econdmico noZimbabiiVe iniciado
apenas
um aao depots que
q pais recebera a oferta de aibergar os Jogos Pan
Afrieanos, e as imeusidsdificuldades associadas com as preparafSes para
este iraponante evento em 1995.
;
Portanto, Ds problemas financeiros eram: de esperar, dependente que
cstava o financiamento dos jogos
quasc irtteiramente do orfomento do
Cstado, apresentado apenas no fun deJulho dc 1995, mats ou menos um mes
antes do iöieiqdos
jo^; Mas os problemas organtzacibnais näo pt^em ser

inteiramente^ibufdosacausasfmanceiras;

prinefpio dépender unicatnente

foi måorganizagäädesdeö
do governo para um evento de uma tal

magnitude.
Mats impoMame äuliäa, bs organJzadbres dbs jbgbs poderiam ter sido
mais géniqs e itnagintUivos e dar tentado explorar o
potencial comercial de
uma tal oCasiBO, mutib
para além do patrociriio das principals companhias
(que agoraparecem estar abartotadascom 0 monopblibda visibilidadee de
tudb quanto a acompaoham). Pois, como p foi evidenciado
por outras
extravagfineiasdesportivasdo género, tals témisidoosbenclTcios fiiianceiros
C cDmerciwé:
que rocémo OS
4esenvolvi<Jos cnvo(vein-so numa

desenfreadaGompetiqäppelaöElbonraeehormesoportumdadeséCpnömicas

residem na organizaqäode t^s eventos.
Porque entäo tais eventos afrieanos com os Sextos Jogos Pan Afrieanos
parecera ser Po proiinnciadäs eitcépoöes em termos tanto da pHbridade ;
nactqnal e (portaoto) da capacidade organizacionalique se Ihes é dada?
Levantamos a questäo prineipalmente porque o Zimbabwe jå demonstrou
no passado pössuir uma capacidade
invejiSvel de organizafäo deéventos
intemacionals, Tendö mbblUzadÖ a
na^b para o evénto, e armado e
equipado com os melhbres taléntos organizacionais e administrativos ä sua
disposipäo, o Zimbabwe portou-M de forma admiräyel por ocasiäo da
que

teuniäo db Möviraento dos Näo Älinbados cm 1986. Föi um acoutecimemo

que tanto eöntribuiu paPprojeetär a imagem däpvem bäpo para p resto do
mundo. Portanto, serä que esta aparente pouca prioridade dada ä

preparaijäo

dos jogos
pelo menos äté ä ultima hora ^ seja o ipflexo da tendéncia,
caracteristica da maipria dos pafiws afrieanos> de olhar para o desporto como
^dc outraformade actividade socPlse tratasse e portantb täo desrelacionado
com aqueles outros faetises
que poderäo clevar a vantagem diploraätica,

polftica, ccontSmicae mésmocoutercial do pais ou do conönente?;
A Africa ppagDu (pit) poreste desdém e
negligénda quanto ao desporto:

€mpart;culabaperdadaiöteiraequipadefutÄQldaZämbfaem 199liquando

vezde ser ttatadacOm a atenpäo edignidade merecidas cc»no embäixadores
do seu pafs, os
jogadores foram tfansportados num aviäo caigueiro em raau
estado de inanuteD^äo,; 'faröbém, o continenfe continua
pri vado dös seus
taientos desporti vos quésäo absofvidos pelos lucrativosmereados dä
Europa
eda AméricadaSul.
em

Pois que ap celcbrarmos mais um mostruärio africano que säo
ps Sextos
Jogos Pan Afrieanos, devemos também considerar; como através de

platafonmäspoliticas ÄnossoStbSpéctivos pafses, pbdéremoscoineqar a

olhar

e a

tratar o

desporto como uma parte integrante do desen volvimento

ecouömicoesocial.Q

;
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show the Africans

LETTERS
refused to

ACT DECISIVELY AGAINST
NIGERIAN DICTATORS

served four terms and

much worried about the
not taking
action against the Nigerian military
rulers. It is disheartening to hear about
the secret trials of Gen. Obasanjo, his
aides and other opponents of the
military junta under the trumped up
charges of conspiracy to overthrow
Gen. Abacha and his corrupt regime,
Abiola is languishing in prison. The OAU,
the Commonwealth and the UN are
only expressing concern, but fall short
of taking any decisive action that would

overwhelming evidence of his

relinquish power in spite of the

I AM very

Kaunda was voted

Commonwealth group

send

strong signal that they do

a

not

freedom and
democracy to the people of Nigeria.
The OAU met recently but nothing on

parents genuine natives of their
too should be
true natives. This is very important in order
to avoid double allegiance and
both

countries. Their spouses

was
discussed.
The
Commonwealth is threatening to bar

Nigeria

Nigeria from participating in

ill-health.

out of office in

1991, and was given a lucrative
retirement package. Many respected
him as fhe founding father of the
Zambian nation. Now he wants his lost
post back. But what is it that he wants to
perform at his old age that he failed to
achieve in his youth and nearly 30 years
in power?
It is high time the whole of Africa adopt
constitutions which limit presidential
terms to two five-year ones and place
70 years as a compulsory retirement age
for Presidents. All Presidents must have

tolerate the denial of

their next
This is

squandering of funds to foreign countries.
In
order to guarantee
good

only a symbolic measure. Amnesty
International has also expressed
concern but has called for no action.

governance in Africa it is important that
all those leaders who have served for

Decisive measures against the Nigerian

will retire in 1999;

summit in New Zealand, this year.

dictators could include a total

more than ten years

must retire. Mandela

Mugabe says he "might"
retire in 2001. All these are positive moves
which Kounda must follow.

boycott

restrictions for its citizens
and the severing of all trade and

of its oil, travel

Rasian Dhlakama

diplomatic contacts.

Harare

Arnold Nhainburo
;

Harare

that Sudan is not part

of the Middle East but of Africa.

Zimbabwe

Arabic.

that is cleariy manifested by
interview with the bishop is that he
is a poiiticai stooge who does not hoid
the cause of his own peopie at heart.
The bishop is an unfortunate black man
who has been used, exploited and
manipulated by the Islamic junta to
create the impression that Africans also
contribute towards their own suffering.
His talk of peace is an attempt to
camouflage his betrayal and treachery
of the aspirations, hopes and dreams of
the African people of Sudan and is
therefore not worth the salt of his religion
One thing

your

By virtue of h is title, the bishop should
not a collaborator
of the torturous regime in Khartoum. We
the people of Southern Africa wonder
how a black Christian bishop could be

title.

be a man of peace

comfortably accommodated in

the

fundamenfalists. In fact
we are at a loss to imagine how a black
man like Bishop Roric is given the all
important portfolio of state minister for
foreign affairs.
Before the bishop seeks to promote
understanding with Southern Africa, he
ranks of Islamic

should first promote

Zimbabwe

What an

irresponsibie statement? We ail know
that Africans have suffered more under
the islamic terrorist regime in Sudan than
under the then apartheid South Africa.
In fact there is nothing African about the
Sudanese regime, as it regards itseif as

understanding with

people of Sudan for they say
charity begins at home. The bishop
should be further advised that before he

the African

KAUNDA MUST SEE REASON
THE ZAMBIAN commission set up to draw
the

new

must

constitution

be

applauded for a job well done. African
politicians have the habit of clinging to
power beyond their welcome.
Kaunda must be told that the draft
constitution is not targeted against him
personally, but is meant to correct past
errors

In

and bad experiences.

fact,

all laws are based on

experience, practice or custom.
the USA constitution was

limit

Even

amended to

presidential terms after Truman

letters to the editor
Letters must

BISHOP RORIC’S: MISSION A FUTILE
ADVENTURE
I am reacting to your interview with Bishop

Gabriel Roric, the Sudanese state minister

foreign affairs {SAPEM, V0I.8, No.9,
1995).
Allow me to protest vehemently against
the bishop's divine mission to mislead
the people of Southern Africa on the
conflict in Sudan. According to the

for

June

bishop, his mission to Southern Africa
waste promote relations between Sudan
and the region. The bishop further
acknowledged that he also wanted to

should be addressed to: THE EDITOR,

include the writer's full name

promote peace with Southern
promote peace
with Sudan's immediate neighbours the
IGADD Group, Uganda, Eritrea to
mention just a few. IGADD countries are
affected by the influx of refugees from
Sudan and could make the brutal Islamic

seeks to

African, he should first

regime to reason in favour of the
oppressed in Sudan in any peace
initiative.
John Dzvinamurungu
Harare

Zimbabwe

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
of clarity or space.

and address and may be edited for purposes
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THE ‘95 ALL AFRICA GAMES:
A CONTINENTAL GLORY?
Fernando
HEN

W

CONGOLESE

President Massainba Debat

opened the Eirst All Africa

(laines in Brazzaville in 1965, the
was

set for the

stage
development of sport in

Africa.
It

was

plays

tlie realisation of the fact that sport

important role in tlie process of
building and in the solidarity and
cooperation among nations, that prompted
the African leaders of the epoch to institute
the games under the auspices of the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU).
But 30 years after the Brazzaville games,
can we sit back and
rejoice that the dream of
our forefathers
has come true? To begin
with, Africa is still far from achieving the
solidarity and cooperation that the games
an

nation

Gonsalves

Most African athletes

only receive

recognition from their

governments as a
result of their self-construed achievements
abroad

in international

competitions.
either scant or
almost non-existent, amid cries by African
govemments for shortage of resources, even
though it is common knowledge that money
is in most cases spent on other superfluous
projects.
In most cases politics interfere with sport
through nepotism or patronage, which lead
to unqualified individuals being chosen to
run sports associations
simply becau.se of
their connection to political leaders.
In April 1993, the entire Zambian senior
squad perished in a plane crash that most
or

Budgets for sports

are

Zambians believed could have been averted

were
expected to promote. Much of the
continent is still in turmoil with most of its

if the government and the country's football
association (FAZ) had not taken a casual

people even poorer today than they were
when independence was won.
In the field of sport, just as in the economic
and technological ones, Africa is much of
an underdeveloped continent. And much of
the blame lies on government policy rather
than an inherent inability by Africans to

attitude towards the
and officials.

safety of players, crew

Instead of

being treated with the dignity
they so deserved, the players, who were
travelling to Senegal for an Africa Cup of
Nations qualifier match, were provided with
a
poorly maintained military cargo plane not
suitable for long passenger flights.
Because of sheer neglect of the importance
of sport, sports facilities on the continent
abandoned in

good condition at the time of
departure of the colonialists have
remained poorly maintained, and in some
cases left to crumble, while talented
youths,
who would otherwise excel if
properly
assisted, end up in the streets.
So. when September 13 comes and
President Robert Mugabe officially opens
the

the 1993 All Africa Games, this lack of
attention to sport will be there for all to see.
There

already hints that there will be
attendance by some of the most
distinguished athletes on the continent,
including the long and medium Kenyan
are

poor

excel.
Take football for

example, a sport in
diaspora have
produced world class players such as the
which Africa and the African

Brazilian Pelé, the Mozambican Eusébio,
the Cameroonian

Roger Milla, etc.
Despite football being the most popular
sport in Africa, it has remained
underdeveloped by world .soccer standards,
while ironically, most of the continent's
best talent is best utilised in the lucrative
markets of

Europe or South America. The
only in search of cash and
a better life, but also in search of
glory, selfesteem and the sense of recognition that is
players do

so not

hard to achieve at home.
Sapem Augu-st. 1995

Rufaro stadium in Harare, still undergoing a facelift: will it he ready for the games?
5

COVER STORY
who will be busy elsewhere

runners,

forcing the authorities to resort to manual
handling of results.

competing for cash.
As part of the International Olympic
Movement, the All Africa Games offer

In rugby, of the original seven countries
scheduled to participate only Namibia. South

no

Africa and Zimbabwe will compete,

cash, and players just

do not fancy the idea
the back once they return home,

of a pat on

instead of material

or

following the last minute withdrawal of
African champions Ivory Coast, Botswana.
Kenya and Zambia.

financial rewards that

would

symbolise their government’s
appreciation for their achievements.

The four countries’ decision to withdraw

So it would not be an overstatement to say
that bad policies have led to the

may have had to do with the fact that rugby
is classified at the games as a demonstration

underdevelopment of sport in Africa. In

sport, a situation that may have led the
countries to feel they would be wasting their

countries where the pre-independence period
was

dominated

South

by racist ideology, such

Africa

and

Zimbabwe,

development of sport has been largely
hampered by politics of race, with a number
of elite sports being only the preserve of a
white minority.
Zimbabwe's minister of sport, recreation
and culture. Witness Mangwende, recently
launched

an

attack

on

racist clubs in the

PIC: DPA

400-metre’s

Kenyan athlete Samson
Kitur: will he show up?

country, saying that his government would
in future de-register all sports and recreation
clubs which discriminate their membership
the basis of

For

in Zimbabwe, the Rufaro stadium, in Harare,

software

Games

was

unable

to

do

so on

time, thus

demonstration sports.
Zimbabwe itself did not

begin the
preparations for the games until early last
year, while funding of the games depended
heavily on the national budget which is
traditionally presented to parliament in
July every year. As a result, in less than a
month before the games were scheduled
to begin, the treasury was still disbursing
funds

its initial stages
refurbishment.

was at

of

Under

allocated for
the event.

normal

The

conditions, facilities
should have

been

games
chairman

ready two months
before the games, in
order to allow enough
time for inspection
and

alterations

necessary.
Without

Tommy
Sithole

was

forced

to

make

if

a

public
trying to

pronouncement to

overlook the effort
and

made as far back as 1989, and if countries

serious about the games, that was enough
time to mobilise funds to participate even in

been better.

preparations of the 6th All Africa
are a living testimony of the casual
attitudes governments in Africa take in
relation to sport. Defensive arguments such
as shortage of funds or economic crises are
put forward. It is in this light that just a
month away from the opening of the games

race.

The

was

were

example, just a month before the
games are supposed to kick off, the venue
for wrestling was changed for a third time
because the original one could not
accommodate the two mats necessary for
the competition.
In addition, the company that was
contracted to produce the correct wrestling

on

participating in a tournament where
they would gain no recognition.
However, it would not be entirely untrue
to state that the underlying problem may
have been lack of funds to sponsor the
teams. This simply highlights the low level
importance Africa attaches to interaction
between and among sports people. The
decision to host the games in Zimbabwe
money

as

the

dedication of

dispel

rumours

that

the

those involved in the

games
would
be

preparations, the level
of
organisation,
financing
and
of
scheduling

postponed,
while at the
same

time

activities could have
One
6

of the venues for the swiming competitions.
Sapem August. 199.‘>

COVER STORY
conceding tliat his team had made mistakes by
changing venues and games, mainly due
to lack of experience. “There has not been
enough money allocated by the
government,” he said.
Sithole,

ready by the end of July, but as we entered
August, major work was still going on at the
Rufaro stadium in Harare, where the football
tournament is

supposed to take place.
complicate issues even further, most
of the countries participating have not sent
their confirmations on time, thus
making
To

undoubtedly

engaged more
in crisis management than
managing the
games, may in a
desperate move have
used his position as
now

A hall with

a
90-seating capacity and
journalists were suppo.sed to
watch the games and file their stories was
designed at the last minute and dropped out

from which

for lack of funds.

the accreditation process even more difficult.

"If you ask me whether we are ready or
host the games, 1 would say, ‘by
African standards yes,'” said one architect

Only eight of the 42 countries that confirmed
their participation have sent in the names of

facilities.

editor-in-chief of the

their athletes and officials, while many others

government-owned

have

daily newspaper. The
Herald, to sound an

essential

paid

not

up their dues to SCSA, an
factor to determine their

not to

involved in the construction of the games’
One of the mistakes that the

organisers

made, many point out, was to rely heavily

be scrapped

the government for financing the games
instead of mobilising the private sector and
society at large to come forward and support

original programme at the last
minute, causing financial losses to
organisations which had spent money on

the games. “Most of the burden is
put on the
government and government procedure, by
nature, it is bureaucratic and slow,” said one

August 3, The Herald

the preparations.

commentator.

cried: “At this stage of the preparations,
there should not be any ambiguity.” The

By the beginning of August, barely six
weeks before the games, the various
sporting
associations in the host country, Zimbabwe,

SOS

to

attention

get

the

of

the

participation.
Some

authorities.
In

editorial

an

on

Tommy Sithole

editorial

went on to emphasise that “the
organisers should be allowed to fail because

of other factors, and

not

because

they

were

given little resources too late, because when
the commitment

made, the

to

host the games

implications

were

here

was

clear.”

The editorial followed the

organisers'
week earlier over the slow
pace of funds disbursement, warning that
further delays would have serious impact

complaints

have had

events

to

from the

a

had

not

received

their

government earmarked for

from

games. But
successful in

training

camp

have

to

if future bidders

success

a very crucial
of the games, has

equally been extremely poor, with most
people in Zimbabwe lacking basic
about

extravaganza.

the games.
The organisers of the games

this

sporting

moment

are

to

be

hosting the games, they will
learn that time shall never be on

their side and

Marketing and publicity,

information

It may be unthinkable at this stage to even
begin talking of a postponement of the

funds

activities.
element for the

on

must

begin preparations the

their bid is endorsed.

Mobilising

all

people to understand that the successful
hosting of any event depends largely on
them and that the preparations should not
therefore be left solely in the hands of the
government, is a major investment.□

on

have

complained that the

funds allocated
far

too

little

to

to

them

meet

are

their

needs. In the 1995/96 national

budget, just
million

Sports

was

over

allocated

and

USS6
to

the

Recreation

Commission and it is from
this amount that
the games

will

funding for

come.

During his visit to
to inspect the

Zimbabwe

games’

facilities,
the
Supreme Council for Sport
in Africa (SCSA) secretary-

general Awoture Eleyae said
that everything should be in
place about three weeks
before visiting teams start
arriving. However, the initial

targets have not been met;
facilities were expected to be
Sapem August. 1995

The

hockey stadium in Harare
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THE SIXTH ALL AFRICA GAMES:
THE ULTIMATE SHOWCASE
Zerubabel Mudzingwa
After almost six years

A

of start,

and stop, Zimbabwe is

pause

finally ready to host the

All-Africa Games

on

Sixth

September 13-23.

Despite its lateness in preparing for

the

(James, partly caused by the drought of
1992 and the ensuing economic recession
in the country, Zimbabwe now

has all the

upgraded to international

facilities
standards.

The hosting ofthe Sixth All-AfricaGames

September this year puts Zimbabwe on
the spotlight from the general public, Africa
and the entire world as far as her
in

organisational capacity is concerned.
Whether

or not

it

was a

wise decision to

accept this huge responsibility

is now water

under the

bridge, because the Games are

definitely

on.

Organised under the auspices of the
Organisation of African Unity by the
Zimbabwe

Sports

and

Recreation
expected to

Commission, the games are
draw about 7 5(X) athletes from

all over
Africa and will be beamed by radio and
television to over 90 million people

equipment. The Chinese government
chipped in with gymnastics and table tennis
equipment worth about US$120 000.
Malaysia donated US$20 000, while Zone
Six countries participating in the games had

samples to the Bloemfontein Laboratory, in
South Africa, or have the results analysed in
London. Paris, Oslo, Barcelona, or Cologne.

donated US$15 000. Local

Norway have their own accredited drugtesting laboratory which was used
successfully during the 1992 Lillehammer

financial institutions and

Winter Games.

businessmen,
companies also

pooled their resources together to ensure
Namibia, also aZone VI membercountry,

pledged an undi.sclosed amount of fish

that

would be consumed during the games.
On the

Full health and

security measures for
hooliganism have

natural disasters and

the games are a success.

anti-drug use front, a team of

already been put in place.
facilities have been put up

State-of-art

for members of

the Press.
The International

Olympic Committee,

US$240 000 towards the

personnel from the Norwegian
Sports Confederation is to assist in the
sampling procedure and manning of doping
facilities which will have the capacity to
take between 350 and 400 samples.
Three options for doping analysis are
being considered. One would be to give
Zimbabwe Regional Drug Control

which offered

Laboratory a temporary accreditation which

organisers, the Comité clii
Organizaciou des Jeiix Africains (COJA-Z

medical

would permit staff to supervise the analysis.
The second and third

options were to send

games' administration, have through
Olympic Solidarity, promised to pay the air
fares and

accommodation costs of two
one official from each country

athletes and

travelling to Zimbabwe for the games.
However, it is the administration part of
the Games that still remains a thorny issue
to

the

■95).

throughout the world.
Zimbabwe was awarded the
Africa Games at the 13th General

Sixth AllAssembly

Supreme Council for Sports in Africa
December 1989.
a bid to successfully host the Games,

of the

held in Mauritius, in
In

the Zimbabwe

government has constructed

hockey stadia in Harare and Bulawayo,
at a cost of nearly US$25 million.
Refurbishment of other existing facilities
and infrastructure have been done at a cost
two

of US$1,2 million. A

multi-million dollar

aquatic complex for swimming and handball
has been constructed for the games in

Chitungwiza, one of the games venues.
Through the Zimbabwe-French protocol,
sports equipment to the tune of more than
US$9(X) 000 has been procured from France.
The government of Japan also timely
donated over US$600 000 worth of athletics

PtC: ZIANA

The

recently built aquatics complex in

Chitungwiza, near Harare
Sapem August.
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COJ A-Z ’95 still have

daunting task in
making sure everything is in order before
the start of the Games. Highlighting the
enormity of their task, chairman Tommy
Sithole said COJA-Z '95 were
constantly
having to find money for new things
everyday. Giving one example, he said
while his organisation had initially planned
to cater for 4 500 athletes and officials,
by
a

June the number of athletes had risen
7 500, with

a

the

to

the part

of some eligible countries who
delay in up-dating COJA-Z ’95 about the
size of contingents they are sending.
The games’ preparations are also being
drawn back by lack of publicity. So far,
only two companies, Coca-Cola Bottling
Company and Air Zimbabwe have taken
the lead in marketing the games. Not even
enough awareness has been instilled among
return

advertising, the

companies will have exclusive rights to use
the title "Official Sponsor of the All-Africa
Games”, branding benefits and the right to
use official games marks
among other
benefits.
British sports

firm. CPMA. has not made
marketing the games

One way of making the games a success,
Alexander Chitumba, information

manager of the athletics organising
committee puts it, "is advertising and

publicity
as the Americans showed in
hosting the 1984 Olympics Games and the
1994 soccer World Cup.”
The bids for the 2002 soccer World Cup
have not yet been opened, but
Japan, a
hopeful host, is already advertising to
making its people aware of the impending
event and
encouraging them to help in
making the eventual hosting of the Cup a
monumental task.

...

to

the Great Hall.
Amateur

boxing team preparations for
hampered by numerous
problems, among them, .sabotage by some
people he did not want to mention.
"At the

there

moment

are

no

training

rings or gloves for the squad and the Sports
Commission have

people

on

a

knack of

infonning

the 11 th hour that funds

available for

are not

trips and training camps”, he

said.

a

problems, put together, indicate

communication

between

deficiency especially

COJA-Z

’95

committees. There is also

and
a

its

sub-

question of

underfunding within some sub-committees,
thus stifling their preparations.
In-fighting
out.

However, all said and done. Zimbabwe
has done its best in
as

Sithole stated

preparing for the games,

at one

of the COJA-Z ’95

meetings; "We have so done a good job, but
it’s not good enough. Let’s not delude
ourselves by saying everything would be in
order by the time of the games”.
To date, 41 countries have confimied

their participation

are;-

Burundi

Cape Verde
Equatorial Guinea
Libya
Niger

Djibouti

There

will

runners,

are

and

two

among

the

countries

money.
N

igeria is sending the largest contigent to
Zimbabwe. In their squad of 525 there will
be 348 athletes, 102 team officials, 35
judges
and

referees, 10 medical personnel and 30

other officials.

According to a provisional list at COJ AZ ’95. South Africa, who will be
appearing
theirfirst post-apartheid All Africa Games,

at

will be

.sending the second largest group of
462. However. South Africa have the
biggest
number of athletes with 366. South Africa
will be taking part in all the

disciplines

except basketball, soccer and handball, for
which

they failed to qualify.
However, the World Cup winners, the

Springboks rugby team, is not participating.
Rugby Union requested
them to send a developing side which would

The Zimbabwe

Comoros

Congo

countries

Egypt
Ethiopia

Eritrea

tournament

Gabon

Cote d’Ivoire.

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea Bissau

Guinea

Zimbabwe itself, the city of
Cape Town (South Africa) is already putting

Kenya
Madagascar

Lesotho

in

Republic

be

nearer

the standards of three other

placed in Pool A of the
—

games

Zimbabwe, Namibia and

Strife-tom Burundi. Rwanda and Somalia

Konacry

Malawi

place structures and publicity for the
2004 Olympic Games well before it has
won the bid to host the first
post-year 2(XX)

Mali

Mauritius

Mozambique
Nigeria

Namibia

Olympiad.

Sao Tomé and

By June, a suitable venue for boxing had
yet been firmly agreed on. Table tennis,
which was supposed to have been played at

Principe Islands Senegal
Seychelles
South Africa

Sapkm August. 1995

19 medal

participating. However. Kenya’s soccer
team is not
participating for lack of funds.
Kenya renounced its right to host the 1996
African Nations soccer finals, citing lack of

Burkina Faso

Swaziland

be

disciplines during the games.
The Kenyans, who boast
many of the
world’s finest middle and long-distance

Central African

not

Mauritania
Sierra Leone

demonstration

Botswana

to

Liberia

Somalia

Cameroon

Closer

countries are still to confimi

are;

Benin

in the games’ 21 sporting

disciplines. These countries
Algeria
Angola

more

and these

the games were

also cannot be ruled

much progress in
outside Zimbabwe.

Eleven

area.

later moved back

was

Association
(ZABA) technical director,
Moses Makhula, said the

oc

Sithole lamented that the contracted

as

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Harare’s

jF Boxing

All these

for their

Zaire

in

Zimbabwe

the locals.
In

Burley Tobacco Auction
Floors
It

to

to come.
the slowness on

Togo
Uganda

moved to the

was

Willowvale Industrial
i

Tchad
Tunisia

Harare,

possibility for more

Sithole attributed this

University of Zimbabwe’s Great Hall in

Rwanda

Tanzania

have

not formally entered.
Togo will be
represented by 47, Central African
Republic 178, Mauritius 234 and Senegal

232 athletes. Moroccans will

not

participate

the games because their
country is not a
member of the OAU. The games are
being
held under the auspices of the
Supreme
at

Council for

Sports in Africa and
participating countries have

as

such

to

be

recognised members of the OAU.
9
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vice-president of the
and Commonwealth
Association, who ended his four-

Sam Lukhele, first

Swaziland Olympic
Games

day tour of the games
have two swimmers

facilities said, "we
in Australia, one

South Africa, a triple jumper in
Spain and our boxers will also go abroad for
four weeks. They will come straight to
Harare for the games from the training stint".
Swaziland is to compete in seven
disciplines at the games.
The countries bringing in the smallest
contingents are Sao Tomé and Principe and
the Comoros who are set to bring two athletes

gymnast in

All athletes will be

accommodated at the

Amongst the Zimbabwe team there will
be the international tennis players Byron

earmarked the hosting country

two

senior national soccer team players,

they are likely to field Southampton-attached
Bruce Grobbelaarand Coventry-based Peter

Games opening ceremonies would be

held

September 13 in Harare and September
14 in Bulawayo while the closing ceremonies
are scheduled for September 22 in Bulawayo

on

Bulawayo.
Monomatapa Hotel in Harare would be

each.

Wayne Black, who are playing on the
professional circuit in the United States of
America. Since there is also provision for

win".

of Zimbabwe, Harare
Polytechnic and the Belvedere Teachers'
College and the Technical College in
University

games' headquarters and would house
all the games' dignitaries.
The first All-Africa Games were held in
Brazzaville, Congo, in
1965 and
subsequently in 1973 in Lagos. Nigeria.
1978 Algiers. Algeria. 1987 Nairobi. Kenya,
and Cairo. Egypt in 1991. The event is now
conducted every four years.

and

big games, the Sixth All-Africa Games w ill
have their own theme, “Together we all

Ndlovu. in their under-23 team.

and 23 in Harare.□

the

Meanwhile, South Africa has been

for the next

games in 1999.
The games have been dubbed "the ultimate
showcase of African

athletic talent before

the Atlanta Centennial

Olympic Games in

1996".
And in

keeping with the tradition in other

ICRISAT
Regional Administrator, ICRISAT
The International

Southern and Eastern Africa Region
scientific research and training
following position:

Crops Research InstiLite for tha Semi-Ariel Tropics (ICRISAT) is a noh-proflf^autonombus,
regional centres and teams in Asia and Africa. The Institute is seeking a suitable person for the

institute with

Regional Administrator of the ICRISAT Southern and Eastern Africa
located in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
This position wiii

Region,

appeai to energetic individuals who are interested in wofking in an international scientific research: organisation whose mandate

alleviation ot hunger for the poor people of the developing world. Working as a
with scientists and other:researchers m achieving ICRISATs mandate.
.The appointee witi report to the. Regionai

includes

key member ofthe management team the successful candidate will work closely

matters, and to the Associate Director General
Regional Administrator wilt have responsibility tor
logistic support to research programmes and

Executive Director. Southern and Eastern Africa, lorcperationai

(Finance and Administration): at :Gorporate;Headguafiters in Hyderabad, India for policy matters. The
implementation of management policies, human resources administration, management of finances,
management information systems in the r^ion.,

mUlti-culturai iorganisations, preferably in developing
wit! be key requirements. English proficiency and
professional designation. will be additional pre-requisites.

Highly developed inteTpersonai sktifs, together with demonstfated experience in administration in
countries, and experience in financi^ management with proficiency in budgeting and linancia! reporting
Knowledge of computer abdications, coupled with an advanced degree in business management or
Membership in a professional accounting organisatfori would be desirable.

Appointment wiH be on contract with an infernalionaiiy competitive salary and benefits package.
ICR tSAT is, an equal opportunity, employer, avid is especially interested in increasing the participation of women on its staff.
of duai career couplesiiA fact sheet on etriptoyment possibififibs for spouses is avaiiable on:;request,;;iCRiSAT.has a:flexibte
appointments and welcomes enquiries from persons interested in working at ICRISAT while on

secondment.

Chairperson of the Search Committee, Dr.
Matopos Research Station, P.O. Box 776, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
Applications should reach the

ICRISATis responsive to the needs
approach to iritemational

L.K. Mughogho, ICRISAT,

Phone:+263-83-8311;
Fax;+263-83-8253 or+263-9-41652

by September 30

1395:

and addresses (including fax/telexfe-mail) of three referees, the date of availability, and

The application should include a current curriculum vitae, the names
a statement on the special qualification of the candidate lor the position.

S.APHM .Al GliST.
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“TOGETHER WE WILL WIN”
governments now realise the
An interview withMacleodChaora,GeneralManagerofthe6th All

AfricaGamesOtgamaY\or\
is very vital for the success of any event such os the forthcoming 6th All Africa Gomes to be
held next month in Zimbabwe. For on overview of the preparations, Zerubobel
Mudzingwo
speaks to Macleod Chaora. Excerpts;

only one of those areas where the lessdeveloped countries are showing no
difference from developted countries in tenns
of

How much ground
covered in preparing for the

have you
6th All-Africa (James?
new

facilities

is
are

time-tables and all other related issues,
we are almost ready.
What

problems
have
you
process?
We have encountered a lot of problems.

encountered in the
1 still believe

we are

bound to encounter

problems as we progress towards
September 13. We had problems in getting
all our requirements met in terms of

more

(financial). But we believe the
government is trying its level best to
provide us with the resources that we
need. We are also trying to raise funds
through our marketing programmes. But
remember that this is a big event, so there
resources

will be all sorts of

problems. What is
important is that in the planning process
there is need to have a machinery that can
meet problems as they come.
So far how much money

have

you

injected into the games’ preparations,
and how much

do you

anticipate
spending by the end of the games?
I am not in a position to answer that
question. I think it is better you talk to the
responsible government authorities since
it is government, and not COJA-Z '95.
more

Sapkm August, 1995

narrowing. Africa has got vast potential,

which 1

almost

complete. The two hockey stadia, in
Harare and Bulawayo are complete and,
the swimming complex in Chitungwiza is
near completion. There are some facilities
which are being refurbished, where major
progress has taken place. These are
Barbourfields Stadium in Bulawayo for
the soccerGroupB semi-finals. AtRufaro
Stadium, in Harare, they are literally
working 24 hours a day and the same
applies to the City Sports Centre. I was
assured that they will be through with the
construction work well before September.
Then in terms of actual arrangements, the

competition. In terms of technology the

gap is widening but in sport, the gap between
the less-developed and developed countries

Mudzingwa:

Chaora; The

importance of
is

sport. In fact it has been said that sport

Chaora

which did bid for
was a

hosting the games here. It

government decision and therefore,

they are better informed as to how much the
billed to consume in terms of
financial resources. COJA-Z‘95 just got a
little sum of money for its administration.
Would you then .say it was a wise
decision on the part of the government to
accept responsibility for hosting the
games given Zimbabwe’s depressed
economic situation and a pending
drought?
Again 1 feel the government is in a better
position to answer that question.
How would you describe African
governments’ attitudes in relation to
sport?
African governments normally have a
number of major priorities. Some of these
priorities are a matter of national survival.
games are

Take for instance,
a

a

situation when there is

drought, or for some other reason, lack of

food in the country, it is a matter of survival.
These are problems that African
governments face, how to allocate their
very

little

resources

in terms of the many

requirements that compete for these little
resources. Therefore, you find
sport is given
a different consideration. It is not that
they
are

not

interested but it is because the

resources are not

that

the

there. I do notice, however,

attitude

is

changing. Most

am

glad, African governments

are

beginning to realise. This is why we are now
having such games as this one.
Resides inheriting the refurbished
sporting facilities, what other benefits do
the games bring to Zimbabwe?
I think they are a significant event in the
history of the country. There are a lot of
benefits some of which may not be so
tangible as the facilities. Of course, we are
grateful that, as a result of the games being
held here, the country has had facilities that
we would never had. But it
goes beyond the
facilities. They are a very important event in
as far as the
country is concerned. The way
the populace is going to view sport after the
games, is different from the way they had
been viewing sport all along. We are also
going to have our country on world focus,
since the games will be televised throughout
the world. The hospitality industry, business
sector and many other sectors involved in
the hosting of the games will benefit
tremendously. The games will also help
create
a
sporting culture among
Zimbabweans, especially the young
generation.
There have been

complaints from

some

quarters that the games were not being given

enough publicity. What is your comment?
I agree that the games were being starved
of adequate publicity and we need to improve
our publicity. We have been
trying and we
hope there will be a dramatic change. Besides
using the media we have also been
approaching different sections of the
Zimbabwean community. For example, we
have had here in Harare invitations to major
business

concerns

discuss the

where

we

meet

and

importance of sponsoring the

We have also held three separate
presentations at the National Sports Stadium
trying to improve our communication with

games.
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the business sector. There was also
a

recently

We will increase

The transport system
going to be dependent on hiring from the
public. We, in Zimbabwe, now have a
numberofcommuteromnibuses. In January

has been tremendous. The
sub-committee feels that their
request will be oversubscribed. The only
area that is still pending is the provision of
transport for the VIPs. We have already
worked out the routes that are to be followed

Games?

throughout the games’

by these buses during the games.
How much would you be charging

We would want
to

have you made on

spectators on entry into the grounds?
I cannot be precise at the moment. The

marketing and sponsorship subcommittee is working that out. They are
also working out the whole ticketing system
and I hope they will announce their proposals

we

our

efforts in the

area

of

is

publicity and I would like to say that the
situation will bequite improved very shortly.
One of the games’ venues, Bulawayo, is
renowned for its perennial water shortage.
What contingency measures have you put
in place to ensure adequate water supply for
the delegates ?
We have been rest assured by the
accommodation and catering sub-

this year, we made an advertisement in
which we invited people to tender for the

committee that there will be sufficient and
reliable water supply

very soon.
How much

experience did you get from
previous All-Africa games, and how
have you applied this to improve on the
6th All-Africa games?
I did attend the games in Kenya and also
in Egypt. I would like to believe that we will
provide our brothers and sisters from Africa
with the games whch will in many aspects
better what they have had before.
What is your message to all the athletes
and officials who are coming for the

presentation in Bulawayo with all
business and influential people there.

similar

the

made a lot ofprogress.

period.
What arrangements

grounds?
We have got sub-committees that are
monitoring different aspects of the games.
I am told the transport sub-committee has

transport to and from the

provision of transport to the All-Games and
the response

transport

finance,

heaven? Made in Africa?
Laboratory accident? Result of wildness?

the

The message

is that
as

we

many as

welcome them.
possible to come

Zimbabwe. Our theme for the 6th All-

Africa Games

clearly states that "Together

will win”. We

see

ourselves

on

the

family. We
everybody as a member
of that family .so that together we will win.U
African continent

as

one

therefore welcome

Comments:

Fallen from

.congratulate... uncovers most of the unconvenient' scientific reports
statements and rules. .." Richardo Veronesi, Professor
Emeritus, Faculty of Medicine, University of Säo Paulo, Honorary President,
Brazillian Society for Infectious Diseases, W.H.O. Consultant (Bacterial Diseases),
.

which refute many

Whether Montagnier, Gallo, Segal or Duesberg: all avoid the truth.. .
Quoting 1,970 scientific articles it is put forward:
AIDS is being placed as a biological weapon against “negroes", “junkies",
"perverts".
HIV has been developed out ol a horsevirus and is hardly transmitted by
•

•

Intercourse between humans.
•

•

Being infected by HIV can only take place after proceeding immunosuppression.

materializes only artificially.
AIDS-diseases are not natural consequences of HIV-infections but
provoked by microbes being artificially added.

This again
The typical
are

New hook
Facts and deductions

FACT; HIV is transmitted once in 700 sexual
sexual transmission has been proved by

never

—

instead of dogma
intercourses on average. Nearly
“genetic fingerprinting" (PCR). In

Senegal prostitutes and surgical patients have been infect^ with the AIDS-virus
of a monkey from Boston; this is proven by PCR.
DEDUCTION: The mass-infections with HIV have been spread by measures
other than sexual intercourses.

FACT: Giardia lamblia (single cell, causing diarrhoea) can transmit HIV. Homosexual
men with AIDS have above-average indications on contact with Giardia lamblia

(serum antibodies) but below-average (nearly never) they contain Giardia lamblia
in their stool.

DEDUCTION: They became infected with Giardia lamblia and HIV, before HIV
deprived their immunosystem of the capability, to build antibodies against
Giardia lamblia.

FACT: There exist medications, which can stop the spreading of HIV respectively
which can cure HIV/AIDS. F.e. the Giardia lamblia medication Mexaform (diarrhoe

mediation), the anti-HIV medications L-tryptophan (aminoacid; natural sleeping
medication), Inosiripronobex (immunizator), Arumalon (against arthritis),
Arteparon (against

arthritis). Dextrane (blood substitute), DHEA

Diethylcarbamate (against alcoholism).
They became prohibited.
hormone,

AIDS

(anabolic

in the foreword.
".. .quite intriguing.” Professor J O. Midiwo, Editor, The Journal of the Kenya
Chemical Society, Nairobi, Kenya, 10 June 1994
".. .indeed food for thought... Keep up the good work.. ."Dr. P.K. Runyowa,
MB. Ch.8(Birm) Msc. (bond), Harare, Zimbabwe, 22 June 1994.
“.../ am dismayed that you deliberately wish to mislead your readers and
dish up dangerous lies. ..” Professor Dr K. Fleischer, Head Department tor

Tropical Diseases. MIssionsärztliche Klinik, Wurzburg. Germany, 26 June 1994.
“I tremendously enjoy reading it. .
Dr. M E. Chitiyo. M B., CH.B.(Natal),
D.C.P. (London), D. Path.(Eng.), Consultant Pathologist, Medical Laboratories,
Harare, Zimbabwe, 28 June 1994.
“.. .much educative.. we honour and appreciate your efforts to produce and
d/ssem)nafesucrimafer/a/.”DirectorlnstituteolDevelopmenl Studies, University
of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, signed H.H. Semkiwa, 20 July 1994.
".
.irresponsible and totally baseless charges. . ." Embassy of the USA.
Harare. Zimbabwe, 05 Aug 1994.
.the questions raised have up till now not received convincing answers.
The book has provided a plausible in-sight into some of these. "Dr Mathew
Atem Aduol, College of Medicine, Dean's Office. University of Juba, Khartoum,
Sudan, 07 Aug 1994.
".
.congratulate you on your book. . . I have worked with EIA (Equine
Infectious Anemia), for almost thirty years. . ." Robert J. Tashjian, V M.D..
Animal Medical Centre, West Boylston, MA USA, 01 Oct 1994.
"Basing on your data on the possible evolutionary linking of HIV1 and EIA V
I immediately carried out the comparison of their primary genomic
sequences. This comparison proved the high homology exfenf between
their genomes. ..”Dr. Vladimir M. Blinov, Head of the Laboratory of Theoretical
Biology and Virology, Institute of Molecular Biology. Koltsovo, Novosibirsk region,
.

.

.

Russia, 02 Dec 1994.

.congratulate... very interesting research findings... hope...
will be reacting. .." R.M. Mwa'yi. Principal Librarian, tor Director
Services. Public Libraries Board, Kampala, Uganda, 24 Jan 1995.
.

..

"...

a

challenging masterpiece.” Dr J W Pfumoiena MB. CHB
(UK), Mutare, Zimbabwe, 30 May 1995.
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BOTSWANA RELIES ON ITS BOXERS
Lekopanye Mooketsi

B

OTSWANA which does not have

track record in
international sports competitions
is gearing up for the All Africa (James. In
a

proven

the last 6th All Africa (James held in

Egypt, only

one boxer attained a bronze
medal for that country.
This time Botswana is

seriously that

so

was

a

taking the

games

preparations committee

fonned to ensure that the teams succeed.

For the first time cash incentives will be

offered to athletes who would win medals.
Botswana will be

represented by boxing,

karatekas attained the first

position in the

brown belt category.
Botswana karatekas returned with

national
won

rankings. Michael Judd who also
Open championship is the

the Lesotho

two

number two seed. Kevin Jefta. the number one

Cup
championships in Johannesburg last year.
Botswana is bringing four women karatekas

seed is also the winner of the Botswana
open

bronze medals from the Africa

and

the 6th All Africa Games.

seven men to

Botswana tennis

participating
tournaments.

players have

much

in

been
international
not

None of the seven tennis players

coming to Harare is ranked by the International
Tennis Federation (ITF).

championship. Petrus Molefe is seeded

as

number three.
Not very

much is expected from the tennis
squad. The national team coach Peter Nthete
points out that "they still lack international
exposure."
Little is known of the athletics and netball
teams, both of which still have to be chosen

However, three of the players have earned

and lack extensive international

athletics, karate, netball, and tennis teams.

exposure.□

But

only in Boxing can the country
hopes of snatching a medal in
next month’s games in Zimbabwe. Three
boxers in the boxing team are ranked by the
Amateur International Boxing Association.
bank its

Botswana boxers have

not been doing
badly in international tournaments. They gave
a good account of themselves
during the

Commonwealth Games in Canada last year.
David Nyati who will be accompanying
the

squad recorded the fastest knockout in
boxing as he knocked out his
opponent within five seconds in the middle
weight division.
amateur

Development Southern Africa is published every second month by the
Development Bank of Southern Africa. The Journal aims to promote research and
on topics of particular interest to
development practitioners and others
with an interest in Jevelopme.it in southern Africa. Volume 12 No 3
(June 1995)

Two other boxers reached thequarterfinals.

France Mabiletsa
finals in the

was

beaten in the semi

discussion

heavy weight division.
Botswana came second during

includes contributions

Last year
the Federation of East, Central and Southern
Africa Amateur Boxing Association's

•

•

•

•

(FESCAABA) championships held in
Mauritius. Twelve countries

•

participated in

•

•

this tournament.

championships held in
Johiuinesburglastyear.BoLswiuiaboxers grabbed
In

gold,

•

•

gold, two silver and four bronze medals.
this year’s Zone VI championships in

Swaziland, the Botswana boxers
one

■

silver and four bronze medals.
-

doing
relatively well. Botswana karatekas grabbed
most medals during the preliminaries for the
6th All Africa Games while Zimbabwe came
second.

Last year,

during the world shukokai
championships in Japan, one of the Botswana
Sapem August, 1995

An appropriate model for
joint regional action in southern Africa after
apartheid
The rural local government question in South Africa:
Prospects for locally
based development

Subscription

won two

In karate, Botswana has also been

out

Money, credit, income and prices in sub-Saharan Africa: Where do we stand?
Structural adjustment programmes
Engaging the Bretton Woods institutions; Policy implications for South Africa
Bank credit to the informal sector: Challenge and reward
Three stokvel clubs in the urban black
township of KwaNdangezi, Natal
Promotion of private enterprise and citizen
entrepreneurship in Botswana
Financial, corporate and tax harmonisation for the capital
marketdevelopment
in southern Africa

In the Africa

three

on;

-

rates are;
For subscribers in southern Africa
R75 per annum (including postage)
For students in southern Africa
R37.50 per annum

For subscribers outside southern Africa
US$50 per annum (including surface postage

To subscribe,

please send your payment to;
Coordinator. Development Bank Southern Africa
Box 1234. Halfway House 1685, South Africa
Tel: (Oil) 313-3911, Fax: (Oil) 313-3086
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ZAMBIA POISED TO WIN GAMES
Square Yalemana
AMBIA is

1:18:23 hours, while Phiri, of Zido

ten

came

featuring more than
sports at this year’s All Africa
Games to be held in September in
Zimbabwe, with hope of w inning in all

z

sports festivities.

the

The sports to

be featured are: cycling,

swimming, soccer,
volleyball, baseball, judo, weight lifting,
basketball and other sports yet to be selected.
The dominant force in the local cycling,
Jean-Pierre Guisseppin of Dino Cycling
athletics, boxing,

(CC), who for the past two years has
been growing in stature, will be a centre of
attraction in Zimbabwe. Jean still a junior,
ranks among Zambia’s best riders because
of his tenacity to endure the rigours of
cycling.
Although accustomed to the energy
sapping in both the road race and time trial,
Jean appears to be in fine tune for short
distances where he sprints out of the pack to
hit the tape first.

Club

his friends well, following
closely those going forward by weaving in
and out and edging them out of the way as
He targets

he

finishing line.
19, Jean celebrated his fourth victory

nears

At

the

CC,

Shakanungu, currently making formidable

against the best in Spanish judo for
September All Africa Games.
Shakanungu is undoubtedly the only hope
for a gold medal following his impressive
victories in Madrid where he is training at

strides

third with (1:19:10 hrs).

will be included in the Zambia
Olympic and Commonwealth Games
Association (ZOCAGA) squad.
Giuseppin has helped the athletic built
rider to gain his devastating form. He will
certainly be one of the highlights for the
games, where he is expected to make his
Six cyclists

mark. He and Jean know that between

them

they can split the games finals.
The veteran Stanley Phiri is a good shot at
the road race. He showed it during last

the

the International Judo

year’s Capital Bank Zambia International
Rally. Despite running out of breath for the
final lap, he gave the Zimbabweans a tough

Africa Games

time.

Committee and

only lost because the team failed
the pattern of encirclement that
the visitors placed round them. Zimbabwe
allowed one rider at a time to stretch
Zambia

to

break up

unsupported Phiri who eventually tired out
and gave away victory.
The Judo team will feature

five danger

people selected after the recent international
tournament involving Tanzania, Zambia and

and the World Judo

Championship in Japan.
National Olympic
signed by Secretary for
Africa Pamela Vipond read: “we are plea.sed
to inform you that the Olympic Solidarity
A letter sent to the

will

cover

the costs related to Hitra

Shakanungu's participation both in Harare
and at the World Judo Championship in
Japan.”
In May 1994, Zambia grabbed Zone Six
championship with 70 points. South Africa
were runners up and Zimbabwe came last.
The athletics team consists of 12

Zimbabwe.

champion
Shakanungu currently training in
Spain, form the men’s team. Shakanungu is

crack athletes who

one

kilometre road race and the 20 kilometre

expected back at the end of August.
The 61 -kilogramme Carol N salamuka and
66-kilogramme Lydia Nalupumbwe are in

time-trial.

the women’s team. Zambia Judo Association

Harare with

with

a

splendid 1:20:30 hours in the 50Cycling Association of Zambia

kilometre
time trial
In
won

on

the Lusaka-Kabwe Road.

previous championships this year, he
the 140-kilometre road race,

the 120-

cyclist was happy with his latest
performance which was a build-up to the
1995 All Africa Games. “1 had hoped for
that”, he said.
He is not alone in this. Stanley Phiri and
Charles Musonda are equally good forces to
reckon with and are expected to offer stiff
competition at the All Africa Games.
Charles Musonda, who returned to cycling
The

Steven Linosi and the national

Hitra

president Father Jude McKenna said it was
decided to pick the best judokas in the
country becau.se the Harare Games would
be an Olympic qualifier.
“This is not an experimental adventure,
it’s a hot pursuit for honours and medals,”
he said. Zambia beat

The squad is being drilled by James

not

Father Jude

14

Mafuta

Games.
In Nairobi, judo

recorded the best results

bronze medals. Fr Jude

just recently minted 23
Field

Championship in Zimbabwe. Zambia hauled
Zambia
already
will go to

Gold. 16 silver and six bronze.

Team Coach Obed Kombe has

announced that the Zambian team
"We

a bang at the All Africa Games.
brought our athletes to have a feel of

the tartan tracks as we know we have another

assignment during the All Africa Games.
We are warning other countries coming that
it will be easy going for us,” bragged

Kombe.

Among the prominent athletes is the world

sprinter Samuel Matete currently based

in

America.

and women, the name is not
sleepless nights to
veteran sprinters like Derrick Adkins in the
To sportsmen

new

as

he has given

40{)-metre hurdles.
Matete is Zambia's top

hurdler and

champion who will bring
series of experience and great

commonwealth

earning two

with him

a

has put his cards on

prospects

of being

in the 1987 All Africa Games,

hard to

medals at the Zone Six Track and

the United States of

preparation for the Zimbabwe games.
expressed confidence that the
team would perform well at the All Africa

after

a year of inactivity four years ago, has
e.scaped the eye of Cycling Association
of Zambia president, Dino Giuseppin.
Musonda from Dino escaped the eye of
Cycling Association of Zambia president,
Dino Giuseppin. Musonda, who is from
Dino CC, came in the second position with

Tanzania 6-0 and

Zimbabwe 12-2 in the tournament.
in

Federation Centre.

expected to join the team this month.
He won gold at the Spanish junior
championship. Because of his outstanding
performance, the Olympic Solidarity has
agreed to cover all the costs for
Shakanungu’s participation at both the All
He is

a

gold medalist.
Sapem August. 199.5
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He is among the six foreign-based
Zambian athletes in the team for the All

course

Africa Team. He minted a gold medal in the
at the Commonwealth

last year.

4(K)-metre hurdle

which culminated into their victories

best time of 47.10 seconds in the World

Chongo though he failed to win a medal
is a potential fighter and a threat because of
his capability to win fights within adistance.

400-metre hurdles,

clocking 47.09 seconds
Championship in Monte
Carlo in August last year, and also came
first in the Pan-Africa USA meeting in

He has fewer losses to his credit.

in the Grand Prix

Light flyweight boxer Victor Kasote is
probably the most dependable at the All
Africa Games. Being a silver medalist at the

North Carolina at 47.90 seconds, fastest in

Commonwealth Games in Canada, Kasote

Games in Victoria. Canada. He broke his

the 400-metre hurdles.

He

is

however, beaten into second

was.

place by American Derrick Adkins

expected to display his unique skills to
a gold medal.
Kasote formerly of Medical Stores where

mint

at the

Zurich Grand Prix where he clocked 47.94

he

seconds

Africa Games and

compared to 47.90 seconds by

Adkins.

was

discovered for the 1992 Cairo All
now

with

Green

talented swimmers.

Farhety was voted one of the most
outstanding swimmers at the Five-Day
Zimbabwe national age group championship
early this year following his splendid
performance which saw him with three gold
and four silver medals.
He got

was

in

September in Japan, but

last month he finished third in the 400-

hurdles of the Paris invitation

mainly

with Green

waiting to
These

Eagles in the Midlands, is a star
put on his best fights.

plus others will provide

a

his gold medal in the 13

In

Swampland Farhety helped Zambia
61 medals at Swaziland Open
Swimming Championship in Mbabane last
win

year, where he shared the many gold
with his brother Paul.

Zambia Amateur

Swimming Union

fonnidable

him appear very low. He clocked 48.6
seconds and also became second to Adkins

Zambia's Junior Sportsman of the year little

broke 11 national records and

Simon

bronze medals,

who clocked 48.11 seconds while Matete

swimmers like his brother Paul

Africa Games.

Farhety is leading a group of unbeaten

Farhety,

clocked 48.50 seconds in earlier

leg in
France, but in the Rome leg in June he hit
good form to lead the field with a win in

48.11 seconds.

He

was

elected Zambia's sportsman

of

the year in 1990 and 1991 under Rothmans
of Pall Mall Sports Awards, the only athlete
to

have

won

the prestigious award.

President

Frederick Chiluba also honoured him with
an

award of US$7 142.

Other

prominent athletes are Charles
Mulinga (.5 000 metres), Godfrey Siamsye
(5 000 metres) and Fackson Nkandu (bronze
medalist

at

Among the locals is Amusa Mwendachabe
striving to regain her yester years'
glorious moments when she minted a gold
who is

medal in the 400 metres with

a

time of 53.01

seconds at the Zone Six Track and Field

Championship.
In the Boxing team are Boniface Mukuka
(flyweight), OscarChongo (Bantamweight),
Moses Chibuye (Bantamweight) Wisdom
Mudenda and Victor Kasote.

steady climb from their humble beginning
Nchanga and Nkana amateur Boxing
clubs, and have charted a strong boxing
Sapem Augli.st. 1995
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Job Vacancy
Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA) based in Dakar, has an opening for a
Programme Officer (Education Finance). This is an International Position in CODESRIA. The successful candidate will
assist in running a new programme (Education Finance) that CODESRIA is
launching, in conjunction with the
Development of African Education (DAE) Working Group on Education and Finance whose lead agency is the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA). Besides having a sound educational background,
applicants should be
capable of assisting the coordinator of the programme to (1) develop the Education and Finance Working Group Global
Programme; (2) manage the research and training process; (3) organise meetings and workshops; (4) collect and
disseminate information on education and finance; (5) develop and implement an effective communications
strategy ; (6)
establish and manage the program secretariat and (7) provide regular and
complete reporting.
The Council for

QUALIFICATIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.

A

good post-graduate degree in any of the social science disciplines.
formulating, conducting, coordinating and evaluating research work;
Familiarity with research and policy making trends in public administration, education, finance and economics, and
their inter-relationship;
Fluency in English or French and a working knowledge of the other.
Considerable experience in

EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

Salary level will be commensurate with the experience and qualifications of the selected candidate and comparable with
that provided for similar positions in other international organisations. The annual basic
salary will vary between US$28
000 and US$36 000.

The selected candidate will also benefit both from the tax

exemptions and privileges attached to the International Staff
provided for in the headquarters agreement between CODESRIA and the Government of Senegal and from the
Internal Regulations of CODESRIA.
The employment contract is for two years. Renewable by mutual consent.

as

PROCEDURE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS
The

following are to be supplied by the applicant
application letter;

1.

An

2.

A detailed resume

including nature and scope of training and professional experience;
Reference letters from two people who know the applicants;
Reference letters should be sent directly to CODESRIA by the referee. All
correspondence sealed and marked
"APPLICATION", should be addressed to:
3.

The Executive

Mukuka and Chibuye are Commonwealth
Games bronze medalists and have made a
at

won

Gajan Sothylingam and the
upcoming champion Guy Phiri.^

CODESRIA

the Commonwealth Games in

Canada in the 10 000 metres), all based in
America.

Medals

(ZASU) Secretary Peter Farhety is very
optimistic Zambia will bring back many
Gold medals mainly from the combination
of the Farhety family, Linday Penford who

because of the cold weather which made

team to the All

years age

group 200 metres individual medley where
he timed 2:40:00 instead of 2:50:00.

Buffaloes, the mainstay of amateur Boxing

Other win

metre

Stephenson Deluxe Mulenga and many other

the Commonwealth Games in Canada

at

Secretary

CODESRIA, B.P. 3304, Dakar/Senegal
Fax:(221)2412 89
Deadline for

Application
applications is September 30,1995. Any applications received after this date shall not be considered.

The deadline for all
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MOZAMBIQUE: A TEST FOR ATLANTA ‘96
Angelo Munguambe

M
will

OZAMBIQUE will be present
at the 6th All Africa in

September, in a competition that
test match for the country’s

serve as a

participation in the 1996 Olympic Games
in Atlanta, USA.
The Mozambican

participation in the All

technical director of the Mozambican

Boxing Federation. “ And 1 shall not be held
responsible for that."
He adds; “There is hardly one month left
before the games and no conditions have
been created to allow us a dignifying

participation."

Africa Games will consist of a delegation of

Swimming is at a disadvantage, since the

athletes and sports officials.
With the sponsorship of Mozambique
Railways (CFM), the delegation will leave
Maputo by train on September 10, returning
home on September 22.

government is prepared to sponsor only two
participants, at a moment when the sport is

100, including

government has set
aside US$100 000 for the country’s

Mutola: If you

The Mozambican

participation in the games, while other
are expected from other
sources, including the emerging private

contributions
sector.

One of the sport

in which Mozambique is

compete is boxing, through its champion
Lucas Sinoia, currently undergoing training

to

in the United States.

Mozambique is

sending its top athletes, namely

Argentina

World’s 800 metres

champion, Lurdes Mutola. who will fly into
Harare straight from the United States.
Laura Nhavene, currently playing in the
women’s tennis circuit in the United States
has also confimied her participation.
Although Mozambique’s preparations for
the games are

at a relatively advanced stage,

that the
disbursed.
Mozambique is banking its hopes of

the sports ministry has complained
funds promi.sed have not yet been
success on

Lurdes Mutola, who is

expected

gold medal in her 800-metre
category, while in the same category,
Argentina Da Gloria seems to be an added

to

grab

a

advantage.
In

as

far

as

the other

disciplines

are

concerned, uncertainties are enormous, since
very
to

little seems to have been done in order

prepare the athletes adequately.
For example, in boxing, for months

the

authorities have unsuccessfully tried
to bring in a Cuban coach
who would
prepare the boxers in the time for the games.
The result will be a catastrophe, says the
sport

amongst them

basketball, handball,

volleyball, and tennis.□

failed in soccer, try running

Mozambique’s brightest athletes scheduled to

NE OF

.Africa Games in Zimbabwe in

attend the 6th All

September is Maria de Lurdes .Mutola, tbe

World’s 800 metres fastest woman.

of Maputo, the Mozambican
capital. Mutola began her career playing football with boys of her age for the Chamanculobased Zixaxa Football Club. She later moved on to another club. Ai>iiia cle Ouro (Golden
Eagle!, but at that point Maputo’s Football Association (AFM) ruled that as a woman, she
could no longer play football with men. As there was no women’s football. Mutola
Bom 23 years ago

in Chamanculo. a low class suburb

complied and took on running.

for Mutola to train as an athlete
Desportivo de Maputo, under the superx'ision of his son. Stélio Craveirinha.
Inspire of her determination to succeed, Mutola remained in the shadows until 1991
when she was selected for the World’s Athletes Championships in Tokyo. She was
disqualified when almost at the end of the track, another athlete obstructed her and she fell
down. The incident was mainly attributed to Mutola’s inexperience in international
competition. Her first prowess came last year in Stuttgart. Gennany, when she won the
women’s world 800 metres, while at the same time breaking the record in that category.
But in highly competitive tournaments disaster can strike. Last month in Gothenburg,
Sweden. Mutola was stripped off her victory in the semi-finals after the World’s Athlete
Federation (W AF) found that she crossed into
A renowned Mozambican writer. José Craveirinha, arranged

In the women's athletics,

Da Gloria, and the

o

growing in popularity throughout the
However, leaders of the
Mozambique Swimming Federation say they
are making every effort to mobilise for more
sponsorships to allow for a larger team to
participate in the games.
In total. Mozambique will participate in
the African Olympics with .seven disciplines,

country.

at

the Cluhc

another lane
At

a

as

she neared the finishing line.

she
coming only

marathon in New York this year,

tried the 1000 metre category,
a few .seconds of the w'inner.
Her dream came true later at

the Brussels

Grand Prix. when she broke the
1 000 metres world

women’s

record of two minutes

30:67, set by former East Germany's
Christine Wachtel in Berlin in August 1990.
“1 do not

see

this

as

revenge

for the

(Gothenburg) disqualification since I

planned it before Gothenburg", Mutolasaid.
“After the world championships 1 was

disappointed for a week, but I have kind of
forgotten about it now". Accustomed to
lower altitudes. Mutola will need an

adjustment to the higher altitude of Harare,
and

possibly break her own record. □

celebrating at the
championships in Stuttgart

Victory at last: Mutola
1993 world

Sapem August. 1995
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ZAMBIA

halted after protests

NKUMBULA DIES
LUSAKA Former Zambian National
-

Party

(NP) founder and president. Baldwin
Nkumbula, died in a road accident while
President Frederick Chiluba’s
sustained serious
flown

South

to

son,

Castro,

injuries and had to be
Africa for specialist

treatment.

Nkumbula, 37, was on his way to a funeral

together with Castro and defence minister
Ben Mwila's nephew, Mubanga Kafuti,
on

August 27, around 01.30 am

400 kilometres north of Lusaka,

some

on

the

Ndola-Kitwedualcarriedgeway. Nkumbula
died

instantly.

Castro suffered

severe

contusion of the

left

lung, a ruptured tendon of the left finger

and

a

19-centimetre

cut on

Nkumbula's death

the left

came

barely

arm.

a

week

after he ditched his party to rejoin the MMD

August 20, shocking his supporters, who
had expected him to form a new party.
He was the youngest minister in Chiluba’s
first cabinet, then serving as minister of
sport, youth and child development, a
position he quit in 1993 after accusing his
colleagues of corruption.
His death shook many Zambians who had
held him in high esteem, with some looking
at him as a potential future leader.
He was the son of the late veteran politician
Harry Mwaanga Nkumbula, fondly known
on

as

country.
Zaire's prime-minister

by the United Nations Security Council
decision to lift an arms embargo imposed
last year on
of power
at

following its capturing
in Kigali, after massacres that left

least 500 000 dead.

Dondo said with the

lifting of the

arms

embargo the RPF planned to acquire
weapons in order to attack Zaire, under the
pretense of hot pursuing fomier government
soldiers who it alleges are among the
refugees.
The forced repatriation was halted
apparently after the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

which

stopped in April, after the

was

Rwandan government forced thousands of

refugees out of the Kibehocamp in Southern
Rwanda.

Conditions of Rwandan

refugees in Zaire
appalling, according to UNHCR
officials, with some camps holding as many
are

as

200 000

refugees.

MONOPOLY
—

In

an

unprecedented

Supreme Court Judge in
Zimbabwe has ruled that the country's
state

a

posts and telecommunications

OF ZAIRE
KINSHASA

refugees

—

were

Some 15 ()()() Rwandan

forcibly repatriated from

Saprm Aliglist. 1995

provision of related services violates
people's constitutional right to receive and
impart ideas and information.
Passing judgment in the matter opposing
the PTC and Retrofit,

a

communications

which has for years tried
a mobile cellular
phone communications service, chiefjustice
company

unsuccessfully to provide

a

monopoly in the provision
a

violation of the freedom of expression which
is enshrined in the

country's Constitution.

The
of

ruling effectively ends the monopoly
the PTC in the provision of

communication services in the country, and
will inevitably pave the way for other

companies toenterthelucrativecellularphone
market, once the .service comes into being.
The PTC has been under criticism for

failing to provide an adequate telephone
service, and in his judgment, justice Gabbay
noted that “a
to

public monopoly which fails

fulfill that essential role

imposes a .severe

restraint upon the constitutionally
freedom of expression."

protected

NIGERIA
MISSION FAILS
LAGOS

A

joint mission by Zimbabwe
Mugabe and his Ugandan
counterpart Yoweri Museveni failed to
convince Nigeria's military ruler to change
—

President Robert

his mind overthe recent events in his
country.

The
a

two

Presidents traveled

Nigeria in
by other African leaders
Kampala in July. The Mugabeto

mission mandated
met

in

Museveni mission

was to

Sani

the

Abacha

di.scuss with Gen.

latest

political

developments in Nigeria, following the
arrest

JUDGE ENDS PTC

authority, the PTC's monopoly in the

REFUGEES FORCED OUT

gives the PTC

who

ZIMBABWE

judgment

RWANDA

posts and telecommunications to show the

assured theZairiangovemmentthat it would
resume a campaign of voluntaiy repati iation

HARARE

one-party system in Zambia. Nkumbula
leaves behind a wife and three children.

the Rwanda Patriotic Front

(RPF) government

Declaration in 1972 with former President

for the

Kengo Wa Dondo

said his government's action was prompted

Kenneth Kaunda.

way

from UN secretary-

of telecommunication services is not

Congress (ANC) of
signing the Choma

paving the

gave the deadline of
December 6 for the minister of information,

authorities hoped to push all of Rwanda's
I-“i million refugees in Zaire back into their

of the African National

before

Antony Gubbay

than 100 O(K).

reason why a provision of the Postal and
Telecommunication Services Act which

the "Lion of African Politics" and leader

Zambia,

more

general Boutros Boutros Ghali, the Zairian

when his Mercedes-Benz overturned three
times

in Zaire, while

fearing forced expulsion, tied into the hills.
In a five-day campaign that was
only

and secret trial of 40 officers and

civilians,

including a former head of state,
Olusegun Obasanjo. who were accused of
plotting to overthrow the military regime.
At the end of the mission. President

Mugabe

was

quoted

as

saying that he
Nigeria,

understood better the situation in
and that all

along he and his African
colleagues had been victims of a
misinformation campaign mounted by the
Western press on what was
happening in
Nigeria.
Gen. Abacha promised the two heads of
that on October 1. his regime would

state

announce to the nation details of a
transitional process that would eventually
lead to a return to civilian rule.
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REASONS,
MOZAMBICANS ARE GOING

FOR A VARIETY OF
HOME
Mercedes Sayacles
ISCUSTED

D

WITH

the

j

Portuguese whip and forced ;
labour, in 1959 Eduardo Moyowa i
left his native Cuainba, in Niassa province, '

cotton for the colonial

where he grew
masters. “Too

money,”

grizzled

|

little
the toothless, gaunt,

much cruelty, too

muses

man.

a wife and children behind, he
walked to Zimbabwe, where he has earned

Leaving

living ever since doing carpentry and
thatching tobacco sheds near Marondera.
80 kilometres east of Harare. Today, leaving
his

a

Zimbabwean wife and grown-up children

behind, Moyowa is
where he plans to

government
because it is

heading back home,
ask the Mozambican

a saw and tools. “And
black government, they will

for
a

give it to me." he says confidently.
A few metres away is Peter Sani, 26. a
vendor at Harare's Mbare market, who left
Chibabava. in central Sofala Province in
Mozambique, in 1992, fleeing drought and
poverty more than war. "1 came at the right
time and am leaving at the right time," he
says, while tying an assortment of plastic
jerrycans, pots and pans to a couple of

bicycles.
Panting and muttering while pulling six
heavy bundles, four toddlers clinging to
her. Ghidoria Gento, 22, is understandably
in a bad mood. Her Mozambican farm
worker husband recently took a second w ife.
a

Zimbabwean,

so

Ghidoria is going to her

in-laws in Chimoio,

Mozambique, for help.

Nearby, Myriam Muyanga, her husband
and their two young

story.

children tell a different

In 1990. fleeing an attack by Renamo
Muyangas walked to safety

in Catandica. the

in Zimbabwe and found
farm in Mashonaland
where
18

work at a tobacco
Central Province,

they earned the national minimum

PIC: M SAVAQUESWFP

Å young

Mozambican refugee ready to go home
Sapem August. 1995
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salary of Z$240(about USS3()). They chose
not to go to a refugee camp “because we
wanted to earn our living."
Mohowa, Sani. Gento and the Muyangas
are among the 860 Mozambicans who
huddled on the last day of May this year at
stadium in Marondera to board the last

;i

repatriation

convoy from Zimbabwe.
This convoy, the number 2()()th, closed
the official repatriation carried out by the
United Nations

High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) in Zimbabwe. The
operation, which began in June 1993 and
cost

US$10,7 million, has returned 93 (KK)

Mozambicans from five
an

refugee camps and

additional 24 000 who had settled in

Joseph Mzite.

Zimbabwean field officer
repatriation team. "We
did not have enough time to spread the
information and get them all out".
This repatriation hit a sensitive spot in
Zimbabwe's economy, for Mozambicans
have been used as a source of cheap labour,
especially in farms and mines, where they
work for lower wages, even below the
national minimum salary, and in very poor
living conditions. They are illiterate,
a

with the UNHCR

undocumented,

unionised,

easily
frightened and extremely vulnerable to
not

pressure and abu.se.
Manuel Pulaz walked

to Zimbabwe in
1983 when his parents were killed in an

attack nearChangara.

He and otherorphaned
found work and protection
herding cattle in the communal areas of
Murehwa district. They were paid Z$l()0

kids in the group

(US$12)

a

month, “We knew

we

were

exploited but we had no alternative," says
the quiet, sturdy young man in a yellow
woollen hat.
Pulaz does

not

know his age,

has no
identity documents and is illiterate. His and
his friends’

belongings are pitifully .scarce
bag each. They express a
vague hope of finding family members and
be assigned land in their original villages.

—

one

duffel

Joseph Mzite travelled throughout
talking to farm workers. “1 was

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe and can be considered economic

migrants.
Since the early 1980, an estimated 1,7
million Mozambicans tied civil war and

famine in their country, seeking asylum in
Malawi, South Africa, Swaziland,Tanzania.
Zambia and Zimbabwe. The Peace Accord

signed in October 1992 between the
Government and the Renamo rebels, and

peaceful elections held in October 1994,
allowed the refugees to go home, in one of
Africa's largest and most complex
population movements ever.
By late 1995, when the remaining 500(X)
Mozambican refugees still in Malawi return,
1,6 million Mozambicans from six countries
will have gone

home, at

a

total cost of both

repatriation and resettlement of US$152
million.
In Zimbabwe,

by December 1994 the

five

refugee camps were empty and closed.
But in January 1995. the Government of
Zimbabwe asked UNHCR to repatriate
some

of

the

estimated

100

Mozambicans .settled in Zimbabwe

000
—

a

combination of

refugees and migrant
escaped from hunger,
poverty, drought and war.
workers who had

The government estimated that 10 000
would want to return but the response to
UNHCR’s information campaign through
the media and visits resulted in 24 000
returnees.

many
were

However, UNHCR admits that

who would have wanted to return
left behind, but that the repatriation

had to end because of staff and

resources

constraints.
“I

am

PIC; M. SAYAGUES WFP

sad because

Mozambicans who

we

want to

Sapem Augu.st, 1995

go

leaving
home," says

are

Under the baobab tree, Mozambican

refugees assemble their goods before the start
of the homeward journey
19
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by what I saw,” he says. “Their

shocked

poverty is appalling: after many years of
hard work, they have so little to take back;

just

a

few used clothes, not even cooking

utensils

or

Refugees from the camps were much
number of
trucks needed for their belongings. A
convoy for 800 refugees required 20 trucks
for their goods, whi le 15 trucks were enough
to ferry the goods of 1 600 fami workers.
“Farmers have developed a cunning

keep workers on the farm,"
explains Mzite.
Many farms operate on a closed circuit,
where workers have to buy food, beer and
other supplies at the farm shop on credit
and thus receive only Z$5 orZ$ 15 (US$ 1,2)
system to

the end of the month

afford

a

—

not

enough to

bus fare out of the fann. For many

fami children, says Mzite, the ride on
UNHCR bus was their first one ever.

Commercial

farmers,

who

the
are

overwhelmingly white and racist, were
unhappy to .see their cheap labour go. It did
not help that the repatriation took place at
the peak of the tobacco harvest, leaving
many farms understaffed. “The time was
Geneva
decided
(UNHCR
by
Headquarters)”, explains UNHCR
spokesperson Yusuf Hassan.
barred from many
farms. Mozambicans were threatened if
UNHCR officers

were

they left, or have to leave unpaid, or without

they
given short notice. With tobacco

due gratuities because famiers claimed

had

auctions
had

a

taking place in Harare, farmers

— to be
several days,
Mozambicans scheduled to leave in

valid

reason

—

or excuse

absent from their farms for
while
a

convoy

waited for their wages. “Farmers

after a quarrel with
government officials," says Bob Mukoyi. a
would pay

property). In this case, local authorities

my

had to intervene to guarantee access

—

had

signed

farms,

up

as

“Life will

be the

never

same

in those

Mzite. "The farmers will not
cheap labour forever. Maybe this will
bring a change in their way of thinking."
In one farm near Shamwa, in Mashonaland
Central Province. Zimbabwe's breadbasket,
a Mozambican worker was forced to spend

famis." says
have

night in a pigsty and a day chained to a
pole until Mzite and the police, alerted by

the

other workers, secured his release.
The incident caused an uproar, with
Zimbabwe's main newspaper. The Herald.

demanding in an editorial of April 12 to
cease tolerating slave labour in farms —
and that for the next harvest commercial
famiers recruit

unemployed Zimbabweans

under betterconditions. With unemployment

two million, the
have a vested interest in
seeing Mozambicans return, leaving jobs

hovering around
government may

open to Zimbabweans.
Whether that happens
At

a

farm

near

remains to be .seen.
Shamwa, where one-third

of the world, there is always
on-going process of stemming illegal
immigration, and that police may have
used the UNHCR repatriation peg as an
additional deterrent against illegal
migrants. His concern is the number of
Mozambicans who want to go home and

an

left behind.

were

these various

For all

reasons,

860

gathered, in a chilly, starless
night, at the stadium in Marondera, among
piles of furniture, baskets with rabbits,
radios, bags of cement, pieces of cardboard,
buckets, umbrellas and the ubiquitous bright
blue plastic bags with UNHCR stamped on
Mozambicans

them.

atmosphere is not as joyous as it was
refugee camps, where people boarded
buses amid songs and music. These
returnees, especially the urban, are leaving
jobs, however low-paying, a country with
good infrastructure, health services and
schools. Will they find similar benefits in
Mozambique?
A group of 53 adults and children rushes
in late. They are farni workers thrown out of
The

in the

The

he did not have any problems
replacing them, even though gold-panning
by the nearby Mazowe and Pote rivers
lures many men. When asked if he employs
locals or foreigners, the farmer answers
dryly: "1 do not ask them where they come
from." He is convinced many of his own
workers will eventually trickle back —
says

the border is

a mere

65 kilometres away

through the bush.
To

make

matters
men

worse,

as

poverty,

19

moving slowly across
Zimbabwe, towards the Selva transit point
near Chimoio, in Mozambique. After
migration screening — which detects two
Zimbabweans
trying to pass as
Mozambicans, who are promptly sent back
trucks

starts

the returnees will be taken to

their places

of choice.

have wives and families

Queueing for migration procedures is a

shuttle

young man wearing a T-shirt emblazoned
with “1993-1994 SURVIVOR OF ESAP

both sides of the border, and

Mozambicans

many

the harvest

once

them up along the road near Mutoko.
At 4 am, the convoy of 10 bu.ses and

—

is convenient.

repatriated out of sheer

the lure of obtaining land in their

newly peaceful country and an aid package

not true.

under the resettlement programme,

drunk if it was a Saturday

that,

pick

running after the UNHCR car to say it was

20

However, UNHCR's Mzite explains
in any country

was over.

between them

or

agreed.

local administrator alerted UNHCR to

Mukoyi tells about farmers who would
deny employing any Mozambicans—“only

sleeping,

Other street vendors in the convoy

now.

the farm

team.

According to both Mukoyi and Mzite,
farmers' refusal to let them talk to their
workers could be subtle (1 have no time for
that now, it is harvest time, the workers are

recently Mozambicans were
jail if they did not leave

in Harare, but

threatened with

of the 7()0-odd workforce left, the owner

on

but workers would come

for repatriation. In some
two-thirds of the

many as
workforce left.

Mozambican

—

to

spread: near Bindura,
1 200farm workers

workers. The word

Zimbabwean with the UNHCR repatriation

Malawians”

UNHCR in

within twodays'notice.

shoes for the children.”

better off and it showed in the

at

afternoon) or flat (1 do not want

and the

as one said, "to be a free man in my
country". But underlying is also a fear
of police repression if they stay.

desire,
own

Mbare market vendor Peter Sani says

police routinely harasses all street vendors

PTC

—

—

MALARIA
add
he

—
CHOLERA —
DROUGHT". Should he

ZESA
—

“repatriation", 1 ask him jokingly, and

laughs.

on Tuesday afternoon, the buses
moving again, topped by piles of bright
blue bags on the roof, to scatter their load of
memories, uncertainty and hope all over

Late

start

Mozambique.□
S.XPEM August, iqh.s
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A DROUGHT APPEAL WITH A

DIFFERENCE
The Southern

African region is looking for assistance in the tune ofUS$ 270 million from the donor
community to mitigate against the impact of the drought on the region s fragile economies.
Carlos Soeiro

ILOS IN the Southern African

stands at 23,4 million tonnes. This leaves an

that at least 400 000 people

Development
Community
(SADC) are running out of stock
the region has turned to donors for

overall deficit of 7,1 million tonnes which
countries will have to source from

2,1 million live in food deficit

somewhere.

government declared the drought a national

S
and

help to avert massive starvation and to
ensure

that, when the rains return next

But the SADC

appeal seeks

a

require
disaster

total of

520,000 tonnes of food aid, at cost of

some

as

in this nation of
areas

will

form of assistance. The

far back

In Zimbabwe the

as

December 1994.

drought is described

as

the peasants have the necessary
inputs to start afresh.

US$90,7 million. The

apparent disparity in figures is that part of

available

Theexecutive secretary of SADC, Dr
Kaire Mbuende, launched the appeal

the shortfalls will either be covered

thanks to maize reserves. The country joined

season,

on

behalf of nine of the

organisation's

1 1 member states in Geneva, in June.

South Africa and Tanzania
SADC members which

the

only
opted out of the
are

for this

“severe”, but the country has enough food

by

a

broader view of the

facing the region and seeks to
beyond the provision of food aid as a
means to lessen its impact on the affected
population. The likely negative impacts on
the region's economies, particularly on
countries undergoing economic reform
programmes, has been recognised and
measures taken to lessen the
impact.
The organisation says donors should see
the current drought in the context that the
ability of the.se countries to purchase their
own supplies has been
.severely constrained
and that, under present circumstances,
“governments cannot source imports
without incurring further debts’’.
Overall last sea.son’s drought was not as
severe as the dry spell that devastated the
region during the 1992 season. But final
statistics on crops confinn that the region
needs help. Cereal output has fallen by 35%
while the production of maize, the staple
diet in most countries, has declined by 42%.
The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) estimates that eereal
harvests in the region will only be 15,8
million tonnes while direct consumption
emergency
go

increasing the already
budget deficit.
The government has appealed for funds
to help purchase maize from its own
strategic reserve to assist the population
unsustainable

Sapem August, 1995

Zambia and Zimbabwe.

affected. SADC supports Zimbabwe’s
to secure aid for that effect. It

severity of the drought differs from

endeavour

country to country. Lesotho, for example,
to

have been the hardest hit

population,

economic reforms by

by the respective countries
individually. The food aid component in
the appeal is essentially designed to assist

seems

feed the affected

—

launched

The

to

the aid seekers' queue for different rea.sons
it wants to avoid the derailment of its

carryover stocks from the previous season
or have already been catered for in
appeals

five countries; Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland,

appeal.
SADC takes

reason

says that the “emergency relief we need
and other drought mitigating measures

as

authorities in the kingdom

have deemed the
past rainy season as poorer than the one that
hit the region in 1992. Cereal output in the
country is estimated at only 53 000 tonnes
against total requirements 500 000 tonnes.
The shortfall has to be met either through
commercial imports, which the country can
hardly afford, or through food aid.
The government of Lesotho estimates

should be

designed in a way that does not
undermine reforms”. At least 3 million
people in Zimbabwe will need direct food
aid while another 1 million will have to
survive

entirely on government
until harvest time next year.

handouts

Drawing from experiences gathered in
of previous similar

the evaluation

Thinking of Hiring

a

Car?

TATENDA CAR HIRE
For

delivery and collection to
Airport, Companies and City Hotels
TATENDA CAR HIRE

Harare

Villa Gardens,

corner

Fourth St./Central Ave.

Harare

Telephone 794756, 724153
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the

emergencies,

SADC

appeal

security
region has to stretch beyond the
mere distribution of food aid to the affected

underscores the notion that food
in the

population. It seeks to secure assistance
to maintain critical supplies of water and
cater

for the health needs of the

affected

populations. "The emergency cannot be
solved by food assistance alone as many
rural people only have the barest resources
to cope with the drought”, says the appeal
document. It adds that “there is

need for

potable water, medicines and disease
control measures”. On the other hand,
there is need to look

beyond the shortage

of foodstuffs and sustainable recovery.

appeal includes US$ S45.4
nutritional requirements.
USS 25.7 million for sanitation. US$ 12.2
The overall

million to

A

22

cover

lien'

logistics US$ 81.5 million for
agricultural inputs. The rationale behind the

million

inclusion of items other than food aid
that, when the rains return,

ensure

affected
means

population will have the necessary

which will enable them to recover

from the disastrous
is need

is to
the

to ensure

season

last year. "There

that recovery

is stimulated

through the distribution of tools, seeds and
capacity to protect livestock”. Mr Mbuende

is

hunger that exists right now and its
supplies are available
could depress local prices causing further
the

arrival when local

disruptions and hardships”, says the S ADC
appeal.
However, it is not clear whether the

receptive to the idea of a
appeal by SADC given their
propensity for bilateral arrangements when
it comes to aid. In fact. SADC may not have
helped the process by insisting that responses
to the appeal be communicated to the
governments concerned, an arrangement
that may hinder the effective monitoring

donors will be

said.

SADC and donors alike have drawn
lessons from past

assistance
shipped as soon as possible” to region.
"If it only arrives at the time of the harvest
the aid will not be effective in overcoming
the donors. "It is critical that any

experience which has

proved that food and health security as
well as the provision of clean water are
essential ingredients in any sustainable
emergency assistance programme.
SADC has also emphasised the need for
the speedy respon.se to the appeal for aid by

drought that has virtually wiped out all major crops

consolidated

and coordination of aid inflows. J

has forced SADC to launch a new appeal forfood aid.
Sapem AlXll ST. 1095
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INTELLIGENT OR NOT?
THE AFRICAN’S DILEMMA
N THE past, a person who exhibited

I

good hunting skills

or

psychoanalysis or counselling. Even for
problems that could be solved through family
support fsuch as the breaking up of a
relationship), modern Africans now seek
the services of psychologists since
sometimes the family is just too far away.
Women who live on their own in city
apartments do so because they no longer
believe in the traditional family unit. In the

knew how to

look after his immediate and
extended family, was a proficient in story-

telling, was regarded as intelligent in any
African society.
With the arrival of the white

man

in

Africa and the resultant aspirations

by most
technology
and intellectual fashions, intelligent
behaviour is now being regarded as the
ability to solve mathematical problems,
exhibiting verbal skills in one of the major
European colonial languages and displaying
social competence. There is no doubt that
urban Africans towards Western

these

are

Western values.

With the belief that Western intellectual
values should become the

in African

norm

societies, psychologists, counsellors and

therapists using Western developed
instmments to diagno.se and assess African
intelligenceormentalstatusareontheincrease.
Despite claims by professionals that
foreign tests are unreliable and lack validity
when used in Africa. (Mpofu. 1994; Zindi,
1994; Irvine, 1983); psychologists continue

past, no woman would live on her own until
was married. But because the
concept of

she
the
Dr Fred Zindi

may not know how to answer the questions
asked by psychologists (or ‘shrinks' as they

popularly known in America).
Consequently, if it is a school child, he or
she is regarded as unintelligent and is then
placed in a ‘special needs' classroom, at the
same time being labelled as a learning
are

disabled, sufferer of emotional and

psychological disorders or as a problem
child. This decision is often made by the

family is changing and the family unit is
breaking up in modern Africa, the.se young
women no longer look up to it for
support
w hen they face emotional prob Bems.
They shun traditional values such as
visiting the naiiga or sangonia to sort their

problems and instead opt for psychologists
counsellors.

or

Any

counsellor.

psychologist, psychiatrist ortherapists worth
their salt should

come

from

an

established

body such as the Health Professions Council,
which will give clients the right of redress

should there be

any

complaints. However,

’professional' after using foreign tests.
If it is an adult, he or she might be
recommended for counselling or for
psychiatric treatment,
The number of Africans visiting
psychiatrists, therapists or counsellors is on
the increase these days as most of them have
caughtontheideathat‘clinical psychologists
are in a position to accurately asse.ss their

just because the body issues a licence to
practise to such ‘professionals’, this does
not mean that all of them know what
they
are doing. The criteria used to
qualify for

mental status',

who work with clients whose culture is

between a mango and a banana?" However,
this so-called modification which only

Traditionally, many Africans have been
taught to keep their problems within the
community or preferably within their ow n
families. Most mental problems were

substantially dillerent from their own, can
actually inllict more damage than good to
patient. If the patient does not possess
Western“intelligence".theprofessionalmay

involves

referred to traditional healers,

not

to

these

use

inaccurate

instruments which

assessment

ignore one’s cultural

influences to determine whether
has

psychological disorder.
Many psychologists who

or not one

a

instruments

on

use

these

Africans claim that they

‘modify'some ofthe questions or items on
the tests. For example, “What is the
difference between an orange and a lemon?"
is modified to “What is the difference

changing foreign terms and
replacing them with local ones is ineffective
since the changes are ba.sed on the same
foreign tests and are only cosmetic. The
modification continue
Western

to

exhibit the

same

psychological thought and values,

A rural African who has

never

been in

testing situation before and who has

a

never

been in contact with Western acculturation.
Sapem August, 1995

However, with Westernisation which has
also

brought with it industrialisation,
problems such as drug abuse, alcoholism,
stress at work and isolation from the
family
unit,

some

Africans

now

find it neces.sary to
to their Western-

look for Western solutions

type problems. Instead of traditional
medicine, they now seek psychotherapy,

membership of .such
on

a

body is often based

the number of relevant Western-oriented

courses passed during one s studies.
It can be seen therefore, that

some

registered professionals especially tho.se

understand him and will therefore

relegate him to

an

inappropriate institution

for ‘treatment'.

More

and

more

instruments such

as

Western

testing

the Bender-Gestalt,

WISC-R. British Verbal-Ability Scales,
Goodenough’s Draw-A-ManTest, Raven’s
Progressive Matrices and WAIS are being
imported into Africa to test, diagnose and
2.5

GUEST COLUMN

Psychologists and other professionals are
making a lot of money through the use of
such biased instruments which

sensitivity to racial, ethnic and

lack

cultural

differences, yet African governments
continue to support such activities by issuing

professionals.
A management training institution in
Harare, Zimbabwe, recently held a training
workshop which was attended by 105
participants who paid US$63 each. At the
end of the workshop, they were given an

licences to the so-called

intelligence test (imported from America)
by a consultant who had been invited
especially for the workshop, and, of course,
who was paid handsomely. The highest IQ
score obtained on this test was 95, which is
below average (100). The majority (82) of
the participants scored between 52 and 67,

putting them into the mild mental retardation

disturbances

as

stress or

Benefit rural

•

Benefit groups that are undertaking denux:ratisatit>n activities
Demonstrate significant potential tor sustainability follow ing

•

well

as

urban populations:

for the first time; and
successful completksn ofthe Democracy

Fund grant.

only consider those pnsposals which respond to at least one of the DenuKracy Fund's staled
objectives and reflect gender equity. Organisations submitting propt^saK will be evaluated on their
capacity to suppt^d the proposed activities (i.e. existing organisational structures and financial
accountability) and willingness to commit their own financial aird personal resources.
USAID will

several rounds of review commencing September 1.19*)?. The
1.19% and August 1.19%. Individual grants
will range between USSl?(K)() to USS25()0(K). US.AID grants awarded under this fund will not exceed
USAID will evaluate proposals iha)ugh

next

munds will be held on

November 1.199?. February

US$2 million total.

Requests for Applications (RF.As) — a detailed description of the DennKracy
Fund and pnx'edures related to apply ing for funding — to thtise organisations that respond to this
advertisement. In submitting your pnvposals to USAID, the above review dates should be ctvnsidered in
USAID will distribute

organisation wishes its pnvposed activity to be evaluated for funding.
Interested parties are encouraged to notify USAID by (preferably) fax, (267)371-072 or by mall.
USAID Regional Centre for Southern Africa. Attention: Regional Contracting Officer, P.O. Box
relation to the time frame y our

2427. (iaborone. Botswana.

Psychologist: Bulletin of The British

Psychological Society; Vol. 7.12..S49—.S60.

Democracy Advisor

uni versities. government entities and/or regional

iHxJies engaged indemcKTacy promotion activities

throughout the region as well as the quality and reach of the aciiv ities themselves. The DenuKracv
Fund w ill concentrate its efforts in the 11 member countries of the Southern African Development
Community (SADCl. and in the follow ing areas: civic stx'ieiy strengthening. Parliamentarian skills
training and women in pvilitics.
The DemiK'racy Advisor w ill have primary management resptMisibihly for the DennKracy Fund,
which will include;
*

*

!

*
*

The

reviewing and awarding grants.
conducting ivutreach and publicity.
assisting potential grantees, and
monitoring grantee performance.
DenKK'racy Advisor's technical support

responsibilities will include;

keeping abreast ofpolitical developments in the Southern Africa region, reflecting and interests

*

of stiuihcm .Africans, and

initialing and maintaining good working

*

relationships with host country government

counterparts, donor representatives, nivn-govemmental organisations (NGOs).
and US Embassies in the region.

:

as

♦The

Senior

than two countries:

•

more

Perfonnance

.Agency for International Development's Regional Centre for Southern Africa
(USAID/RCS.A ).inGabon>ne. Botswana, isseeking applicants forihepivsilitvn of SeniorDemiKTacy
.Advisorioassist with all aspectsof managing a new SlOmillion. five-year Southern .Africa Regional
Democracy Fund, designed to strengthen democratic processes and institutions in Southern Africa.
The Democracy Fund w ill enhance both the capacity ofSouthem .African organisatiims. individuals,

•

Involve

Publishing
Mpofu. E (1994) Children's Interpretive
strategies for Class Inclusion Tasks
*Joumal of Education Psychology 64. 79-91
ZlNDl. F (1994) Differences in Psychometric
New York: Plenum

The United Stales

disseminate information and

participate more fully in their natiims' political life.
USAID w ill only consider those proposals w-hich originate from within the 11 -member countries of the
Southern African Development Community (SADCl: those proposals w hereby benefits accrue diredly
to Southern Africans: and. in order to preserve the regional integrity of the DemiKTcKy Fund, those
proposals which involve beneficiaries from two or more countries in Southern Africa.
In reviewing proposals. USAID will give special consideration to those activities which:
Reach a higher number of beneficiaries:

America:

Position Announcement

African legislators in order to enable them to improve the
and effectiveness of legislative processes and advance constituents' interests: and

•
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USAID Mission to Botswana

follows;

To empower women to

•

intelligence?”^

highly-placed executives in managerial
positions who were running big institutions.
The only explanation one can give is that
the test given was unsuitable and biased. In
other words, the test was displaying imported
'intelligence' as opposed to the intelligence
and values of the participants attending this
workshop. The assumption the consultant
made for assessing Zimbabweans using a

To enhance the skills of Southern
management

exactly do we mean by the term

mental

were

impnwe the capacity of civic society groups to develop, use and
tools essential to informed citizen participation in a democracy;

•

intelligent behaviour by Africans. The
question to be asked, therefore is "What

disturbance. On the contrary these

Africa.

To

•

imported test was neither

valid nor reliable. Western intelligence
seems to omit activities which are valued as

though none of the

This cannot be true

participants showed any signs of

Regional Democracy Fund

Specifically, the Democracy Fund's objectives are as

In short, the

their IQ scores on this test

TheGovemmentoftheUnitedSlateshasestablishedaSouihemAfricaRegionalDenuK'racN Fund which
aims loenhance both the capacity ofSouthem African organisations, individuals, universities, government
entities and/or regitwial bodies engaged in democracy promotion activities throughout the region, as well
as the quality and reach of the activities themselves. In that connection, the United States Agency for
International De' elopment ‘s Regional Centre for Southern Africa (USAID/RCSA). located in Gaborone.
Botswana, is seeking sources that are interested in submitting proposals for the Southern .Africa Regional
E)emocracy Fund, a new five-year. $ 10 million grant fund designed to strengthen demcK-ratic pnxesses
and institutions in Southern

for Zimbabweans are identical to those for
norm samples used in the U.S.A. in the
standardisation of the testing instrument,

fell below 19.

USAID Mission to Botswana
Southern Africa

foreign test was that the score distributions

Ten scored between 36 and 51,
and, according to how the test should be
interpreted, these fall in the moderate
retardation category. Two participants were
in the severe retardation category with scores
between 20 and 30 while three were
categorised as having profound mental
category.

analyse African intelligence.

Potential upplicanis must possess

USAID Missions

the followinjufualificaiioin. c\u?.<:n\h\p of oik oilhc

\ 1 member

proficiency, computer competency , a bachelor's degree in political
of the social sciences or public administratiivn. at least fixir years ofexperience
working on democracy pnvmoiion in Africa and ten years of relevant professional experience, prior
supervisory and grant management experience as well as excellent communication, interpersonal,
S.ADC countries. English

science, law. one

management and

cross-cultural skills.

Spinal l oiisiileration will hei^iveii to those caiululates who meet the followiii^ eriteria: Portuguese
pixvficiency. a graduate degree in one of the aforementioned areas of specialty, democrat isat ion and
relevant pmfessional experience specific to the Souther .Africa region as well as experience in
project monitoring and evaluation and working with the medta.
The position is based at US.AID/RCS.A in Gaborone. Botswana; but. the .Advisor is expected to
travel throughout the region at least two weeks out of every month. The successful applicant will
be awarded

a

two-year contract

beginning or aKvut October. 1. 199?. and renewable for up to five

based on satisfactory performance.
Interest applicants should mail their Curriculum \ ilae to the

years

USAID Regional Centre for

Southern .Africa. .Attention:

Regional Contracting Officer.
P O Box 2427. (iaborone.
no

later than

Botswana

September 30. 1995.
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BOTSWANA: IS THE MIRACLE OVER?
Prof Malema
decade of successful

He also noted that in the short term, the

economic performance marked by

situation would be mitigated by the country ’ s

an over 10 percent annual grow th
between 1981 and 1991, the Botswana

foreign reserves which are said to be in the
region of P14 billion (US$5,8 billion), but
insisted that long term measures need to be

A

FTER

a

has entered a period of serious
depression. Presenting this year’s budget
to parliament, the minister of finance
and development planning, Festus Mogae,
economy

cautioned of

an

impending economic

crisis, as shown in the large budget deficit
in the current fiscal year.
“Estimates indicate a budget
P237 million

deficit of

(US$94,8 million), mainly

due to unfavourable

developments on the
revenue side, in particular the Bank of
Botswana profits,” Mogae. who is also
Botswana’s Vice-President, told parliament
in February.
Although the government blames the

situation

on

the loss of

revenue,

which

was

expected to be generated out of the Bank of
Botswana profits, there is clearevidence that
even the country’s traditional exports have
plummeted due to a declining world market.
According to the Debswana Diamond
Company, diamonds, which account for 80
percent of Botswana's foreign exchange
earnings, earned only US$4,250 million
between December 1993 and December

1994, which represents 2,7 percent of the

earnings reali.sed in the same period in the
previous year.
The beef industry, which is the country’s
second major foreign exchange earner, is
expected to sneeze further from last year's
P2I3 million, once the World Trade

devised

soon.

The

gloomy economic situation has
already resulted in staff reduction measures
in both the public and the private sectors.
Already, the partially government-owned
National Development Bank (NDB) has
retrenched about 50 percent of its workers,
in an attempt to cut down on costs.
Barclays Bank is to reduce its workforce
by nearly 30 percent before the end of the
year. Similar moves are in the offing at the
state-owned Air Botswana and the Botswana

Railways. In June, the government
liquidation of Soda Ash
Botswana, which had began operations in
1989. The company had been facing stiff
competition from America. Kenya, and
Bulgaria in its efforts to access the small
announced the

Southern African market, and its closure
will

loss of jobs to

hundreds of miners
employed in sectors
which were established to service the mining
operations.
Officially, unemployment is estimated at
around 70 000. but independent sources put
the number of those without jobs in
Botswana at 100 000, out of a population of
mean

and others who

are

1 million.

The Bank of Botswana says

that although
signs of recovery,
unemployment will continue to grow.

there

have

been

Organisation (WTO) begins to implement
its new anti-protectionist rules. For a long
time

Botswana

has

benefited

from

access to the European Union
market for its beef, and the reduction of

accrued from this

sector

governor,

scales.
"A salary increase of 8 percent across the
board will go a long way to aggravate the
income gap. Instead, the people who are at
the top of the ladder should get a lower
percentage and the government should

progressively increase the percentage as it
goes down,” 'V ice-President of the Botswana
National Front. Michael Dingake, said in
parliament.
Faced with this economic quagmire, the
Botswana government has been drumming
form of economic diversification,
success. In January this year,
the government announced a relaxation in
the exchange control policies, with the view
to facilitate the expatriation of profits.
Economic analysts maintain that the move
could pay dividends, but insist that it should
up some

without much

have been made much earlier

to avert the

present crisis.
“Botswana's main

problem could be that
timing,” said recently one of the neoclassical organisations, the Botswana
Confederation of Commerce, Industry and
Manpower (BOCCIM).
of

However,

a renown

economist at the

University of Botswana, Keith Jefferis, is
sceptical and says that although the move is
a .sound one, it is not enough. “The government
could counter check

some

of the undesirable

developments such as money laundering and
capital flight.” he said.
Critics of Botswana's economic policies
have always maintained that the country did
not fully utilize its profits from diamonds to

will

definitely hit hard the cattle industry.
According to former Bank of Botswana
deputy

attempt to alleviate the poverty
by the current economic climate, the
government announced recently a general 8
percent salary increase, but the move was
criticised by opposition leaders, who argue
that salary increments should be done
progressively, so as to narrow the gap
between those in the higher and lower salary
an

should have taken some other measures which

preferential
revenues

In

caused

Lawrence Clark, the

government has to introduce some far

embark

reaching cost cutting measures. If it fails to
do that, he said, the country’s economic
situation may get worse in the next 2-3

anticipated that the country would slip into
an unprecedented economic crisis once the

years.

market shrank.□

Sapem August. 199.‘i
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reserves were

Festus

Mogae: A deep crisis is eminent

industrialisation, and had

finished or the world diamond
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ZAMBIA: CHAIRMAN OF FAILED BANK
EXTERNALISED FUNDS
Square Yalemana

L

ATEST Findings about

the mess at

statutory

Walubita said in

Meridien BI AO Bank indicate that
the bank’s chairman

Sardanis

might

Andrew

have irregularly

externalised close to US$100 million
between 1993 and 1994 for his

off shore

trading.
Investigations by the Bank of Zambia
about what caused of the closure also
revealed that Sardanis externalised close to

US$20 million worth of deposits belonging
to the Bank of Zambia, USS50 million from

reversing the merger,

government had noted that the
between the two banks

with the

was

“marriage”
inconsistent

which

was

in accordance with the

Banking

and Financial Services Act of 1994.

regard, government reaffirms its
commitment to foster and strengthen the
operations of the Zambia National
“In this

Commercial Bank, in order for it to continue

Meridien Bank and £1,5 million worth of

tooccupy its leading position in ourfinancial

Zambia Consolidated

system." said the minister.
The government has also decided that
depositors with the defunct bank would be
paid back their deposits up to a maximum of
US$588, beginning this month.
Similarly the Bank of Zambia has been
directed to recover public funds advanced

Copper Mines

(ZCCM) deposits.
Most of the money

has tieen traced to
Sardanis’ off shore operations and the
amount could be higher. As a local investor,
Sardanis is allowed under the Investment
Act of 1993 to externalise

profits from his

Meridien BI AO (Zambia) Limited, which

investments, unless the money was

to

irregularly externalised.
However, speaking for the first time since
the collapse of his empire, Sardanis denied

amount to

allegations against him, saying that he
treats them with the contempt that they

members of the

the

deserve. Sardanis attributed the failure of
the bank tocivil

wars,

currency depreciations

in the countries where the bank

operated,

harsh economic conditions and above all. to
what he said

were

the difficulties of

an

banking group being accepted
internationally, and the “hostility of a

African

number of British institutions.”

Meanwhile, the Zambian Cabinet has
reversed finance minister Ronald Penza’s

decision to merge the collapsed bank with
the Zambia National Commercial Bank

Information and broadcasting

minister

Kelly Walubita said government had decided
that ZNCB should continue to operate

independently of the “insolvent” Meridien
decision on the future of
the Meridien BIAO Bank would be
BIAO Bank, and

determined

a

by the Bank of Zambia after

completion of diligence study within the
26

in vain”, he said.
He doubted the

The merger of the two banks
under fire from various circles,

Meridien

was

had

come

including

ruling MMD party.
National Party president Humphrey

and it should have been allowed to collapse
like any other mismanaged
Three of the minority

claiming to speak

The Economic Association of Zambia
it

was

strange that despite the huge sums of

money government had lent to
could not salvage the bank.
Securities and

holders of Meridien Financial Services.
He said SEC

Vernon Mwaanga has called for
the sacking of finance minister Ronald
Penza, while minority shareholders in the
secretary

ZNCB threatened to
the merger of the
Meridien.

sue

the government

bank with the defunct

condemnation of the merger
resignation of Penza “in
the public’s interest”.
Speaking to journalists in his Lusaka
office. Mwaanga. a former foreign affairs
minister said there was no guarantee that the
and demanded the

that were used to bail out Meridien

would be recovered,
resources

should
provide protection for the unit

holders in funds.

Securities Limited have

since been

suspended from operating on the Lusaka
Stock Exchange (LUSE) until the future of
the bank now under receivership of Jack
Ward of Price Waterhou.se is known.
And

according to the New Banking and

Financial Services Act of 1994. Penza acted

The Bankers Union of Zambia (BUZ)

resources

the funds and what steps

Meridien Finance Services and Meridien

international relations

over

expected to draw

was

attention to what effect the closure of the

to

MMD

Exchange Commission

Kapumpa said in line with the Securities
subsidiary legislation. SEC
would hold consultative meetings with

on

And

Meridien. it

(SEC) secretary and chief executive Mumba

be taken

amalgamation.

illegal and ultra-

(EAZ) also condemned the merger and said

bank has

the

shareholders,

behalf of 45 others,
decision to merge the

vires.

emergency parliamentary session to
debate the matter with the hope of stopping
an

institution.

on

said the government
two banks was suspicious,

Mulemba condemned the merger and called
for

legality of the merger.
declared insolvent, he said,

Act and its

US$37,5 million.

also joined the

(ZNCB).

“These

appointment of the receiver by the

board of directors of the Bank of Zambia,

the bank in the first

place.
things must be corrected,
otherwise the sacrifice of our people will be

out

90 days.

adding that public

should not have been used to bail

provisions of the law when he
w'ithout consulting
minority shareholders, creditors and
depositors.
According to the new Banking and

outside the

announced the merger

Financial Services Act, before the Bank of
Zambia

decides

to

commence

the

reorganisation of a bank, the central bank is
supposed to grant a reasonable opportunity
for hearing all interested parties such as
Sapem August. 1995
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minority shareholders, creditors and
depositors.
In addition, the Bank of Zambia is also

stay of proceedings, the Bank of Zambia
will proceed to carry out the reorganisation

to

the Act.

Following the closure of Meridien BIAO,
police are reported to have raided the home

plan.”

supposed to send a copy of the reorganisation
plan to each depositor and other creditors,
who under the plan, would not receive full

Government is empowered to reorganise

of Sardanis but found h im out of the country.

any bank through a merger provided the
other bank’s shareholders are agreeable

He faces charges of dishonesty or fraud in
relation to the massive externalisation of

payment.

and that all

foreign exchange from Zambia which
weakened the bank’s financial position.
Recently in Venezuela where a private
bank collapsed after its shareholders

Another

provision of the Banking and

Financial Services Act states that if the

reorganisation plan is rejected by at least
third of the aggregate amount of
depositors and creditors comprising at least
one-third in value of the aggregate claims of
creditors, then the plan cannot be
implemented.
“The copy of the reorganisation plan shall
be accompanied by a notice stating that if
the reorganisation plan is not refused in
writing within a period of 30 days by persons
holding at least one-third of the aggregate
amount of deposits and creditors
comprising
at least one-third in value of the aggregate of
one

the claims of creditors, or if within the

same

period of 30 days the court does not order a

depositors and creditors have
amalgamation.
According to the new Banking and
Financial Services Act, following the
appointment of the official receivers, the
central bank could within 90 days make an
order for compulsory liquidation under
consented to the

Section

101,

or

fraud, while hundreds of bankers fled the

reorganisation

commence

under Section 102

“looted” it, government ordered the arrest
of over 100 shareholders on charges of

country.

terminate the seizure.

The

Apparently, Penza decided to go for
reorganisation without letting the six months
grace period given to Meridien Bank’s new
management to improve operations to be
completed.

new

Banking and Financial

Institutions Act in Zambia prohibits

employment of managers responsible for
running down a financial institution.
This

means

that

Sardanis, who founded

the bank, corporate managers

and other top
management officials at Meridien, would
not be allowed to fonn or
join any financial

And fonuer Chairman of Meridien BIAO

Bank Sardanis and other managers could be
jailed for up to five years if found guilty of
causing the closure of the bank, according

institution if found responsible for

running

down the bank.Q

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF IRAN IN FIGURES PART
Composition of Iran's imports in 1990

As is shown in the table above,

“machinery,
equipment” are
import items of the country followed
by “iron, cast-iron and steel”, “electrical
machinery and equipments”, “Cereals”,
steam boilers and mechanical

Commodity

Value

Share in total

(million dollars)

Sugar

337,8

1,90

0,9

0,01

258,8

0,10

Watches
Live animals

Motor
and

cycles

bicycles

4,9

Building materials44,6

0,03

-

XI

“artificial resins", chemical products”,
“paper and paper board”, “Components and
spare parts of transportation vehicles”. Ten
main sources of Iran's imports in 1990 were
as given in the table below.

Top ten import sources of Iran in 1990

Country

Volume of

import

(1 000 tons)

import from

Value of import from
(million dollars)

Share in total
value (%)

0,30

Bars, profiles

West

023,3

3

302,1

18,3

and wires

Japan

777,0

1

860,7

10,3

Italy

583,0

1

443,2

8,0

Britain

292.8

976.9

5,4

Dubai

614,0

826,2

4,6

Belgium

815,0

767.9

4,3
3,9

China

ware

Tractors

47,0

0,30

7,0

0,04

10,5

0,10

Medical equipment
and tools

Others

Total

163,2
4

309,1

Import 18 023,6

Sapem August. 1995

0,90
23,90

100,00

Germany

1

Turkey

1

029,1

699,1

Australia

2

737,5

658,5

3,7

Brazil

1

429,0

621,4

3,7

496.8

611,0

M

South Korea
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PERSPECTIVES

THE 1995 SADC SUMMIT
Integrating South Africa into SADC, or SADC into South Africa?
IBBO MANDAZA
1995 SADC Summit held in

Indeed,

the enterprise of regional
cooperation and integration in

■

economic

I

Southern Africa will for the foreseeable

Johannesburg, South Africa on 28th
August, ended on as positive a note
as all previous Summits ever since the
organisation’s inauguration on 1st April,
1980. However, this year’s Summit was of
unusual significance, in terms of both
historical context and implications for the
future of SADC itself.

Xhe historical context relates to the fact
that one of the central objectives behind the

SADC enterprise has been the liberation of
South Africa and thereby the implicit

expectation that this would ipsofacto almost
complete the process of regional economic
cooperation and integration in Southern
Africa. Forget for the moment that the process
of regional economic cooperation and
integration is a very complex matter, requiring
not only tremendous political will and
commitment on the part ofindividual member

future remain

largely a function ofpolitical
cooperation, the range of activities that
characterise inter-state or international
relations between the countries of the sub-

region. But given the nature of this infectious
ideology that is attendant to the idea and
concept of SADC, there is also the tendency
to conflate and collapse political and
diplomatic cooperation into the presumption
that economic cooperation and economic
integration have already arrived.
Nevertheless, political cooperation, peace
and security constitute an important if not
essential foundation for the long-term goal
of economic cooperation and integration.
To that extent, perhaps, the SADC ideology,
and even the optimism that goes with it,
cannot be misplaced.

Xhe

question, however.

is whether

or

protracted and elaborate legal
arrangements most of which take effect at
given stages within aperiod ofdecades rather
than months or even years. For, the SADC
ideology has always been so infectious in its
optimism; in the words of its chief
protoganists (and here not only Makoni who
best represented that ideology and Mbuende

ironically, begun, to deflate an idea (and its
infectious ideology) whose raison d’etre,
was integral to the process of the liberation
of that country, particularly the extent to
which the SADC became inextricably

who, itis now self-evident, is no less affected),
the term SADC connotes at one and the same

and

states

time

but also

as

much

an

economic community in the

making as one already established. SADC is
established; it remains to be made! The SADC

ideology

so

characterised might be without

solid economic foundations but it has a strong

political underpinning, derived from a history
of solidarity that was the Frontline States and
the

manner

in whic-h the latter defined both

and, to some extent, even the
of cooperation among the member

the parameters
content
states

and the liberation movements of

Southern Africa. So that over time, and with
the

accompanying victories that saw

Southern Africa gradually liberated, political

solidarity and political cooperation became
increasingly confused with and presumed
to

be

synonymous

with economic

cooperation and economic integration.
28

not

the arrival of South Africa has not,

entwined with

an

external and international

help^ broker the peace
compromise in 1994. Analysis of the
period since May 1994 is most instructive
and helps to identify and highlight some of
the strains and stresses that are emerging in
the relationship between the new South Africa
and SADC. We hope that these problems
will be addressed by those concerned instead
of being concealed—allowed to simmer and
bubble
below the surface of diplomatic
lobby that finally

—

discourse.

Xhe failure of the 1995 SADC summit to
conclude the trade
one

protocol provides only
point being made

illustration of the

here. Needless to mention, it was a setback
which the Summit wished to down-play by

highlighting all the various achievements
made not only at this year’s meeting, but
also over the 15 years ever since the SADC
was

established. But neither the Summit’s

fanfare

nor its glowing final communique
successfully conceal the concern and
anxiety that is being generated over the
issue of the trade protocol. Admittedly, the
SADC Secretariat may have hurried the
protocol on to the Summit agenda, anxious
as it was no doubt to pre-empt the ambitions

could

of the Common Market of Eastern and
Saharan Africa (COMES A) particularly the
latter’s objective of integrating Southern
Africa into a broader Common Market that
also includes Eastern Africa.

Obviously, a
SADC trade protocol might put paid to the
COMESA idea or at least cause more
confusion than already exists in the
relationship between the two organisations
whose membership is both overlapping and
duplicative. For, the provisions of the SADC
protocol virtually duplicate those of
COMESA in that it seeks to promote intraSADC trade through the elimination of
tariffs and non-tariff barriers and allow

competition and free and fair trade among
member countries.

Xhe COMESA/SADC conflict is in part
responsible for the failure of the SADC
Summit to conclude the trade protocol. But
as I shall try to illustrate below, not only is
the South African factor so much more a
determinant in this regard, but also lies at
the very centre

of the COMESAJSADC

conflict itself However, both the COMESA
and SADC have been

so

concerned about

the

debilitating effects — particularly as
they relate also to the competition for

declining donor resources—of the conflict.
So, in 1993, the two organisations
commissioned
a
Joint Study on
Harmonisation, Rationalisation and
Coordination of the Activities of the

Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and
Southern African States (PTA/COMESA)
and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). In view of the findings,
the study recommended six options for
consideration by the Joint Ministerial
Committee of PTA/COMESA and SADC,
and

through the latter, to the respective

Summits:
Option 1: Maintaining the Status Quo — which allows
both organisations to continue with the proviso that
Sapem August, 1995
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they work out a firm mechanismfor harmonisation,

members who are also members of SADC. In

rationalisation and coordination.

short, the SACU factor appears to be emerging

Option 2: Merger of PTA and SADC: a position
strenuously sustained by the PTA/COMESA but
vigorously opposed by the SADC.
Option 3: Based on Articles 56 and 192 of PTA/
COMESA (the “Ushewokunze Compromise") —
which advocates the creation of four regional
groupings to operate within the broaderframework
of PTA/COMESA.
Option 4: Member States of SADC that are also
members of the PTA/COMESA should withdraw
from the latter.
Option 5: Based on the Malawi Recommendation that

dominant

over

the

SADC

one.

Not

surprisingly. South Africa’s pre-occupation
with SACU should also help to explain the
delay in the conclusion of a new trade
agreement between herself and Zimbabwe.
More important, however, is that none of the
other SACU member states will dare proceed

pretend that she does not occupy a central
and dominant position. Besides, she is being
pampered further into that position not only by
the international community but also by her
own neighbours, in that the latter are more
inclined towards grovelling than reminding
South Africa that a country's national interests
are

best maintained and enhanced in the

recognition and acknowledgement of the
“national interests” of your counterparts.

the PTA/COMESA and SADC Secretariats themselves

protocol without firm indications
from South Africa. To put it more boldly,
given a choice between SACU and SADC,

and resolve the issue towards rationalisation

Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland

mainly on the twin foundations ofthe political
solidarity and the capacity to mobilize donor

meet

and harmonisation

on a

trade

might even opt for SACU.

of activities.

Option 6: That PTA/COMESA should provide the
institutionalframeworkfor the Abuja Treaty, and as
such, assist in the establishment and coordination of
the five regional blocs which constitute the building
blocs of the African Economic Community.

Purthermore, the consultants to the study
indicated

Options 6, 3, 4 as their preferred
Options, in that order. What is important to
note for the purposes of this discussion,
however, is that the SADC Summit, held in
Gaborone in August, 1994, adopted Option
4. It is safe to conclude that it is on that basis
that the SADC trade

protocol was produced
placed on the 1995 Summit agenda. As
has already been stated, the adoption of that
protocol would not only have pre-empted
and

Logically, therefore. South Africa itself
might wish to conclude trade agreements
with nonrSACU member states within the

broad framework of SACU but certainly not
in contradiction to the latter. To the extent
that every

non-SACU SADC member state
requires a trade agreement with South Africa,
the latter’s position remains quite central and
unassailable vis-a-vis not only SADC but
also COMESA. It is a position further
reinforced by an international communityparticularly such organisations as the
European Union and GATT - that treats
South Africa as quite distinct from both the
rest

of Southern Africa and the continent.

I have developed this theme elsewhere in
book

point of view and calculation of the SADC

a

Secretariat, also ended the COMESA/S ADC
conflict, in that the two organizations would
have become ipsofacto two separate entities.

Problems and

Aware of the dilemma that

made in the conclusion to this

SADC Secretariat had prepared a background

emerged for SADC in the wake of

paper designed to smooth over such a
“transition” from COMESA to SADC. In

particular, the document cited Chapter Eight,
Article 24 of the SADC Treaty, under which
SADC member states would still be able, on
the basis of the provisions of both that treaty
and those of the
and maintain

Abuja Treaty, to cooperate
good working relations with

non-SADC COMESA countries.

Therefore, the SADC Secretariat must
have been somewhat

surprised to discover
Johannesburg meeting that the
conclusion of the trade protocol would be
at

the

derailed less

on

the basis of

a

dilemma of

choice, on the part of those member states
concerned, between a SADC trade protocol
and COMESA, than on the position taken

by South Africa in particular and some
Southern African Customs Union (SACU)
Sapem August, 1995

However, it will have to reassess
its role and objectives in the light of both the
SACU reality and the changing global
resources.

COMESA in Southern Africa but, from the

might confront a
numberofmember states in deciding whether
or not to sign the SADC trade protocol, the

Second, SADC will continue to survive

{Southern Africa in the 1980s

Prospects of Regional
Cooperation soon to be published by SAFES).

However, there are three observations to be

piece.

First, if there is a dilemma that has

now

a free
South Africa, then it is one which has to be
attributed to the history of the sub-continent

as

such, particularly the legacy of uneven

and unequal development between and
within the member countries, and in the
context of which South Africa in particular
and the former white settler colonies in

situation. For its members, SACU offers real
and tangible benefits, based on an institutional

framework which, however imperfect, does
a more viable one than SADC. In

constitute

short,

so

distinct in functions are SACU and

SADC that member states concerned could
maintain membership of both without much

difficulty. The question which arises for
SADC is how then to reconcile that

reality

with the concerns of those member states
who are not in SACU. It is possible that such
member states might now be assessing their

options, or, at least seek to maximise them,
by leaving open the “northern corridor”,
maintaining membership of both SADC
and COMESA. If that were to happen, and
indeed all indications are that Malawi,
Zambia and Zimbabwe will sign the
COMES A Treaty, then it would be foolhardy
for SADC to continue to dichotomise itself
vis-a-vis COMESA. In our view, it would
be advisable for SADC to adopt a positive
attitude at the scheduled joint COMESA/
SADC Summit that has its main objective
the rationalisation of the activities of the
two

organisations.

T bird.

other observers

have attained that objective by May 1994.
Yet that is precisely the point: it is also naive

might wish to
really
being integrated into South Africa and SACU,
what the possible implications might be for the
future of SADC itself; and whether, given the
vagaries and constraints attendant to regional
cooperation and economic integration ventures
in the South, particularly given also the pace and
intensity of economic globalisation, it might not
be a better strategy to widen the scope of
cooperation, beyond such sub-regional entities
as SADC or COMESA, towards not
only a

expect that South Africa, beset as it is
with its own internal problems that are likely
to increase rather than decrease, should

continental

Community but even Southern cooperation
that encompasses Africa, Latin America

behave

and Asia.Q

general have been viewed and treated by
international capital as the hub or engine of
development. It has been one of SADC’s
objective to address this legacy of uneven
and unequal development, including the
need to reduce the abject dependence of its
other member states

would be naive

to

on

South Africa. But it

expect that SADC could

to

so

magnanimously

as to

have to

comment

on

whether or not SADC is

one

such

as

African Economic
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BRUCE GROBBELAAR: A DISASTROUS
END OF CAREER?
Zerlbabel Mldzingwa

Z

Southampton first
choice goalkeeper was recently
charged by British police with four
IMB.ABWE and

counts of

corruption centred on matchreported by the British The Sun

fixing

as
tabloid last November, and is due to appear
in court in October this year.

The charges follow an eight-month police
investigation into alleged match-fixing in the
English Premier League during Grobbelaar's
13-year career with former European cup
holders, Liverpool.
Wimbledon's Dutch goalkeeper Hans
Segers and Aston Villa striker John Fashanu,
Fashanu's wife Melissa Kassamapsi and
Malaysian businessman Hen Suan Lim have
been charged along with Grobbelaar on the
conspiracy charges.
While Grobbelaar faces four other

charges
under the 1906 Prevention of Corruption Act,
his four co-accused face just one each under

Carman ’ s most recent success stories incl ude

£ 125 000 if Southampton

had lost by precisely
goal against Coventry in a league game in
September last year.
Southampton, however, won 3-1.
About £50 000 was alleged to have been at
stake again had Grobbelaar ensured
Southampton lost by exactly one goal again
against Manchester City. The game instead

the devastation of fomier Johannesburg5/(/a/c/v

one

ended in

a

Times columnist Jani Allen when she claimed

soap opera actress, Gillian Tayforth, had had
oral sex with a man in a parked vehicle in a
a

3-3 draw.

motorway

many believe, because of Carman's reputation
for uncovering the tiniest details of their past.

friend, ex-business partner and former
Rhodesian army officer who was "appalled"

for Southampton

If

Grobbelaar's
out

after

now

turns

"Our stance is still the same. We stand

I

the £40 000 in

question

was

Grobbelaar: facing four

a

Southampton Club, received the £40 000 bribe
from a Far Eastern gambling syndicate to
ensure Liverpool lost its English Premier
League game against Newcastle in 1993.
Livcipool. consequently, lost 3-0 and the
syndicate is said to have pocketed about £3
million by betting on the uncertainty.
Grobbelaar has denied this allegation, saying

his testimonial
issued

money for Liverpool. He has reportedly
a writ of libel against The Sun.

by

charges of

corruption
The last time results

are

known

to

have been

English football was about 30 years
ago. when several players were jailed.
Grobbelaar's case if proven true, could attract
a two-year jail term or life ban from playing
fixed in

Not much is known about Vincent, who is

a

recent

and from the conviction of Manchester Un ited' s

same age as Grobbelaar. Writing in
issue of The Weekend Star, Garner

as.saulting a fan.
development, another damning
in a series of blows to the image of

French star Eric Cantona for
In

a

similar

indictment

soccer.

about the

find him

guilty."
Apart from his career and the unsavoury
effects of the affair on his family, the British
Press would rightly conclude that soccer has
become a tainted game. This is so to a game
still reeling from an FA finding that former
Arsenal inanagerGeorgeGrahman improperly
accepted payments related to the transfer deals
courts

expose

for the Saints,

Mugabe

Grobbelaar. He remains innocent until the

games”. The Sun alleged that the 37-year-

old, who

Football

pledged to support Grobbelaar.

under the headline "Grobbelaar took bribes to
fix

defend his face

Meanwhile, the Zimbabwe

soccer season.

five-page

turn to

Association (ZIFA) chaimian Leo

Liverpool and Southampton during the
well-documented

it will be his

The English Football Association, which
charged Grobbelaar in November on tw'o
counts, said recently that it would not pursue
its own investigation until the criminal
proceedings had been completed. The FA has
not formally charged Grobbelaar'sco-accu.sed.

additional £310 000 to lose two or more games

a

turning up
and Zimbabwe, is brought to

Hewitt.

I The paper alleged the goalkeeper was filmed
taking £2 (KX) from Vincent, who is believed
by the British Press to be in a Sun hideout.

alleged that Grobbelaar took a £40 000 bribe
to lose a key Premier League game when
playing for Liverpool and was offered an

In

Grobbelaar. who is still

against Carman and. guilty or not. he will have
to show that his ability in court is at the very
best equal to his agility in the goalmouth. He
is represented by his lawyer solicitor David

a

allegations.

1993-94

ever

court,

corruption. The Sun report
two-month investigation,
much of which was video-taped and soundrecorded, with Vincent posing as middlemen
for a rival "bogus" syndicate.
at

came

On November 10, 1994, The Sun report

for

sliproad. Both lost dramatically,

According to The Sun, Grobbelaar w'as
trapped with the help of Chris Vincent, a

the same Act. All five have vehemently denied
the

have been libelled

by Britain's Cliamwl 4
recently. Carman
successfully defended The Sun after it claimed

to

Television network. More

the game, police in Malaysia recently anested
58 soccer players, twocoaches and three bookmakers believed to have been involved in

fixing matches in the country's professional
league.

charge stems from the alleged

Thompson said Vincent was a man with a
history of failed business ventures and therefore

largest single bribe offer

could be out to tarnish his fomier business

Grobbelaar's misfortunes do not end here.

for another game involving Liverpool. The
Sun report says Grobbelaar made two blind

partner's image.
According to The Weekend Star. The Sun
will be represented in Grobbelaar's case by a

Immigration authorities in Zimbabwe have
threatened to withdraw his citizenship,
allegedly for possessing dual citizenship,
which is not recognised under Zimbabwean
law. All these developments may see the

The second

£135 (HX) bribe, the

and the game ended in a draw.
After Grobbelaar had joined Southampton,

saves

he is alleged to have attempted to throw another

match, in which he could have
30

picked

up

man

most

known

as

the Great Defender. Britain's

brilliant and lethal libel

Cannan.

lawyer. George

disastrous end of Grobbelaar's career. J
S.APEM August. 1995
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THE OTHER VOICES OF ANGOLA
An Interview with Filomeno Viera

Lopes, Secretary-General of the Front for Denioeracy (FD)
Is it possible for Angola to build a
democracy?
Yes, if we develop a spirit of tolerance able
to change the culture and politics of exclusion.
Military peace should be followed by peace

On

July 14, the National Assembly of Angola
passed a package of laws which included
the posfponment of the elections from 1996
to the year 2000; administrative election of
the President; and repeal of the law of right
of access to the state-owned media by all
political parties.

of minds, and on this basis we should discuss
the basic

needs

problems of our country. Angola

to

be based

broad national

on

consensus.

given to this political development and its
consequences for democracy in Angola. In
the following interview, Mercedes Sayagues

talks to Filomeno Vieira

Lopes, secretarygeneral of the Front for Democracy (FD)
which has joined 13 other small parties in a
coalition called

the

the FD obtained

some

PtC: M SAYAGUES

Democratic Civil

Opposition (POCD). In the 1992 elections,
37 000 votes,

one seat in parliament.
Vieira Lopes supported the ruling

Viera

Lopes: “Angola needs to be based on

thus

national consensus”.

gaining
and

was a

government.

MPLA

until 1975 when, disillusioned with

singleparty rule, he left the MPLA and went into
exile for ten years in Portugal. Returning
to Angola in 1986, Vieira, an economist,
lectured at the Faculty of Engineering
on at

the

Faculty of Economics. From both faculties
he was dismissed, according to him, for
political reasons. Today Vieira works as
an economist at the state oil company,
SONANGOL. Between 1990/91 he was

president of the Management Committee
at the Soyo oil plant, and in 1991 was
elected Administrator with 55 per cent of
worker’s
was

There

member of its Central Committee

between 1987 and 1988 and later

votes.

However, when the FD

formed in 1991 and Vieira elected its

secretary-general, he

was discharged
all his duties at SONANGOL.

SAY AGUES: What

are

from

the consequences

are

the 220 elected members of the

assembly
lead to a bipolarisation "dejwe” (two vicepresidencies, administrative election of the
President, prolongation of the MPLA/
UNlTA-dominated Assembly's four-year

term to an extra

four), to the extinction of

political parties (law of political parties),
and to limitations of freedom of expression
(annulment of the law of equal access to the
media for all political parties).
This amounts to

The MPLA is

UNITA

to

trying to accommodate

the exclusion of other (unarmed)

Assembly?
LOPES: Narrowing of the democratic space,
and limitations to individual rights. Political
decisions will depend on cabinet negotiations

is needed if

believe that peace
cannot have one

between the MPLA and UNITA. These laws

the other. This is

approved by
some cases

a mere 109 representatives
and 89 in others, from among

Sapem August. 1995

are

we are

told this bipolarisation
to have peace. But, we
entails democracy: we
without

the

other.

Bipolarization seeks to give us one but not
a dangerous attitude that
can lead to a renewal of war or to an
exasperation of social conflicts.

a transition from a
liberalised economy. But, to

democratic transition only
change in the ways of holding on to
power. This goes against democracy, which
requires transparency and equal opportunity.
The people in power need permanent tension
to perpetuate their hold on power, while the
armed opposition party has not broken clear
with totalitarian practices.
means a

Does the Lusaka Protocol encourage

establish

Constitution.

a

those in power,

revision

by stipulating that it should not
touch the basic democratic principles. Only
a Constitutional Assembly can revise the
basic principles enshrined in the

also structural obstacles. We

centralised to

democracy?

opposition. We

in

are

undergoing

constitutional coup
d’etat. Our Constitution limits its own
a

of the recent laws approved by the National

—

Democracy requires a revolution in
a radical change in social
communication and a greater role for civil
society. Four years after liberalisation
began, the government has not yet set up all
the necessary institutions for a formal
democracy, especially those related to the
protection of citizen’s freedoms and rights,
nor an effective separation of
powers.
Political power still mirrors military power
and parliament is being coopted by the
attitudes,

Little attention has the international media

Inasmuch

it attempts to

end war, to
and an apolitical
police, and the expulsion of mercenaries and
as

one

national army

disannament of civilians, the Lusaka Protocol

for fomial democracy. But
entails the effective exercise
rights and citizens' participation

opens the way
real democracy
of citizens'

in government.
The biggest gap

in the Lusaka Protocol is

that it fails to attribute

an

active role in the

monitoring of the agreements, to civil .society.
There are subtleties of Angola that the United
Nations

are

unable to

civilians who

see or

understand. It is

largely killed in this war
and who suffer more the consequences of ill
governance, corruption and criminality —
were
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civil society
the

should be part of the solution to

war.

The Lusaka Protocol

—

as

did Bicesse

—

bipolarisation of our country.
in itself a factor for instability. At the bottom
of political party differences, there are real

enshrines the

differences, but the
reconciliation of these differences cannot

socio-cultural

ofjust two forces.
in the Protocol include a poor
sequence of implementation, the possibility
left open for both sides to camouflage their
real military forces. Lusaka (and time has

be the exclusive preserve
Other gaps

proved us right) was not an agreement based
on political will, but a tactical agreement
that left many options — including war —
open. Lusaka was the result of international
pressure and the belief on both sides that
they still maintained a military strength that
they could always resort to in case peace
failed.

house of

FD leader, Nelson Pestana.

an

Was the attack

Pestana,
name

a

as

explained?
lawyer, also known by his pen

also

ever

writer, E. Bonavena, is a
Political Committee. He

a

member of
was

our

political prisoner under the

a

MPLA, after being an MPLA cadre. Many
leaders of the
unarmed political

opposition have been victims of attacks
have been killed. Not one case has

or

been solved

by the police.
police said a gas
canister had exploded in the house, but one
In the

was

case

of Pestana. the

found intact in the kitchen. Ricardo de

journalist who was killed in January
1995, and the only one who dared investigate
the Pestana case, said that the type of bomb
used pointed to a conspiracy by the security
Mello,

we are

also for civil

uncompromising,

What possibilities do you see for
revitalisation of civil associations?

the

Although many groups have emerged in the
last few years, the associative movement in

is stil I weak and lacks autonomy,
with many groups being but a government
appendix. This has to do with the many years
of single-party rule and the current
government policy of supporting only those
groups staffed by MPLA supporters. Other
groups that strive for independence are
immediately accused of links with political
parties which, in our country, smells of a
our country

death sentence.
are in power fear independent
Government control and repression
over groups and associations prevents them
from contributing to national development.
How can you have a democracy without

Those who

groups.

active trade unions? Yet UNTA. the main

July 1994, a bomb exploded at the

In

reconciliation,

a

forces.

Angola, we live in permanent insecurity,
with threats, blackmail and persecutions.
For example, in July this year, after being
interviewed by a BBC TV crew, 1 received
an anonymous phone call, at midnight, and
was told “to be careful ...bye.” The political
police has not been dismantled, the security
In

are

32

sure

as a

alone cannot find the new path for Angola.
Only in the enthusiasm generated by a wide
national conference can Angolans find the
strength to make a pact of non-aggression,
and to adopt non-military (political)

methods.
After the failure of Bicesse and the

problems encountered in applying Lusaka,
it

is obvious

that

we

need national

consultations. Our country cannot be run
on schemes imposed by one or another

political force. Only a national conference
can have credibility and find ways to
guarantee the nation’s viability and
democracy.

neither is UNITA, or

Regarding NGOs, although desperately
is, in Africa, the least
developed country in this sense. The

confinement of government troops

the current situation. In

needed, Angola

weakness of the associative movement
worries

us

because

we are

convinced that

democracy requires a strengthening of civil
society..
party, together with the 13
members of the Democratic Civil
Your

Opposition (POCD) coalition has
proposed a National Reconciliation
Conference. Why?
The POCD has called for such a conference

since March

1994. At the end of 1994,

President dos Santos also called for a National
Forum for Reconciliation

—

but it has not

materialized yet.

Angolans must be called upon to obtain a
national consensus where all social sectors
are represented. This shouldn’t be a
conference only for political parties, but

We

classified

will continue to fail. The MPLA and UNITA

country.

answers to

many of our leaders have been political
prisoners, exiled or persecuted. We find
obstacles everywhere because,
on
democracy, human rights and national

republic.

by the MPLA and
supported by the international
community, is too simplistic. This model

organizational
spite of
its crisis, the government is giving UNTA
twice the subsidy accorded to all political
parties, and is giving none to independent
trade unions now sprouting throughout the

because it doesn't have

that our party has been
high security risk, inasmuch as

first

The model found

UNITA, and

Can this be a lasting peace?
The implementation of the Lusaka Protocol
is delayed and full of violations. The
ceasefire is not fully effective, nor is military
disengagement. Free movement of people
and goods does not exist, except along a few
major transit routes. The MPLA does not
have any political activity in UNITA areas.

trade union, with ties to the government, is
in crisis since the democratic opening began.

is in deep crisis; of values and
identity, institutional, social and economic,
resulting in continuous civil war for the last
20 years and in 16 years of single-party,
dictatorial rule. To start on a new path, all

service still maintains the archives of the

society, for church groups and

NGOs.

Our country

practically other
political party, active in government areas.
The quartering of UNITA forces,

and antipolice, and disarmament of civilians
are delayed by five months. An atmosphere
of trust that allows incidents to be managed
riot

without conflict still does not exist. We are

yet on the road to a durable peace.
Analysing the last 16 years, you can see
that, for every MPLA-UNITA clash, there
has been a qualitative jump in the solution.
not

A

war was

needed before both sides sat at

a

negotiating table with international
observers

—

the troika. Another

war

took

place before both sides accepted an
international mediator — the UN. Is
war

third

Angolan people?
of looking at things is; a war

national mediator
Another way
was

a

needed before both sides accept a
—

the

needed for both sides to accept a

political solution, another war was
needed for UNITA to be integrated into
the power scheme through the current
bipolarisation. We hope a third war will
not
to

be needed for true national reconciliation

take

place.□
Sapem August, 1995
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Chewas, Tumbukas,

regionalism, no poor and no
rich, just Malawians, one big homogenous family,
under the guidance of the eternal grand patriarch.
An
undifferentiated
people
needed
undifferentiated stories. What they wrote, sang,

individual and collective lives,

the banalities of what Vaclav Hazel' has called

so

that no

one

of anyone, not of friends or colleagues,
relatives, not even of partners and spouses,

read, thought

constant

surveillance.

totalitarian nihilism, their

nor

of

and

even

one's careless dreams could be

imaginations denied

dreaming. This totalizing power sought to
induce public inertia, to capitulate the popular
will and consciousness on the altar of greed and
terror fora ruling elite lacking, as Fanon-observed
in his searing indictment of the post-colonial

order, any

different songs, stories or songs that did
not glorify the everlasting king's infinite wisdom,

historic mission, except its own selfreproduction and mimicry of an imperialist and
decadent European bourgeoise. Censorship

ululate the miraculous

becomes

sang

development the country

supposedly undergoing, and wonder as its
stability, its enviable peace and calm, law and
order in a region wrecked by revolutions, wars,
poverty and decay. Unique, unpredictable stories
subverted the four cornerstones of the Party and
the Leader: unity, loyalty, obedience and
was
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no more

was sure

or

Gays and Lesbians in Zimbabwe

were

Lomwes, Yaos, no

singular authority, banishing and imprisoning
opponents, real and imaginary, hunting
and murdering exiled 'rebels', and appropriated
and dissolved the boundaries between private
and public .spaces, personal and political spheres,

dangerous. All was contaminated by this naked,
arbitrary power.
Banda's regime waged an endless war against
plurality, against voices that told different stories

Campbell

that there

and dreamt had to be placed under
Censorship was for the
public good. It was a protective mantle, for a
young nation, a juvenile people.
Under this mantle of silence a whole people
were homogeni.sed, infantilized and demeaned,
their tongues burdened with voicing and singing

numerous

REVIEWS

discipline. They compromised national
development, and so they had to be silenced,
channelled into praise songs of Malawi's success
and efficiency under the Ngwazi's wise and
dynamic leadership. He had united the people, so

an

iron veil to hide the lies, defonnities

and fantasies of a ruthless,

unproductive power.
begets self-censorship, a numbing
collective fearof meaningful social conversation,
of public discourse, of openly questioning the
way things are and imagining what they ought to
be. Censorship silences both the pre.sent and the
And it
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the possibilities of tomorrow.

It denies thecreative
spontaneity of life, the exhilaration and power

spheres of action and reaction that share and
appropriate each other's functions and interests.
This is to suggest that civil society, and its

that lies in unfettered words and stories, which

various constituencies, were not innocent

future, defiles authentie memories and forecloses

endows

us

with the humanity that

distinguishes

power that lies in unfettered words and stories,
which endows us with the humanity that

distinguishes

us

from other living things.

lengths:

one

lecturer in

apparently detained for discussing
‘the reproductive capacity of old men - deemed
disrespectful to the aged Life-President Dr
anatomy was

Kamuzu Banda. There

was

bystanders, but deeply implicated in the
reproduction of the ‘reign of
terror' that turned Malawi into what a journalist

construction and

once

Censorship in Malawi had a universal research,
surveilling and silencing written and oral
narratives, intellectual texts and ordinary speech.
It could go to grotesque

and

us

to

called ‘the Land of Zombies'.'^ It behoves
understand the nature of this

relationship,

played by civil society, including the
intelligentsia, in fostering a climate of
fear and silence if we are to prevent the current
democratic transition in the country from turning
into a brief interlude in a continous nightmare of

the role

Malawian

tyranny.
The

the teacher who

legal framework of censorship in Malawi

all-inclusive,

unyielding call to
enough, there were
the laws of defamation and libel. Predictably,
publications by the President and his ministerial
minions have ‘absolutely privileged
.whether
It

was

an

silence. In

case

this

was

not

..

the matter be true
known

or

or

false, and whether it be

believed to be false, and whether it be

published in good faith"*
Overseeing this regime of public silence and
presidential licence was the Censorship Board,
whose decisions could not be challenged this
side of eternity. The Board discharged its calling
with impeccable thoroughness, regularly issuing
‘permits’ and ‘certificates of approval’ and
declaring numerous publications, pictures, statues
or

be not

and records ‘undesirable’. In the first .seven and

inadvertently referred to Dr Banda as ‘the

and other African countries, like most structural

half years of its existence,

President’ instead of ‘the Life-President'. There

features and

840 books, more than 100

was

the

which

lawyer who criticised the dress code

prohibit[ed]

trousers.' There

were

women from wearing
those who dared to party

while the President was

talking on the radio. And
there were many thousands more w ho languished
in jail or enforced exile for refusing to buy the
Malawi Congress Party card, failed to donate
enough chickens and eggs to the Ngwazi, or to
buy their spouses cloths gleaming with the face
of a more youthful Banda, or simply made the
wrong gesture in public, or perhaps uttered the
wrong word in their sleep. ‘Exposing injustices’,
the Catholic Bishops wrote in their historic
pastoral letter of 1992, ‘ [ is] considered a betrayal:
revealing some evils of our society is seen as
slandering the country.^ The Bishops were vilified
and almost killed for daring to urge the
establishment of a new and more equitable, just,
and democratic order in the country. Fortunately,
by then Malawi was feeling the winds of
democratic change sweeping across the continent
as

internal and external pressures were mounting

against the dictatorship, which would soon lose
the referendum

party system.

on

the introduction of

a

multi-

Till then censorship and

incarceration, and sometimes the threat of death,

turning ordinary words,
simple appeals to human freedom and decency,
into grenades of potential self-destruction.
But censorship in Malawi, as elsewhere in the
world, was a complex affair. It is easy to outline
reinforced each other,

its concrete manifestations, the institutional and

legal instrumentalities of censorship. It is far
more difficult to explain what made this
totalitarian nihilism from which the censorship
sprang possible. It is tempting, but too simple, to
blame it all on the megalomaniac leader, or on an
impersonal predatory state, for neither the selfstyled Life-President northe state were suspended
above civil society like malevolent clouds. The
state and civil .society are not binary opposites,
embodying exclusive practices and values, but
intimately connected structural and moral spaces
34

was

trappings of the post-colonial state,

inherited from the colonial state, that

unmediated authoritarian configuration of power

profoundly altered African political culture.
Working from models provided by the British

that

colonial government and apartheid South Africa,

Censorship and Control of Entertainment Bill
passed in 1968 without any serious debate.
Its purpose was extensive:
To regulate and control the making and the
exhibition of cinematograph pictures, the
importation.production, dissemination and
possession ofundesirable publications.pictures. statues and records, thepeiformance
or presentation of stage plays and public
entertainment, the operation of theatres
and like places for the peiformance or
presentation of stage plays and public entertainments in the interests ofsafety, and
to provide for matters incidental thereto or

a

was

connected therewith.''

operative terms were broadly defined.
example, ‘publication’ included:

The
For

book, periodical, pamphlet,
poster, playing card, calendar or otherprinted

(a) any newspapier,
matter.

which has in any
duplicated orexhibited ormake
the public or any section of the

(b) any writing or typescript

the Board banned over
periodicals, and 16
films. Mercifully, the Board did not always ban
publications, but would have parts deemed
offensive simply mutilated with impenetrable
black ink or sharp razors. The Board was quite
generous in its choices of materials to be banned
ormutilated: from those containing pornography,
works

on

the communist world and revolutions,

the

problems of post-independence
course misguided accounts of
Malawi. Malawians had to be protected from the
corruption of subversive thinking abroad, their
minds kept pure and focused on the momentous
tasks of building and developing the nation, that
to those on

Africa and of

old Cinderella of British Central Africa. And so

books, magazines, and records originating outside
its borders had to be scrutinised at

airports and
points for subversive .statements and
friend of mine returning from America

other entry
notes.

A

in the late 1970s had his albums of Donna
Summer, the

reigning Queen of Disco,
airport. The covers looked

confiscated at the
obscene.
Given their

propensity for chronicling the
post-colonial Africa, books by
Africa writers featured prominently in this hall
of infamy. Members of the board were known
afflictions of

manner been

for sudden seizures of revelation:

available

records that had previously escaped their censure

to

suddenly be banned. For example, in
secondary school in the late 1960s and early

would

public.’
The net of

prohibited publications was cast
wide. Woe to those who imported, printed,
published, manufactured, made or produced,
distributed, displayed, exhibited or sold or offered
or kept for sale any publication, picture, statue or
record that

publications or

was:

indecent or obscene or is offensive or harmfid to public morals; or is likely to give
offen.se to the religious convictions or feelings ofany .section of the public; or bring any
member or section of the public into contempt; or harm relations between any sections of the public; or be contraiy to the
interests ofpublic safety or public order..

1970s

we

had read George

Farm, but in 1976 it
w ere

was

Orwell’s Animal

discovered that the pigs

in Malawi and the book was banned, together

Longer at Ease. Dipoko’s
of Women. Lessing’s Grass is Singing.
Nabokov’s Lolita. Nkrumah’s Dark Days in

with Achebe’s No
Because

Ghana, and Dumont’s Fal.se Start in Africa, jusi
to

mention

a

few. The music of the American

singer. Percy Sledge, was banned in the
mid-1970s after the promoters had audaciously
allowed him to use the stadium entrance reserved
soul

for the Life President in
hands gesticulating as

open convertible, his
if he were Ngwazi himself
an
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shaking his tlywhisk of uncontested
Simon and Garfunkel’s ‘Cecilia'

was

power.
banned.

for its popular tunes that seemed to parody the
depraved domesticity of the presidential power
couple:
Cecilia/I’m down on kneesH'm hef’f’inf’
yon to pleaselTo come home.
The Official Hostess stopped using her
compromised first name. Cecilia, and took to
using her African middle name, Tamanda. duly
prefixed with a daunting matriarchal 'Mama'.
But they were no unschooled minds, the.sé
censors. They admired the European classical
and medieval writers, from Sophocles to
Shakespeare, whose plays were approved without
being read, as the chief censor once intimated.'"
But they looked with disdain at the modernist
plays of Brecht and Beckett, and were outrightly
alamied by the impudent plays of Africa's own
Athol Fugard and Wole Soyinka, whose Kon{>i’s
Harvest was banned for its politics. The Trials of
Brother.lero on religious grounds, and The Lion

national

language, Chichewa. had to contend

One

Board, and the Life President himself that

the

‘correct' Chichewa be

employed. Never mind

that in his infinite wisdom the Life President
it fit to talk to his beloved

people in
spoke to them in English through
an interpreter. But as the omniscient leader, he
periodically banished words from Chichewa and
imposed new ones from the recesses of his
forgotten youth. And the mass media and the
nation would purge the 'wrong' words from the
vocabulary, and in complying each one of us fell
further into silence, surrendering a part of
ourselves, of our language, our ability to tell
never saw

Chichewa. He

stories to

a contemptuous, cynical power.
Manuscripts had to be submitted to the
Censorship Board before publication. The
manuscripts would return rejected or approved,

but cleansed in bold strokes of red or black ink of
all offensive and

appropriating the Life President's own story that

inappropriate statements, words,
Meeting the Chairman of the
Censorship Board to receive the verdict on one's
errant manuscript was an occasion to behold. I
had such a privilege in 1974 when 1 went to meet
him on a manuscript of a collection of shortstories 1 had written. I dressed as conservatively
as 1 could, making sure to put on a narrow, dull
tie. and trousers that were appropriately tight, for
broad goady ties then in fashion were too
seditiously hippy and flared pants had been
banned in the Decency Dress Act of 197.^. And
1 carefully combed my hair and patted it down:

he had walked South in search of

the Afro look

and the Jewel

was

found indecent, the

censors

taking particular exception to a reference
somewhere in the play to ‘open breasts'."
Publications by Malawi's own literary sons,
Legson Kayira, David Rubadiri, and later Jack
Mapanje, did not escape the self-righteous wrath
of the cen.sors. Kayira had not only written such
subversive books

as

The Detainee, he had the

gall to suggest in his autobiography, / Will Try,
that he had walked North in search of an education,

an

education!

Rubadiri had dared to side with the

Rebel

Ministers' in the !964CabinetCri,sisand resigned
his post as

Malawi's first Ambassador to
Washington. When his work was mentioned in a
1976 issue of Odi, a bilingual quarterly of
Malawian writing run by members of the English
Department at the University of Malawi, the
entire issue

was

confiscated, the Editor, Robin,

Graham, who had deliberately not submitted the

offending article to the Censorship Board, was
deported, and the English Department came under
a heavy cloud of political suspicion. Mapanje
was intimately involved with OdI and other
literary endeavours in Malawi from the mid196()s. including the formation of the Malawian
Writers' Group in 1969. He courageously refused
to go into exile, like so many other Malawian
writers had done, and continued to publish from
Malawi his enigmatic, riddling verse, elevating
Malawian poetry to new heights, while
simultaneously prodding and pushing the
frontiers of political tolerance. On September
2.S. 1987. however, he

was

arrested and his

acclaitned collection of poetry.
and Gods, was banned.
While

no

writer could escape

hands of the

censors,
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Of Chameleons
the long, harsh

those who wrote in the

were

with additional demands from the Chichewa

sensibilities.

was too

wild. The Life President

hated

long hair. Groomed properly, but nervous.
I arrived at the Offices of the Censorship Board
in Limbe from Chancellor College, about 40

miles away.
The Chainnan,

large man with an indifferent
sternly in the eyes as I sat
down. ‘Do you want to be like Soyinka'?' he
a.sked. 1 was rather perplexed. Fortunately, he
did not wait for my respon.se. ‘Do you know
where Soyinka is?' he continued. Again he
continued before 1 could give my bewildered
answer. ‘He is in jail because he is against his
own government. Do you want to spend your life
in jail?' My body chilled. ’No'. I mumbled,
looking down. 1 was nineteen years old. in my
third year, and hungry for life after university,
for all those secret joys of adulthood. 1 knew of
voice, looked

a

me

lecturers and students who had been detained,
who had gone to 'high .school', as our registrar
used to say. rather gleefully, for reasons that
became evident years later: he was an informant
for the Special Branch, the Soul Brothers, as we
cheekily called them in our hushed conversations.
Was this to be my

future? Seeing that 1 was
sufficiently shaken he told me the fate of my
manuscript: the Board would not allow the
publication of six of the stories, for reasons that

explained

was set

on three pages of pink paper.
in settler Rhodesia and talked about

experiences of a visiting interracial couple
Kenya; it was condemned for contradicting
the Life President's policy of contact and dialogue
with the racist settler regimes of Southern Africa.
Others were denounced for ridiculing African
traditions and for depicting violence and loose
from

morals. He

never

smiled

once.

His

was

the face

of

unflinching knowing and power. 1 left frozen
with terror. But 1 was lucky.
Three years later, 1 left the country to pursue
graduate studies abroad. 1 never returned, like so
many others before me and after. In the meantime,
the noose of tyranny grew tighter and the arrests
and detentions more arbitrary. But there was a
method in this madness: arbitrary arrests meant
that nobody knew why they or anyone was
arrested and therefore everyone was afraid.
Denied free speech and a credible mass media,
Malawians subsisted on whispered rumours or
snippets from the BBC and even Radio South
Africa, and the country descended deeper into a
dense web of oralised despair. The di.stinctions
between fact and fiction, truth and lies, hi.story
and fantasy withered away in the grand spectacles
of public celebrations, with their colourful sea of
Bags, frenzied women's dances and the Life
President's somnolent speeches. Such empty
rituals marked public life in Malawi as the carnival
of power spread its banality over the length and
breadth of this beautiful land. Negotiating through
the minefields of expected loyalties, regulations,
and prohibitions occupied and drained peoples
energies. The stress and tension could be seen in
public places on the anxious faces, in the nervous
glances, the lowered voices, the stiff body
language. And not just in Malawi. Meeting
Malawians abroad was a depressing experience.
Enquiring about ‘how things were back home'
always elicited from the new arrival a look of
suspicion, stilted conversation, and a hurried
departure.
Exile provided little refuge from the terrorising
silences of Malawi. Some paid theextreme price.
Atati Mpakati was gunned down in the streets of
Harare, Mkwapatira Mhango and his family
were fire-bombed in Lusaka. Many of the writers
found their talents wilting on foreign soil, 1 did
not publish my second book of fiction, a novel
entitled SnioiiUlerin^ Charcoal, until 1992.
sixteen years after my first book was published
in Malawi. While studying for an M.A. and a
Ph.D, and trying to establish myself as a
professional historian took time, my literary
silence was largely imposed by the long shadows
of Banda's tyrannical regime. 1 finished writing
the manuscript oi Snioahlcriiig Charcoal, and
angry attack of the Malawi 1 knew in the 197()s.
in 1982.1 was planning to send it for publication
when 1 learned that my young brother then in
.US
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Malawi

was

taken for

questioning. What

happened is that an expatriate Canadian who had
taught in Malawi and to whom I had shown a
draft of the novel in Halifax, had written someone
in Malawi
honed

ears

the novel

concerning the novel. And the wellof the security picked it up. So 1 kept
in my drawer, afraid that if it was

published, 1 would be endangering the lives of
my family and relatives, until 1989 when I met
David Rubadiri. who had read it. He convinced

histories

academic freedom'-. A number of

decolonization and the

significant role in limiting and undermining
simple
examples illustrate my point. One evening when
1 was in my first year of university, an Irish film,
Ryan's Daughter, was being shown on campus
by the students union. When it came to a love
scene, there were groans in the packed audience,
not of titillated pleasure as 1 initially thought in
my teenage innocence, but of incredulity and

it published. By then, also, I was no
longer willing to be my own cen.sor. 1 had
recovered my literary voice. Two years after
Smouldering Charcoal was published, I published

consternation. How could the censors have

collection of short-stories. The

other Malawian writers

censorship. We put more bars of silence around
ourselves that night regardless of the artistic or
intellectual merits of Ryan's Daughter.
A few other incidents demonstrates how deeply

self-censorship.
compelling reasons for

many

me to

a new

get

Joys of

E.xile. marking my first efforts at creative writing
in

over a

1

decade.

am sure

who

can

There

there

are

tell similar tales of

were

of

course

doing this, including concern for one’s physical
security and that of family, relatives, and friends.
But there

were

Careerism,

also less honourable reasons.

opportunism, and ideological

confusion seduced

some to

sell their talents to

overlooked this affront to
was

stopped. In

our

the censors, we

morality? So the film

conformist zeal,

we

outdid

extended the boundaries of

internalised the culture of submission was in

of us. In 1978 there was a demonstration in
against the detention of Ngugi
waThiong’o. I asked some friends of mine from
Malawi if we could go. They all refused, saying
it was dangerous to attend a political
demonstration against an African country. Many
London

afraid to

the state for crumbs of tainted silver and favours.

Malawian students abroad

example, one leading writer became
Managing Director of the country’s biggest
publishing house, and another Managing Editor
of the country’s only daily newspaper, both of
which were owned by a conglomerate of
companies belonging to the Life President and

take part in demonstrations against apartheid
South Africa, mindful that the Ngwazi had been

his cronies. These writers and intellectuals

as

For

feted by the

were even

quite evident that in many small ways, we
writers and intellectuals not only conceded

It is
as

political space to the state, but sometimes assisted
in authenticating its authoritarianism. We have
to face up to these ugly truths if our criticisms of
the Banda regime are to be morally credible. 1
have argued elsewhere that the state does not
bear the sole responsibility for curtailing and
circumscribing academic freedom in Africa. The
intolerant, hierarchical, arbitrary, exploitative,
corrupt and opportunistic practices and tendencies
apparent in the institutions run by the academics
.76

Nkhoswe Number One. not

participation in the male-dominated public
This allowed state politics to invade the
most private of spaces, the bedroom, for state
surveillance to penetrate conjugal relations.
Tyranny was totalised. Politics was externalised
and refereed to the state in many organisations
lacking in institutionali.sation and dominated by
acrasselite desperate forpersonal accumulation.
It would not be farfetched to say, for instance,
that many of the lecturers detained at the
University of Malawi in the 1970s and 1980s
were implicated by their own col leagues anxious
for rapid promotion in an institution lacking
clear rules of career mobility and a vigorous
culture of intellectual production, tolerance,
public accountability and social responsibility.
for

arena.

Thus the culture of authoritarianism, which

reproduced at

style, the Ngwazi had declared that he would sup

sites, in the home, the .school, the work

with the devil if it was in Malawi's best interests,

a

defined

by himself of course. When I arrived
was

students to avoid

President. It is clear, therefore, that while one

eye must always maintain a vigilant gaze on state

meeting David Rubadiri, a

tyranny, the other needs to probe and watch for
the totalitarian potentialities of civil society, of

As far as 1 knew, there was no law

in Malawi that

said 1 could not do so. But then. Banda's tyranny

beyond the law, and in this case we allowed

it to transcend the boundaries of
To be

sure,

complex spiral leading to, and reverberating
by an infallible Life-

from, the state headed

for my

warned by some

‘rebel', then teaching at the University of Nairobi.

was

many

place, in

Malawian

in Nairobi in 1979 to do field research

which resulted in Jack's detention.

as

only resonated with the cultural traditions of
some major ethnic groups, but also exploited
deep gender divisions and women's struggles

sustained censorship, was

doctorate, I

one or two of our colleagues
happily lent their critical talents to decipher Jack
Mapanje’s poetry for the unversed authorities,

and

matrilineal uncle,

Boers in Pretoria in 1971 and our two

1 remember

also rumoured that

configuration of social
perceived developmentalist
imperatives. It tapped into, and reshaped, the
existing regional, ethnic, class, religious, and
gender dynamics of Malawian society. For
example. Banda's projection of himself as the
forces

countries had diplomatic ties. In typical egocentric

became

sycophantic errand boys of the regime.
one of them meeting me in Nairobi
in 1987 where 1 was teaching at the time and
trying to convince me to return to Malawi to join
the e.stablishment. Between his relatively fat
salary, a company car, and the deceptive
importance of rubbing shoulders with the Party
chiefs in the corridors of power, he had forgotten
all that anger and contempt we felt and expressed
in our student days against the same people he
was now busy composing praise songs for. It is

The Banda regime was spawned by the specific
of Malawian nationalism and

themselves, and in the wider society. have played
a

Malawi.

there were courageous voices from

all works of life inside and outside of

Malawi,

including those of academics, students, and
writers gathered around the Malawi Writers
Group”, that attacked, subverted, and mocked
this totalitarian nihilism. Without them, Banda
would still be in power

today. But he lasted so
long also because many people believed in the
benefits and necessity of his regime, real and
assumed, for themselves or their imagined
communities. It was as if in Banda’s delusions of
grandeur and immortality, our young, fragile
and poor nation found a soothing solidity and
self-worth. Adewale Maja-Pearce is right:

only works "because we collude in it,
we choose to invest a human being like
ourselves with power that no human being can
possess over and above our own participation in
tyranny

because

the exercise of that

power''"*.

religion, and popular culture, for no
truly free, humane, and tolerant society can be
tradition,

created and sustained without the democratization

life, and other spheres of
Ayittey's idealistic invocation
of some pristine African democracy and
customary freedom of speech to which we can
magically return to will not do''.
The spectre of rising religious and cultural
fundamentalisms in some parts of Africa
underscores the grave danger that religious and
of the state, community
social existence.

just the state, can pose
rights of humanity. Often spawned
by the failures of a misguided modernity and the
discontents of post-colonial tyranny, and inspired
by atavistic yearnings of simpler world, these

cultural movements, not
to

the basic

their archaic visions with
self-righteous violence. In
many countries, groups of Christian extremists
inhibit open discussions of many pressing social
issues, esftecially when they touch on morality
and sexuality. Islamic extremists have been
persecuting and even murdering intellectuals.

movements pursue

fanaticism, and

even
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writers, and

journalists in some countries. In
Egyptand Algeria,’’ tho.se committed to secular
and democratic values find themselves crushed
between the hammer of state tyranny and the
anvil of religious terrorism. When religious

fanaticism

captivates,

has happened in the
Sudan in recent years, ‘a political leader or Head
of State’, Soyinka writes, 'political power
as

becomes conllated with a sense of divine mission:

internal trail of disaster grows

into a bloodhighway as the convert becomes
increasingly obsessed by a mystic mandate to

an

stained

recreate all

citizens within his borders in his

spiritual image''*.
The challenges before
clear, and what

us.

then,

must do as

we

are

all too

intellectuals,

14. Adewale

effect

Maja-Pearce, 'The Press in Central and
Malawi', //tr/c.vo/i Censorship 4.

Southern Africa

was eventually passed, see Gavlak, 'Egypcouple battling their beliefs - and marriage'.
The Herald. Harare, July 27, 1995:10. Mahfouz,
the 1989 Nobel laureate, was recently attacked in
the streets of Cairo by suspected Islamic extrem-

tian

-

1992: 56.

Ayittey. ‘African Freedom of Speech',
Censorship I. 1987.
16. See for instance the following articles on Egypt:
Marilyn Bwith, 'Mahfouz and the Arab Voice'.
Index on Censorship 1. 1989: Sherif Hetata. *Censorship the mind'. Index on Censorship 6, 1990:
James Napoli. 'Egyptian sleight of hand', /tx/c.von
Censorship 2, 1992; Adel Darwish. The hydra
grows anolherhead'.
Censorship 6. 1992:
Adel Darwish, 'Creeping intolerance and a stale at
risk'. Index on Censorship 7. 199.4 on Dr. Nasr
Abu-Zaid who.se promotion to full professor was
blocked by Islamic extremists who also filed a
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writers, activists committed to the establishment
of free, humane, and democratic societies in

our

respective countries. We should never tire of
fighting the cultures of silence and submission
that breed the Bandas of this world and their

aspiring incarnations who, if given the chance,
will continue banishing our words and our stories,
without which we forfeit our humanity.
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WHY DEVELOPMENT MUST BE REJECTED
BY THE POOR
Dani Wadada Nabudere

A

Development” which was held in
Copenhagen in March. 199.5 the focus
of the Summit was placed on three dilemmas of
modernisation and economic development:
poverty, unemployment and social disintegration.
All these “ills”

are

of course inter-linked and the

United Nations Declaration and
Action of the World

Programme of

Summit for Social

Development acknowledged it when they stated:
It is

our

task

to

address both their underh -

economic “wants” which

short of addressing

them to be “insatiable”.

the real problems created by
development in a majority of countries
in a serious way. Indeed, in some cases, these
“solutions” clearly contradicted one another and
can. if applied, only make worse the existing
modem

problems.

trcssing consequences in order to reduce
uncertainty in the life of people." But this
was to he done within a slightly variated

are now

Thus

as

the issues

facing the Summit were

concerned, the assembled World leaders

acknowledged that modem development had

unemployment and social
disintegration of the social structures. There is
resulted in poverty,

doubt that this is true when we look at facts

such

as

whole communities and families

disintegrating faced with the burdens of extreme
poverty and famine. We are also seeing the
modem state itself beginning to disintegrate in a
number of places, e.g. Somalia. In fact the leaders
in their declaration admitted defeat faced with

problems facing their people even in
“developed” world.
The question that arises is why has
development failed in the majority of countries
of the world which made it necessary for over

these

vast

the so-called

1.50 Heads of States and Governments to come to

Copenhagen to “commit” themselves to a new
form of development called “social development”
without clearly analysing the “underlying causes”
of development itself? What had happened to
"economic

modernisation",

“economic

development”, “sustainable development”,
“alternative
development”.
“genuine
development”, “human-centred development”,
and even the recent “human development” to
create

the need for another form of development

“social development”. Does the
multiplication of these new buzzwords not show
that development as we know it in the singular

called

had not worked for the entire world? Or does

it

“singularisation” of development
was a misnomer in the first place?
These questions are important to raise because
they touch on a serious matter of the validity of
mean

38

Programme of Action in Copenhagen fell too

the existence of whole communities and

ing and structural causes and their dis-

concept of development going by a new
catchword called “social development.

no

the World leaders in their Declaration and

perceive history asa"process generally moving
upwards by series of majestic steps”.
This notion was picked up by secular liberalism
in the eighteenth century which represented
progress as enabling the meeting of human

paradigms which affect
peoples
of the world. What is more distressing is the fact
that the "solutions” which were put forward by
international economic

TTHE recent World Summit on “Social

that the

to

them”;

Insatiable desire, formerly

condemned as
offrustration, unhappiness, and
spiritual instability, came to he seen as a
powetful stimulus to economic develop-

on

the issues of development

well articulated and these discussions

development as we know it
today has resulted in the degradation not only of
have revealed that

ment.

And

so

liberal economists like Adam Smith;

ones so like Karl Marx,
“inevitable" since it resulted in
improvements in production and technology
which ultimately led to improvements in the

live, but also of the

and

even

body and spirit that led to these
conceptions as well. Can it be defined?
According to a recent contribution by Johan
Galtung, development is more than a concept in
modern economic activity. It is also a "socio-

saw

progress as

the environment in which

we

human

a "hidden agenda” of a
particular culture against other cultures. In order

cultural code” with

therefore to understand the economic effects of

development

.one

has also at the same
the “hidden

time, to un-fathom and expose

agenda" obscured in the development economism
which this hidden agenda makes possible.
In economic terms, development is associated
with economic growth and expansion of the
national product per capita or "per head”. It
implies a growth in the product of labour and
capital relative to population increase and other
factors. It results in

a net

increase of wealth

contained in goods and services so produced. On

quite reasonable and
examine the implications of

the face of it. this looks

possible until

we

that model. The historical

experience has shown
necessarily so.
Since we are touching on history, we might as
well try to un-fathom the origins of the concept
economic development. According to a recent
book by Christopher Lasch entitled: The True
anilOuly Heaven: Progress and ItsCrihcsi 1991).
the notion of economic development
was
that this is not

associated with the idea of social
invented
secular

as

part

concerns

“progress”
of the Christian as well as
for the further by eighteenth

century Europe. ForChristianity. progress meant
man's rise from his fall to his ultimate redemption.
From

conceived by

a source

The discussions

modem

were

Being insatiable, these
wants were said to require “indefinite expansion
of the productive forces necessary to satisfy

this, it became easy for the Western mind

revolutionary

social conditions of

humanity and the increase
humanity as a whole.
If we accept the above “inevitability” ofhistory
and the economic logic propounded by both the
liberal and Marxist theories of the period, we can
now see their effect on humanity. Marx was
nearer to the truth in seeing this “progress” under
the bourgeoisie as leading to the impoverishment
of the masses under capitalism. Marxist
acceptance of the “inevitability” of capitalism in
this early stages however strengthened the logic

of wealth for

of the system.
The Marxist response

in advocating a socialist
impetus to the idea of
development which led to the demise of the
system. The effect of both capitalist and socialist
theories can now be analysed as they have
impacted on societies and we can no longer
accept the inevitability of “progress" as conceived
by eighteenth century European minds.
For a considerable period of time, we accepted
as “inevitable” the fact the European economic
development which started with Britain would
eventual ly spread to the rest of the world through
a “trickle down” effect. This expansion of
alternative also gave

was accomplished through
colonisation in which Christianity played a role.

capitalism

Wars of conquest

fought to bring about this
regarded as “justifiable" under
Christian doctrine for had St. Augustine in his
City of God not argued that providence implied
that thedistinction between victor and vanquished
was of little consequence. He had stated: “As far

expansion

were
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mortal life is concerned, which ends after a few

days’
rule
that

what does it matter under whose
a man lives, being so soon to die, provided
the rulers do not force him to impious and
course,

wicked acts”.
In his Christian

missionary work in Central
Africa, David Livingstone revealed in a letter to
Professor Sedgwick of Cambridge in 18,‘i8 that
all his missionary efforts had one objective in
mind: “the development of African trade and the
promotion of civilisation” but he also revealed
his inner wish:
what I tell

hut such

as you in whom
is this, I hope it may (one
day) result in Enitlish Colony in the healthy
highlands ofCentral Africa - (/ have told it
only to the Duke ofArgy H).
no one

.

.

Thus it can be seen that the

ideology of progress
and modernization had a strong ideological
content both for Christian and secular opinion in
eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe. It was
necessary to create the spiritual and ideological
conditions for the extermination of whole

“primitive peoples” in the

name

races

of this

new

civilisation.
The

“progress” of this modernisation still
continues under different ideologies including
economic development and structural adjustment
in many Third World countries. There is no
shortage of new catchwords to create new avenues
for the continued exploitation of “resources” of
these countries: human beings are looked upon
as a “resource” to be
exploited alongside nature.
It is necessary to analyse the impact this
ideology has had on whole societies throughout
the world. This is necessary if we are to continue
to accept that development - by whatever
adjective used - is to be accepted any longer or
whether it has to be rejected outright as “a ruin in
the intellectual landscape” of the eighteenth
century and an “outdated monument to an
immodest era” as Wolfang Sachs has called it.
What

ILO and the World Bank pointed to the fact that
growth policies which had been applied in this
model of development were not working. The
World Bank appointed a Commission under the

morality. In his words:

The colonialists

came as masters to

rule

over the natives; they did not come as
planners to push the spiral ofsupply and
demand. Colonial empires were perceived
as political and moral spaces in which
relations of authority set the tone, not as
economic paces articulated around trade

former Prime Minister of Canada Pearson to

relations.
In his
new

speech, Harry Truman announced

“world view” and vision of

a new

a

world

order under U.S. control. Under the earlier 1929

I have confidence

of

civilisation and

Development has Meant

Development in its latest phase which goes
Harry
Truman’s speech before Congress in 1949 in
back to the “American era” dates from

Development Act, the U.S. had set out the
its “development” vision. It was
still anchored in the U.S. own colonial plan of
looking upon these colonial areas such as the
Phillipines and Cuba as involving the
“exploitation of resources” such as land,
minerals, and wood products for purposes of
“progress” and human “welfare”.
In this new Truman development doctrine, it
was resources not
people or communities which
needed to develop. It was the “economic
parameters of

mobilisation” of these resources and the “cultural

progress” of the inferior which mattered. In this
context, the level of a country’s civilisation was
measured by its level of production and not by
the level of cultural development of a people.
This reduced whole “undeveloped societies”
and peoples into “objects of development”.
The independence leaders of Asia. Africa and
Latin America in their own search for ways to
“raise the standards of the masses” in their

countries and the need

to

“mobilise the

new

countries to increa.se output” played
of this

new

U.S.

in the hands
inspired “modernisation”

mission.

It also became clear that the
which

was

development

being dictated to the people of

the Third World was not

possible without

“foreign assistance”.

This conception

“developed” and those
which were “underdeveloped areas”. This
distinction replaced the old division of“primitivecolonised peoples” and “Christian-civilised

of development as defined by
Harry Truman was picked up by the World Bank
immediately in its development strategies. In the
old fashion of Christian crusading, the Bank
began to dispatch all sorts of missions to different
countries of the “underdeveloped world” to seek
a definition of what had to be done to “develop”

nations”.

these countries.

which the world
countries which

was

divided between those

were

According to Wolfang Sachs. European
colonialism did not define the world
“economic arena”
colonies

as sources

as

an

beyond looking at their
of raw materials and market

entry. Colonial powers Justified

this occupation
expansion as Justified in moral terms as a
“cultural obligation” and a “civilising mission”
for the “primitive peoples” or the “coloured
races” in order to bring them to a higher level of
and
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To the World Bank, its basic strategy was to
the vicious circle” of economic

“break

underdevelopment by a “global relaunching of
the whole economy along with education, health
and food .sectors” in the process of “overhauling
of entire societies
patterned on the American
Way of Life”.
This vision and practice by the World Bank
did not get very far however. By late 1960s, the
...

enquire into this matter. Pearson noted the
appearance of “danger signals” by 1969 which
according to him revealed a “spirit of
disenchantment” by foreign investors in these
“less developed countries”. New approaches to
Aid

were

recommended.

By 1973, Robert McNamara, the President of
the World Bank himself admitted that:

Despite

decade of unprecedented inthe
poorest segments of the population have
received relatively little benefit
the
upper 40% of the population typically receive 75% of all income.
crease

a

in the national gross product...

.

In short, the World Bank

was

.

.

admitting

as

early as this period, that the “trickle down”
theory was not working for the vast majority of
the people in these "less developed countries”.
Faced with the failure of the “growth model”,
McNamara decided to dedicate himself
task: “To eradicate absolute poverty
of this century”.
In his view, this meant

a new

by the end

in

practice the
illiteracy, the
reduction of infant mortality and the raising of
life-expectancy standards to those of the
developed nations. To McNamara’s comfort,
there are still a few years to go before the century
ends and perhaps with the new Social Summit
“commitments” to eradicate poverty and
unemployment, this dedication will be achieved.
With this World Bank failure, a new “strategy”
was adopted to target “rural” development and
small farmers”. Emphasis was also placed on
“equitable distribution with growth!” for which
new strategies were also devised.
It also became clear that the development
which was being dictated to the people of the
Third World was not possible without “foreign
elimination of malnutrition and

assistance”. This

came to mean

“economic aid”

which

slowly built itself into an “industry” in its
own right. Billion upon billions of dollars were
spent “on behalf of the people” of these countries
throughout the sixties, seventies and eighties,
but no “development” seemed to take place.
Instead, large and long highways, aerodromes
and harbours were built for the elite to engage in
Jet set travels to beg for more money in the rich
countries for their own consumption. Mines were
opened up to extract raw materials and minerals
leaving behind big craters in the ground but with
little left by way of development.
Forests were cut to clear the ground, for export
cash crops and in the meantime, soils were
exposed to wind and rain erosions, leading to
39
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desertification in many

originally been reserved for food security for the
natives were also cleared as prices of agricultural
products on world markets fell to allow for more
plantation of agricultural products which sent
prices down even further.
At the end of the fifty years of the ideology of
development, we had increased poverty in all its
ramifications throughout the "undeveloped
world": destitution arising from the dispos.session
of the native peoples of their forests, savannahs,
rampant. Millions
people w'ho before "development" were selfsufficient in their needs, were exposed to scarcity
and starvation by the drive to create "modem
employment" for them based on wages. But
these wages were kept low in order to enlarge the
profits of colonial enterprises and the new U.S.
dominated multinational corporations. Poverty
even for those employed on these terms became
lands and

w ater resources was

of

inevitable.
At

the

same

discover that their coded needs include such

places. Land which had

time,

"de-jobbing" and

unemployment became the more pronounced
phenomenon as new technologies displaced the
newly created labour forces. Any hope that the

Copenhagen Summit might open up "new
avenues" for the creation of new jobs are doomed
to failure from the very start by the fact that work
today is becoming more knowledge-based and
llexible.
As Steven Goldman of Lebigh

University has

predicted: "It is easy to project a growing body of
people who will never have a stable job. and
certainly not a middle-income job. in a society
adapted to the characteristics of agile production"
which is expected to be the trend for the future.
So how do we expect that “more development"

non-economic elements

developed countries is haunting the
peoples of the “less developed countries."

community to communicate with the ancestors

the

survival of millions of people.

As these delicately

development had

was a

realisation that

happened was not development, but
"mal-development". The very survival of the
human race is threatened by the global warming
and the depletion of the Ozone layeras well as by
the infertility caused by polluted waters and
modem agricultural products in these countries.
At the end of the industrial age. we have not
only the crater-sized holes created by the depleted
mineral excavations, but also by mountains of
what had

industrial toxic waste of the industrial countries
which awaits to be

dumped in these depleted

pollute the future even more in Africa
South. The ill-effects of the
earlier industrialization of the developed
countries is haunting the peoples of the “less
developed countries."
The delicacy and vitality of the currencies in
the "new lyemerging financial market.s"of Asia.
Latin America and Africa, are threatening the
mines to

and other parts of the
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health, which includes

developed world
as the 'Mexican Miracle" has recently shown, it
is the poor who get crushed by the collapsing
structures of modernity. It is they who pay for the
losses suffered by the speculators of their
currencies. This has proved that the global
development paradigm propounded by tbe
champions of high finance and free-marketers

spiritual elements, food and all that goes with it.

relation

has

run

to

the currencies of the

its full

course

and needs to be abandoned

large parts of the world become
unmanageable as the collapse of states in Africa
in ethnic strife and the Mexican Chiapas rebellion
has clearly shown.
before

How

Humanity is responding

humanity must
call a halt to al 1 these tragedies created by modem
development. What needs to be recognised is
that there are many ways of living and looking at
things. Each people has its coded cultural,
spiritual, social and political meanings embedded
in their daily living which includes economic
activity. It is not economic activity-which
development implies which is important to them.
This is why the idea of "progress",
"modernisation" and “development" have come
It

to

can

mean

be

seen

WESTERNISATION of the entire

universe under the idea of "a

global village".

This is the coded definition which is hidden
behind

highly contrived concepts and notions
essence are

anti-human and destructive

There is need therefore to reject the idea of
development which "envelopes” all humanity
into this single Westem-Christian coded culture
of rapacious greed and unlimited selfagrandisement. The idea of accumulation,

accumulation and

more

accumulation will not

lead to greater wealth for all peoples of the
world, but to the extinction of all of us: a "one-

world"

depleted of all resources including

"human resources.”
What

is paramount

today is that each

community and culture should be empowered to
determine within their

own

modes of existence.

They should be the solejudges of what constitutes
their needs. They should define their agenda

according to those needs which accord with their
spiritual aspirations. If this is done,
we shall discover that each people have their
own understanding of what "development"
should be or whether they want it or not. We shall

cultural and

as

shelter which may mean
a

having a forest and not
mtxlern house, education which will include
infonnal education
community life long education which does
require schools as such. etc.

traditional elements of family
and
not

All these needs of diverse communities cannot
one idea of development
implies acceptance of domination by
international monopolies and the acceptance of

all be achieved under
which

“economic assistance" which perpetuates a
of dependency on another culture based
greed and self- realisation on other peoples

sense

on

resources.

Most

therefore why

of the diverse cultures of the world.

Even in the North, where

will also include both economic and non-

economic needs such

and

taken root earlier, there

spiritual strengthening and healing among
things.
We shall also di.scover that their understanding

for

balanced currencies become over-valued in

which in

poverty'.’

as

other

will not be more of the same if not worse: poverty
more

the need by the

The ill-effects of the earlier industrialization of

crucially we shall di.scover that for these

diverse communities w'hat is crucial for them
now

is how to survive modern

Faced with economic

consequences

development.

and environmental

of modern western imposed

development, they have to try to survive the
extinction that is consequent upon such

development. Survival for them will call in play
vital human instincts such as self-help,
community pooling of labour re.sources. mutual
support for burials and consolation of the bereaved
through burial societies, communal cultural
activity which strengthens a peoples' will to
survive, and above of human solidarity.
All these needs do not require "cash" in its
narrowly defined manner as such. Nor do they
work against the idea of having a human-based
world community co-operation with one
another. On the contrary, there remains positive
spirits even in the most developed world to
compliment the efforts of survival of these
diverse communities. All it requires is to
recognise the right of human self-determination,
community and individual empowcmient. There
is therefore need and room for a global human
solidarity.
If we look at the world in this way. and there
is

no

viable alternative to it if we are not to

become extinct,

we

shall find that the whole

ideology of progress and development
will disappear in oblivion. It will in fact be
rejected as it is already being rejected by many
isolated
communities
of indigenous
communities wboare rising up in rebellion as in
Mexico or by sheer disintegration of whole
blanket

communities who shall then reform themselves
on new

as is happening in Somalia
of Africa .U

foundations

and other parts
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GENDER ISSUES

CONTESTING POWER ACROSS

RACE, CLASS AND GENDER
Patricia McFadden
VER SINCE the incident which

sparked
about to share in
this article occured, 1 have been turning
the issue around in my head, wondering why it
took so long for me to see it for what it really is.
1 can only sumiise that certain things only become

mumbling to

off the

women

obvious when their time has come, and for me,

occasions, after which

the issues of power

between women, via the
categories of class and race, finally became ‘as

marvelled and exclaimed about the

clear

was

E
as

mud'

thoughts I

as some

We had been

am

would say.

organisation, a safe place for women, as 1 would
like to think of it, and parts of the process were
beginning to fall into place. Although certain
individuals were skeptical about the feasibility
of the idea
a friend was reminding me that
skeptics are useful in that they make you sure
about what you think you want to do because
they question you long enough to convince you
that you really should do something — there was
a general consensus that we need ‘a home for all
women' in Zimbabwe. We need spaces which
are constructed through the ownership of a notion
of autonomy which is owned and directed by
—

women,

as

organisations

individuals,
or

as

members of

both.

Persistent

Throughout the

Skeptics

process

of mobilising for the

acceptance of this idea, we were faced with

particularly persistent resistance from certain
white women in the audience. Their recurring
arguments ranged from the patronising arrogance
of reminding us the ‘we did not know what we
were getting ourselves into' to, what/who gives
us the right, as rich ( the Black was silent)
women, to speak on behalf of all Zimbabwean
women. Incredulously, during each of these
interventions. Black women seemed totally
disarmed by this aggressive, often patronising
arrogance, and they seemed suiprised that anyone
would dare to violate the spirit of collective
activism which bound us together at that moment
as women
beyond our specific class and racial
—

identities and locations.
I know that there

were

this

several B lack women at

gathering who were visibly upset by this
openly racist behaviour, but .somehow there
seemed to be a 1 ine
which they had not drawn,
but which they somehow seemed to feel could
not be crossed
which kept them either silent or
—

—
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it.

Keeping Black Women Fragmented

constructed to cushion the blows of racist

like

justification for whom they are,
of what
was clearly a racially motivated insult to us all as
Black women. And, this happened on several
more

a

rather than the needed open engagement

one

trying to mobilise

interest in the fonnation of a

energy and
women's umbrella

listen to some of my colleagues patiently
explaining why this was the thing for us to do,
trying to accommodate an obvious arrogance by
referring to cultural differences and to the
importance of understanding Zimbabwe, as
compared to Europe, for instance, while the
blood pounded in my head. 1 wanted and needed
to scream. Eventually, 1 broke all the rules—the
protocols which we as Black women have put in
place over the centuries, the ‘niceties' we have

a neighbour. One or two Black
tried to respond, but it came out sounding

women

talked about it,

audacity of
particularly persistent white .skeptic, but that

Without

attempting to set myself apart from
my Black sisters. I can remember that the first
time 1 heard these doubts expressed about our
abilities as Black women to set up a national
activist-driven structure, which all women would
have

in every

leave the
1 could

feel, let alone

and

tried to think about it, to understand where the

creeping into

sentiment

was

own

located, to ‘smell it out’. And sure

enough, it stunk, and the stench

was common

and familiar, couched of course in the rhetoric of
a

fabricated common concern about ‘ us'. B ut the

question ‘who is us' began to ring in my head,
until it became a clanging noi.se. And I was
forced, by the persistence of these characters,
who never missed a meeting, and always insisted
that we as Black women had no legitimacy in
speaking about a national organisation for women
in Zimbabwe, to accept that this was never a
matter of sincere skepticism (if there can be
anything like that), but that it was actually a
contestation over power — between us as Black
women

1

can

and white

women.

remember

trying to sit still, trying to

—

and said told the

meeting.

possible way
(my dream as a feminist-activist). I instinctively
knew that there was something not right about it.
Somehow, it was not aquestion of how we hoped
to organise the structures, or how often we would
be able to meet, etc. It was a questioning of the
very fact that we as Black women wanted to
organise ourselves into a solidarity platfonn
which would add toour strength, toour visibility,
to our abilities to secure further gains and
consolidate what we already have. It was about
our identity as Black women. 1 shrugged it off,
thinking that whilst I shall never believe that
racism is no longer relevantjust because different
colour flags fly on this continent. I also cautioned
myself about letting racism consume all my
energies.
When the issue arose again. 1 sat back and
access to

and

denigration and disrespect

detractors to either accept the idea and the fact
that we had reached a consensus on the idea, or

unease, as

well

as

see

the embarrassment

the relief on

some

faces,

and the

body language of other women speaking
louder than any words they could have said to
those 'superior' whites who had openly told us
what (‘ niggers') we are, and yet we had somehow
been nice about it. Once the words had left my

mouth, 1 knew that this matter had to be told, that
it had to be dragged out of the dark and smelly
closets and

corners

where it has crouched for

centuries, feeding on our pretenses as Black
women

because

we

have either not dared to

confront it—the way the men have done (Malcom

X, Steve Biko. Franz Fanon and have been
celebrated for that very fact), or we have tried to
contain it, through fabricated ‘friendships’ and

synthetic accommodation.
Challenging whiteness
But face it,

we

have not, and thus it has thrived,

our movement, into the daily
interactions we have
in offices, in the
—

supermarket, at the parents/teachers meetings—
everywhere, that tight, ‘polite’ ‘don’t come too
close to me' behaviour, which has represented
the billions of Black hands, pressing down on the
pressure, keeping it in check, so that white women
can get on with their comfortable, priviledged
lives. The fact of the matter is that Just as much
as whiteness privileges white males over
everyone else, whiteness privileges and
empowers white women over Black women.
How they use that power is dependent on where
they are located in relationships with Black
women

(and with Black men).

Within the Women's Movement, this
instance where whiteness

was

was one

used to define
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these

women.

‘the knowers’, the ones with

women as

experience on what was possible for women, and
especially for Black women. Otherwise, why
would white females, who presumably
understand that Zimbabwe is stratified along
racial and class lines, and who live the reality of

Just because white males

being privileged by their whiteness, not be
sensitive to the obviousness of their imposed
status as the ones who know best in the
circumstances. Why would white females, who
are guests in the Women’s Movement in this
country, given that the Women’s Movement is
fundamentally constructed through the struggles

away

insist upon dictating where we
should be located as Black women viz the issues

of Black
of

women,

solidarity across cla.ss and ethnic location?
gives them the legitimacy to speak

What is it that
on

behalf of all

(presumably Black and

women

white) and to occupy the status of

custodian of

poor women’s interests in this ca.se.
In my book, the answer to these questions

is
really quite straight forward. She is white and
therefore
Black

can assume

women

the ‘right’ to dictate to

what they

should do. how they

should do it, when and with whom.

It is really as

basic as that. But, when such arrogance is couched

control the

it does not exonerate those

an

invented relationship

she is Black and that is what
relationship, especially in the
contestation over knowledge and power.
Metaphor of Backwardness
Throughout the story of this region and the
existence of the Black narrative undercapitalism.
Black women became the metaphor for the

of doing

with racism.

meaning of ‘kaffir’

rights in our countries. We assumed that the
‘post’ was non-racial, and that raising a flag
would work the magic. Now we know better.
The Personal Must be
It

was

point into this

not only because it has
been with us for so long that it has become our
‘familiar’, but more so, because it requires a

dark and dangerous place,

courage which is almost akin to foolishness, to
be able to hold it out in the open, and let the storm
of anger,

hatred, betrayal and liberation rush

through it, maybe ridding us of the nastiness,
albeit temporarily, because its roots lie deep in
the institutions of white

privilege

—

a

pretending that because they are female, they do
not have to deconstruct racism as a political and
social imperative. Just because white males
control the institutions through which whiteness
extends power and visibility to all in that
community, it does not exonerate those who
claim to be anti-racist from the responsibility of
doing away with racism. Just as some men claim
that because they have named themselves non-

definitely excludes us as Black women.
aftemiarth of my
‘outburst’, someone whispered ‘it must be

which

However, in the immediate

of commonality

miss the connotations of
power a.ssociated with it. And even when we do.
we ‘instinctively’ shy away from engaging and
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with all its multiple

white women have been able to hide for centuries,

place

of purpose, we so easily

—

—

implications of denigration and invisibilisation.
Just read Bessie Head and Lauretta Ncgobo, or
Ellen Khuzwayo — any of the Black women
who exploded the myth that we are ‘stupid’ —
and the meanings of what those white women
were saying to us begin to echo the message of
centuries of white, racist oppression.
I know that this article will probably result in
another stormy engagement with certain elements
in the white community, those who hate it when
Black people, especially Black women, open the
doors and window s on musty, dark places, w here

Political

difficult finding an entry

whether a Black

detemiines the

who claim to be

anti-racist from the responsibility

At the end of the day.

is educated or uneducated, rural or urban

based, rich or poor,

whiteness extends
power and visibility to all in that community,

institutions through which

personal, there must be something going on
between them’, implying a contestation over a
male, maybe, or some other ‘personal’ matter.
Nevertheless, my interest in this expression was
not in these two interpretations of the personal.
challenging it.
White Privilege is Gendered
Suddenly, it dawned on me that whoever it was
who had said that, was absolutely correct. Yes. it
Let me give a few more instances to illustrate
is personal, very personal. It is about me as a
the point (and anger those even more who wear
Black woman. It is about centuries of white
this shoe so well). Remember the time you
women telling us that we are nothing, that we are
stopped at the petrol station, she drove up after
stupid, that we are good only for washing their
you. but the petrol attendant served her first —
knickers and raising their brats.
and you either fumed and drove off. but did not
Southern Africa is replete with that narrative,
say anything, or you waited your turn after her.
So the world continues for her in its rosy hue —
and anyone who dares call me a racist again had
better have their heads checked, or find a history
the natives still know their place, thanks to
Christianity and five centuries of British book. Even the most sanitised historical narratives
found the expressions white women made about
colonialism; or that time you were standing at the
Black women so common and ‘true’ that they
dairy counter in the supennarket. and she came
never
sought to hide them in the seams of the
up next to you. leaned over right across, as
colonial narrative. White women laughed and
though you were not there, took whatever she
still laugh at our supposed stupidity; they
wanted, and whizzed off—bumping your trolley
in the process. And you simply shook your head
complained, and still do. about how ‘dirty’ we
in continuing amazement, reminding yourself
were/are; they still call us lazy and incompetent,
and we, millions of us in this region, still slog
that it is 15 years since the war of liberation
ended, or so you thought; or that other time when
long hours keeping them and their families clean
(to confirm the lie that we are filthy kaffirs). We
you sat in the cafe and waited, and waited, and
w aited
are still at the mercy of their vicious outbursts
and they came, were served with great
within the isolation of their homes, and these
speed and zeal, ate with the contentment
characteristic of the privileged, and left. And
existentially constructed notions and
representations of Black women spill over into
only afterwards, w'hen you dared to remind your
the Women’s Movement every so often, exposing
country-men that you were still there, and after
the lie that because we are all female, we have
they had barked out ‘yes, what do you want’, did
become equal. 1 do not care what arguments
you remember that racism has never actually
white liberals invent about our sameness as
been tackled as an issue of dignity and human

within

woman

gender-sensitive, so also certain
community, both male and
female, assume that racism will get rid of itself.
All they have to do is pretend that their whiteness
is irrelevant because they have ‘w ished it away’.
Silencing Black Female Voices

sexist and

elements of the white

Of course it is much easier when we

,

smile and

pretend that we do not actually know that what
you just said to us was insulting and disrespectful.
And of course it keeps the peace when we
deliberately overlook the racism and your
attempts to keep us ‘in the dark’, because by
challenging your racism, we will certainly be
accused of rocking the boat. Which is what
happened on these occasions. Black women
actually turned to me aghast, and .said ‘you
cannot say that’. 1 cannot tell some racist to shut
up and leave a meeting which was called by
Black women; I cannot defend my right as a
Black woman to fight for a better life for myself
and my sisters; 1 cannot use my education, my
.skills, my intellect, to further the cause of Black
women in this region — because some white
women have decided that they know best. That is
truly incredible to me.
It is this tendency to protect the privileged
white women in our midst

expose.

I

am

which 1 want to

often reminded of the ways in
Sapem Augiist, 1995
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which

protect men who have declared
"gender sensitive’ and or "feminist",
even when it is obvious that they are simply
opportunists riding on the backs of women
towards some huge consultancy payment. And
the question is why. 1 think that there are several
reasons

for this discrepancy

in ourconsciousness

as

Black women, one of which is the consequence

of

having been silenced for centuries.
Our voices, who we

are,

and where

we want to

be, have either been repressed through exclusion
from the written word,

or

that word has been

used to appropriate our identities
Men (Black

and aspirations.

and white) and white

women

have

been

writing about us for centuries. They have
represented whom the Black woman is, and
through the systematic exclusion of Black women
via the social, political, economic and

—

differences among women

in the interests of
solidarity, we have laid ourselves open to the
arrogant appropriation, by certain white elements,
of the ‘right" to dictate what middle class women
can do, and what relationships we can have with
women

of other classes

differentiation between Black and white women:
because

we

associate

as

Black

of

spoken for.
a given which is internalised by males and

It is

white

and which

women,

Black

women

experience all the time. The above incident is
only one of the millions of occasions globally
when Black women are silenced. We are silenced

through relegation into the domestic arena; we
are silenced through violation (rape, abuse of all
kinds): we are silenced through exclusion from
books and articles about Black people; we are
silenced through "frienciships" and fabricated
solidarities which,

as

far

as

1

am

concerned,

are

simply manipulations to support a racially
underpinned status quo. For as long as racism is
not challenged and removed by those who benefit
and are privileged by it - regardless of their
gender - then the question stands out. How can
we be peers, how can we be "the same" when you
remain identified as superior and "the knower".
Intersections of Women and Race

Another reason
to

fear

an

why we as B lack women tend

especially
by so-called white friends/

engagement with racism,

when it is manifested

allies, is because

we

have not raced the meaning

of Women. In the difficult and often all-

consuming struggle against patriarchy as a
global, oppressive ideology, we have conflated
Woman into a homogenous notion which
incUides/excludes the issues of class and

race.

Although there have been attempts at
deconstructing and unpackaging the class
differences between Women, an often dangerous
exercise, given its accessibility to those who
would declare that middle-class

women cannot

"speak" for all women, if done carefully and
collectively, in recognition of the advantages of
recognising differences as a means of
strengthening diversity within the Women's
Movement, this is a necessary and important
exercise.
Sapem August, 199.“!

women

have

come

to

patriarchy and racism with white

has been established that Black

have to

both Black and white.

why do we fear the engagement with racism?
1 think it is because racism expressed within the
medium of feminist solidarity is so embedded in
a subjective definition of Women that to actually
extricate it and expose it goes to the heart of what
knits women together against patriarchy. Because
we do not see that patriarchy as an ideology
privileges white women through racist

maleness, when racism

women

-

But

intellectual structures in all societies, the Given

be

)

However, through the conflation of racial

women

themselves

female

rears

its head in the form

though she is white - we balk
and quickly run to that centuries old place called
‘containment through a nigger smile'. All the
a

-

even

literature defines and associates colonisation with

and how he likes. But that Pat McFadden,
how dare she tells

and that is where 1 think

we

fall into the crevice.

Patriarchy and Racism are not Confined to
White Males
As Black

have

bought into the claim
male, and that only
certain types of whites are racist — those who
scream at us from their fancy cars when our
scraps move too slowly on the street; or those
who glare at us in restaurants, their faces telling
us that we are uppit niggers', or those who isolate
women

that racism and whiteness

themselves from

us

are

and insist

on

theirdifference

15 years

after Lancaster (and that is where
the problematic is located of course). Y et we also
know that racism is institutionalised privilege.
We know that it is the source of power and
arrogance, and that if you scratch ever so lightly,
under every white liberal, the face of racism will
glare back at you.
1 want to share a story about my father and the

even

issue of white liberalism. But before 1 do

so.

1

respond very briefly to some of the
complaints about my use of the ‘personal" in this
column. The complaints have come mainly from
Black men and a few white males, and they
confirm the argument I made above about
silencing. Maybe 1 need to remind these folks
that columns are about personal space, and
personal space applies to Black women as much
as it applies to any other columnist. I am sure that
many of the men who complain about my
"personalisation" of the Gender Column in
want to

SAPEM cheer Ken Mufuka when he rants and
raves

about Black

is given

—

women

in the US. Oh, but that

he is a Black male and can write what

now

about herself and what she

thinks about males, racism, privilege and power ?
1 have

a

drawer full of

expletives to describe

these characters, but this is a scholarly magazine,

afterall.
to

even

if it allows Black and white males

attack my person as a

To the story
father took me

about

Black woman.
father. One day

my

to see a

my
house which he had

acquired, together with a large farm, on the
outskirts of my home town. He was excited about
having been able to buy this particular piece of
property, and as he narrated the reasons why he
had brought me to the house, 1 understood why
this usually quiet, very observant man was
reminding me of myself. The house had been
owned by one Mr. Booth, an English colonialist
whose family could no longer fann the land nor
keep up the property after his death. .4s a young
man in colonial Swaziland, my father had known
Mr. Booth both

white

man.

as a

famier and

as an

arrogant

And he reinembered the times when he

had hated that white
Once

white males, and the

representations of the
coloniser are very male and androcentric.
Although this is true, it is only in a relative sense,

us

we

father led

man with every bit of his self.
had entered the run-down house, my

into the

lounge. In one corner was
father sat, and
pulling himself up straight, he re-arranged his
features so that they exuded authority and
arrogance, and he began to imitate Mr. Booth as
he would have spoken to my father. For a few
moments 1 was transported into my father's
world, forty years earlier, and caught glimpse of
the pain and the anger that my father was still
carrying deep inside himself. A colonialist racist
had imprinted upon my father an anger which he
will probably carry for the rest of his life. For me,
that continuing assault resonates throughout my
a

me

well-worn desk, at which my

existence

Black

as a

Part of the

reason

woman on

for

this continent.

broaching this issue of

and control between Black women and
white women, was to open the door on this

power

critical issue of contestation between
across

the

race

women,

divide. We cannot continue

pretending that ouroppression through patriarchy
impo.ses a sameness which deletes the differences
of race and class priviledge. Neither can we
allow white women to continue insulting us
through the use of a narrative which we know is
racist and supremacist. We have to come to
terms

with the differences between

us across

racial divide, because until and unless

we

the

let the

light into the dark and unpleasant places where
racism festers,

we will not be able to effectively
challenge patriarchy in all its manifestations.
Posing patriarchal oppression as a hegemonising
ideology, denies the privileging of white women
through their whiteness, and imposes the
responsibility of struggling against racism upon
Black women. That is unacceptable and must be

contested.Q
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ADULT EDUCATION AND THE
MOVEMENTS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
Catherine Alum Odora

is not old.
fairly

United Nations, UNESCO was given charge of
carrying out the propagation of development in

illiteracy was equated with an ab.sence of cultural

accurately. The word appeared for the
first time in an English manu.script in the year
1876, and then spread quickly across Europe. It
was exactly at the same time Edison invented the
electric light bulb and the phonograph. Siemens
the electric locomotive engine, Linde the
refrigerator. Bell the telephone, and Otto the
petrol engine. The connection is self evident.
For the rest, the triumph of people’s education in
Europe coincided with the maximal development
of colonization. In the encyclopaedia of the

the educational, scientific and cultural aspects.

(Takala 1992).

T

time,

one

HE CONCEPT of illiteracy
Its invention

can

be dated

finds the assertion that the number of

illiterates is ‘compared to the total
indicative of

a

the lowest level

race''s cultural
are

population,

standing'. At

the Slavic countries and the

population of the United States of
America.
At the highest level are the. . .
Germanic countries, the white population of the
black

.

.

United States of America and the Finnish race’.
‘

Men’, stood the entry in the encyclopaedia. ‘... on

average stand at a higher level than women’
(Meyer’sG. K. Lexikon 190.S, Brockhaus 1894.
in Enzensberger 1987).
an

Who is the ‘illiterate’?

It is

people like

cousins, her aunts
cannot

read, write

my

mother, your father, his

(genetic). It is those who
or

calculate (functional); or

those first
leading towards ‘the
modem world’ (ideology). Since then, the world
appears to be extremely concerned about
defining, tracing, and expo.sing the illiterate,
and curing him/her of this affliction. Sometimes
Brigades have been set up in the context of
national campaigns to help wipe out this
impediment with varying success of course.
else it is those who do not possess
skills on that main junction

In the Soviet Union, the

Soviet literacy

campaign of the 1920s to the 19.70s adopted a
war siege mentality and the literacy campaign
was launched by decree. The national literacy
committee was given the name of literacy
CHEK.\ (CHEKA being the acronym of the
then secret police). The institutional framework
of the literacy campaigns consisted of liquidation
points. The illiterate population was identified
astheenemy to be purged of illiteracy. Literacy
called cultural soldiers, and

instructors

were

the villages

in which the campaigns were directed
occupied territory.

were

called

From 1947 onwards with the birth of the
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Like many

standards, self confidence, and, Arab nationalism
From the

endeavours began in the post World

War II, UNESCO's endeavours smacked of the

‘illiterate’

modernization

to

school,

perspective of schooling, the
those who have either

are

those who

never

gone

rationale for the continued Western control of

attired/expelled/
aborted too early from the school system. At the

altruism all

national level, in the face of the abuses of colonial

paradigm that

gave a

the former colonies. This time it

was

technical

Coupled with the socio-Darwinist
principles that had anyhow already located those
round.

who could not read

or

write texts in the

manner

done in the West at the far end of the rungs

of
‘development’, no qualms whatsoever could
dampen the new drive to 'modernize' henceforth
the whole world. Illiteracy was immediately and
quite naturally equated with ignorance, and the
majority of the adult population in the Third
World were seen and posited as besieged by this
condition. UNESCO perceived its own task as
that of lightening the dark zones of the world.
Later on. and for some reason, illiteracy graduated
from being that condition afflicting people, and
became an obstacle to economic growth. The
then DirectorGeneral of UNESCO painfully spoke
of illiteracy as 'the most monstrous. .
most
scandalous of the many instances of wasted human
resource potential which still keeps more than one
third of the human race in a state of helplessness.
below the level of modem civilization’. By the
close of the Experimental World Literacy
Programme, illiteracy was still 'the scourge'; and
people were still affected by it.
In Cuba, the literacy instructors were called
brigadistas. and literacy territories were declared
free of illiteracy. Literacy follow-ups which
awarded Grade six certificates were designated
'the battle of the sixth grade'. In Nicaragua, the
literacy campaign was called a crusade. The
literacy primer was referred to in the words of the
hymn of the literacy campaign as a machete,
‘eradicating illiteracy with one blow’. In
Tanzania, the eradication period for this scourge
was given as being four years, and the attack on
illiteracy was synonymous with an attack on
ignorance. A ‘frontal attack’ was undertaken to
move millions of peasants into newly created
UJAMAA villages. Mozambique clearly saw
illiteracy as being coupled with obscurantism.
Kenya called it the ‘enemy’, and Zambia
maintained it as a ‘disease’. In Iraq, illiteracy
was even declared illegal, and was punishable
with a fine or imprisonment. More precisely.
.

..

or

were

rule and

subjection, national leaders have
illiteracy, an obstacle to what is
commonly referred to as ‘the liberation of the
mind’. The mind of the citizenry had to be
opened. The task was also perceived as
immediate and urgent; hence the ma.ssive
campaigns. From the perspectiveof international
development (also commonly referred to as
‘western mixlef of development, in which many,
if not most things are done in writing), illiteracy
is recognized as a definite obstacle. Peculiarly
though, the enthusiasm in this perspective is far
identified in

less than massive.
But most observers and scholars also agree
that

essentially, illiteracy, like ‘poverty’ is a
descriptor, often used to describe

value laden

others rather than oneself

Illiteracy and the phenomenon of schooling
Colonial

era. as common knowledge goes,
brought along a prol iteration of centres for formal
learning, namely .schtxils. institutes, polytechnics
and such like. The organization of all these
systems is es.sentially pyramidal, and judiciously
kept that way. Thus the schooling-illiteracy
problematic is not just about increasing demand
for education (read ‘schooling’), but also the
existence of a monolithic system operating above
any possible interrogation, possessing within its
tight claws a severely restrictive mechanism
rationing not only the space, but also the content
of what should be acquired ‘by all’ that is the big
part of the problem.
We have today reached a stage whereby fonnal
schooling is called a human right, but without
mechanisms being simultaneously instituted to
ensure

that it fulfils its role in the lives and

dreams of that humanity.

Human capital theorists

talk of‘the acquisition of human capital’
education, but

are

through

steadfast in theiradmiration of

system and structure that ensures that this
‘capital’ is acquired only by the fast, the rich, and
the strong. We have reached a stage whereby we
speak of ‘education for all’ while we bury our
a

heads in the sand about the causatives of the

Sapem August. 199,6
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human

of illiterates and

ejects from the
Likewise, it is quite nomial for us
to extoll the examination system (which is
precisely the constricting and "objective' filtering
device) as doing a ‘good job" while our tongues
are planted deep in our cheeks about the public
disinterest in those labelled daft, stupid, and who
are permanently incarcerated by the schooling
system that are languishing in our midst and in
sea

school system.

our

families.
The deficit

perception

In the first

place, the adoption of the liberal
economic ideology through structural adjustment
has led to a disposition and condition of fatalism
in which persisting and increasing unemployment
is accepted as a fatality, a necessary evil. Adult
education is di.scussed in the deficit,

adjustment" and "personal adjustment (or maladjustment for that matter) are never brought out
in any of the texts that are talking the efficiencycost-effectiveness dialect. Particularly ignored
are improvements in the "extra economic’ and
"extra-educational" domain. Crucial indicators
such

as

increased self confidence, better social

recognition, reduced dependence on others, better
check on exploitative relations, higher
participation in social affairs, social cohesion,
greater participation in income generating
activities, change in attitudes towards services
offered by financial institutions, progressive
thinking (as opposed to conservative and
restricted traditional beliefs and taboos e.t.c.

given a
negative value, and, especially in the hands of
economists, is analysed to be discarded. The

evaluators

Jomtien conference

of

on

"Education For All'

was

exception to this. Of the L'iO high level
specialists hired by the World Bank to carry out
studies on rates of return and demand for primary
education", not a single of these studies was
undertaken on literacy and adult education.
Instead, it is the nearly out of date studies done in
the 197()s. especially those demonstrating a lack
of return and an absence of demand for literacy
that are being referred to in order to reject any
support to adult literacy.
To people committed to the liberating potential
of adult education, the Persepolis declaration
and the Freirian pedagogy of liberation and
emancipatory literacy is sweet music to the ears

determining the tone of discourse

at national and international levels. This is

how bad or poor,

the understanding of the impact
literacy actually is.
Adult

no

indeed. But this is

a

terrible irritant to others.

Dominant groups and a sizeable

numberof donor
agencies have instead underlined the subversive
potential of adult literacy, which has led to the
negative indexation of this field of activity (see
‘Why are Adult Literacy and Education Worth
Undertaking'.' A Note for Discussion, Paris
UNESCO 1995).
Let

are

not known to our learned researchers and

independence, it was assumed,
would commence with the political independence
as a first stage, the economic independence as
phase two, and the emancipation of the mind as
phase three. Literacy was to be the instrument for
attaining the goals of this last phase. A true national
literacy ciunpaign. said the President then:
.(does noi aim) at some illiterate adults,

or many Illiterate adults, or most illiterate
adults, but ALL illiterate people outside

the

formal school. .Every government
M inistry, non-Governmental organization,
the private sector and indeed all literate
people should organize themselves into
brigades to fight illiteracy and to wipe it
out

.

within the next FIVE years...

However, he also

much of that mammoth task was to be' voluntary ’
continues

to score on

schooling

the billboards of national

priority in Zimbabwe.

check out the

The

jargons that proliferate
today’s discourse. Terminologies such as ‘rate
of return" "cost effectiveness’ "efficiency", ‘per
capita’ indeed do proliferate almost every piece
of document one sets fingers on. But ‘rate of
return", one needs to bear sharply in mind, is a

Ideology-Technology Determinant
Ideology, as is known, bespeaks the intentions
and visions of its proclaimer. But technology
usually connotes the structure, resources and the
delivery system for the objectives.

blind

initial stages

into

us

mouse

account

of a measurement that does not take

the work of the mother in the home,

the contribution, in the economy, of the
infoniial sector. As a measure, it does not care

or

about what you

do, but alas,

you are

only what

you
earn. Investment in education is only
measured by the .salary a person finally earns,
never

a

by what a person has actually * become’ as
being. An education is "cost effective’

human

if it increases the annual income of the consumer;
and all else is not cost effective.

Notions such

as

"happiness", "culture", "social

Sapf.m August. 1995

In the Zimbabwean ca.se,

consolidation

failure,

a waste

of time and

at

the

of the literacy campaign meant
drawing on experiences in other countries, and
the grounding of the literacy affairs directly
under the Ministry of Education and Culture.
Later on. (and this is a classis sequel in the
history of literacy implementation) this was split
between MEC and Ministry of Community
Development and Women’s Affairs.
Typically, fragmentation was soon followed
by complacency as voluntarism replaced the
previously higher profile of commitment and
campaign. Complaints about ‘lack of

resources,

a

and that it

is

against any sound reasoning to continue
providing for it budgetary allocations of any
consequence, the born to die syndrome.
Prejudice and bias against adult education in
overall thinking exists in various forms. The bias
for children, the

handful do reach the

"lucky few" who actually
ultimately only a
pinnacle, but educators and

educationalists

settled in their titled and

starts

enter school. Even

are

fewer and

tainted perceptions as to the meaning ofeducation.
which is taken to mean schooling, as conducted
in the square spaces called the school. The overall
..

precariousness of the learning environment such
as working in semi-darkness, under abominable
conditions, with third

wincingly points out that

(see Bhola 1992). In the meantime,

complacency in general easily
people are slowly
sliding away from their higher vision. In
Zimbabwe this was marked by a downward shift
from revolutionary ideology to a "refonnist"
ideology, and from a campaign attitude to a
programmatic, and now possibly even a project
approach.
From commitment to changing structures and
liberating the mind, one sees with much
apprehension, a tendency to avoiding ruptures
and social disruptions. Suddenly, there seems to
be no particular hurry to change structures. The
emergence and affirmation of the neo-liberal
paradigm as an indigenous endeavour has
therefore only helped to tilt the balance further
away from the socialist-structural change model,
to the pacified incrementalist mode.
Quality of Learning Context
Sometimes adult literacy is undertaken as if to
arises in situations in which

confirm the conclusion that the exercise is

Literacy

In Zimbabwe,

..

momentum", and

rate

attention from

government seems taken as a "given". Literacy
appear fated to remain in the domain of
improvised centers.
Literacy workers and facilitators also seem
resigned to their own fate and status, facing the
perenial problem "sudden" vanishing of national
level resources to pay or sustain facilitators.
They have to understand, of course, that ‘attitudes
of people in government have changed".
the
pressure of the times.
no international donor
centers

.

.

.

.

talks about it anymore.
Innovations in Adult Education

To begin

with, literacy as a vital component of
requires a guiding development
ideology within which literacy as a specific skill
can find an
applied relevance. The cases that are
briefly outlined are derived from a major global
monitoring project on rroce.s.ses of Innovation
adult education,

in Non-Forinal and Adult Education

case

studies

being conducted under the auspices of
Hamburg
in which 1 participate as a consulting expert. In
all the 13 cases spanning Africa, Asia, Latin
the UNESCO Institute for Education in
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America and Canada, these innovative

projects
specific points of departure from
conventional adult educational programmes and
mainstream educational policies. They develop
new responses to social conflicts the learners and
the providers are involved in, and their responses

development in Sri Lanka and the Third World is
that the stagnation is a consequence of the

different from the conventional institutional

among the young people, for the societal values
which essentially forms the base for their own

illustrate

are

and resist the kind of adaptive responses
by mainstream educational culture.
I have picked at random five cases to exemplify
the aspects of the adult education activities that
have made a difference. They are:
*
the Sri Lankan case used the concept of
■people centered development' as a point of
departure;
*
India used ‘applied learning/education' as a
point of departure;
*
Philippines used ‘environmental education';
*
Cameroon used ‘theatre for development’;

answers

offered

and
*

Chile used

‘family education’ as aconcept in

adult education.
Sri Lanka: Graduate Resource Advancement
The Sri Lankan

case

Graduate Resource

Advancement (GREAT) focusing on non-formal

of university level graduates to rural
development represents an exemple of empirical
and methodological confrontations with the
meaning of ‘development’. In this project in
which university level graduates are deployed as
‘Graduate Catalysts' in different rural areas to
plan and implement with local people
development projects, people are not isolated as
‘targets’ in the standard way used by
developmentalists, but are seen as resources.
The project also rejects the notion of silence-asignorance which is so typically abundant in
literacy-related discourses which mi.sconstrues
completely the cultural meanings given to
exposure

'silence' in non-western societies. It talks of

peoples' ‘potentials and capabilities' ratherthan
Just skills which is a pet notion in instrumentalist
oriented education planning. The capacitation
process is achieved via mutuality and
collaboration and not through the paternalistic
pedagogy that presupposes ignorance in the
learners and the ‘taught’. The methodological
strategy is a "talking with', and not ‘talking to’
people. It stresses 'learning from' the people and
not Just ‘lecturing to’ people.
Development is seen, not as a specific
intervention, but as something that has to grow
or evolve-in-context. Endogeneity is also
perceived as the basis for sustainability. GREAT
posits rural development as a collective task for
which a wider constituency should be involved.
Extension w orkers as preferred in the instrumental
model of development are seen as clearly
inadequate and at times, even inappropriate.
great's explanation for the stagnation in
46

technical

processes'.
Literacy for one, is not related to some distant

consistent subjugation of indigenous knowledges,

international norm or definition, but is used in its

techniques and attributes by the predominantly

applied fonn as related to needs. Thus from
literacy per se as a panacea for development
(however defined), is placed second or third in
the priorities on the development agenda when
these are set and determined by the users

Western
over

ones.

the many

As

a

result, there has evolved,

decades,

a

growing disrespect

personal development. The Graduate Catalysts
(GCs) had first to recognize a commonality of
fate and stake they had with rural people, and use
this recognition to help the rural people regain
their strength and confidence.
The lessons leamt from this project are indeed
many; but two among them are that.'
Changes in the structural relationships
between bureaucrats and the community can
be achieved through correct adult education
pedagogy, and
2. That contrary to the association in intellectual
debate between conflict and harmony in
which ‘harmony' is taken to signify
endorsement of the status quo, GRE.AT
demonstrates that changes are not always
brought about only through conflict.
Hannony has as much a role to play in the
successful assimilation of objectives as much
as it has, in the achievement of goals through
collaborative planning.
India: Womens’ Education forEmpowerment
The Indian case dealing with womens'
education for empowerment (Mahila Samakhya)
presented by Nirantar Center for Women and
Education brings out a model of adult education
that goes beyond the conscientisation model of
participation as an end. to participation as a
means. Mahila Samakhya seeks a radical change
in oppressive structures and approach towards
real life priorities particularly that of women.
From the stigma laden model of formal basic

themselves,

Philliphines
In the

in formal education. Nirantar presents to us

learning as a continuous process '. .
.whether the process was grasped in the first or
the 10th explanation, women could handle the

of the fisherfolk

from domestic and industrial wastes (even more

development).
Modern poverty became the fate of the
indigenous local people, and in the ensuing
desperation, they started to use cyanide poisoning
and blast fishing using dynamite to capture fish.
In the complex situation w hich ensued, which is

characteristic of most of the Third World, the

desperation resulting from the terrible fallouts
from development has led people to adopt equal ly
terrible and dangerous strategies to survive.
The adult education project set out to assist the
local people to understand and comprehend what
is really going on. Thus the adult education took
on a multi- and pluridisciplinary fomi ranging
from health, to social, environmental, and macro-

the

the idea of

case

of the consequences of
development, westernisation and modernization
as experienced by distant local communities as
far away from Europe and the West as the
Phillipines. It is not Just that the deforestation of
the Benguet province due to commercial logging
had caused the rivers to siltate. but large scale
commercial fishing trawlers (development) had
set upon and depleted fishes of various sizes
including the Juvenile ones. Further silting was
also brought about by the increasing effluence

banished for non-achievement, the Nirantar

case

Phillipines

manifestation

economic

explores strategies for collective
learning and reflection, and the building of selfconfidence among participants. From the notion
of 'dispensing knowledge' so inherent in the
formal educational system (of the Western type),
this programme stresses the creation and building
of lateral and democratic linkages as well as
developing an in-depth understanding of
womens' life in the villages.
From learning merely as the transfer of skills
we see the development of a capacity for
interrogating the structures of power. From
learning as something to be tested with penalties
in the seventh or eighth grade as is commonly the

Environmental

environmental education, one sees the most tragic

education in which the victim is blamed and

programme

Fisherfolk

Education

awareness (the latter coming in from
point of view of the consequences of the
policies and macro-economic practices e.t.c. on

local communities).

Chile: Family Education
In Chile, the

family education project ‘We
And' project takes the combined
consequences ofpolitical repression and economic
crisis arising from the indiscriminate
implementation ofthe neo-liberal economic mixlel
as a central problemmatique. It is not only the
poverty levels and unemployment have soared,
but a powerful wedge has been driven between the
superstructure and the individual. One of the
consequences of this situation is the increasing
confusion and instability in family relations, and
especially between men and women. Using the
group process and facilitators, the participants
take on concrete topics in their social context and
share their deep and inner experiences as a way
Got Together
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of

coming to grips with the complexity of the
changing macro-economic and macro-political
structures and their

impacts on micro relations of
family and the home. It is adult education
brought home to the micro-situation of
interpersonal relationships.
the

Cameroon: Theatre for Development
The ('anieroon case of theatre for development
captures the consequences for African societies,
of the processes of colonialism, development,
westernisation and inodemization. The

project
recognizes the effects of colonialism in the way
Cameroon has been split between Britain and
France up to this day, despite the fact that the
country has been 'independent' for quite
sometime now. The language used by the people
is not any of the indigenous languages anymore,
but English and Pidgin. Lossof identity, confusion
and decay in moral values, deterioration in the
general quality of life as a result of the four
pillars
(westernisation,
development,
modernisation and maldevelopment) left behind
by colonialism, and today sustained by
imperialism, are sharply recognized.
In Cameroon, the plantation economy
discouraged the growing of food crops while
cheap labour continues to be expended to sustain
grand macro-economic designs of' development ’
whose sole beneficiaries are those that are actually
dying of overeating and overconsumption -the
West. Yet the lethargy and apathy in the face of
the continuity of these relations is an ailment that
had gripped the entire Africa. Theatre for
development uses cultural action to bring to
peoples' consciousness the structures responsible
for their disempowerment.
Using active participatory methods, stre.ssing
the endogeneous aspects of peoples' realities,
the project rejects the omnipresence of the city
bureucrat as the tool for development. Instead, it
takes the peoples’ way of life as a starting point,
and development is approached from the point of
view of the rural people's point of view rather
than some blueprint worked out between some
distant metropolitan city and a with the usual
connivance of the local bureaucrats. The strong

point about using peoples' own communication
medium is that they can manipulate it, control it
and understand it.
The creation of a critical consciousness takes
the form of

experiental distillation, questioning
pedagogic impulses that
evolve out of the collective experience through
the catalytic and context-sensitive medium of
theatre work. It is a trying, and at times even
risky undertaking, but it is an effort worth most
and a.ssimilation of

of those tribulations
Adult Education Revisited

It is dear from the above
transformation of

our

Sapem August. 199.S

analyses that true
educational system and

the

meaning given to education is actually taking
place, not within the academic institutions and
the schools, but among the general population, in
thousands of spontaneous adult education efforts
all

over

the world.

Individually and collectively,

executing transfonnation at whatever level such
changes are required (Freire, in Odora 1994).
Adult education and literacy is ademonstration
of the triumph of human intelligence and
human solidarity, rather than the result of any

transfonnative citizens, intellectuals, practitioners

consistent and coherent effort

and donor

government and the
Torres writes:

agencies

pooling in creative
resources towards the realization of the
goals of
alternative, and people-centred frameworks of
human development. In their concerns for social
justice, human development, self realization
spiritual and cultural harmony, these adult
are

education initiatives and informal networks

.

there

are lawieasurahle, an
graphed c.vofpain and love. Ostentations deciarations and the regularly renewed goals of
illiteracy eradication count on this and

tents

are

continue

intelligence e.t.c. as concrete concepts,
strategies for re-situating adult
a more

humane but

radically conscious people-centered paradigm.
The concept of adult education I feel, should
be expanded beyond the stigma-laden
understanding of it as something connected with
promoted, among other things, among
policy makers within the framework of ‘lifelong education' as opposed tothe terminal notion
of fomtal education in order to enable them
seize

to

opportunities and

renewal based

on

spaces for intellectual
intake and interaction with

information, as well as insights from
indigenous knowledges. It is also in the domain

new

of adult education that innovations in curricula
could encompass context relevant environmental
education

and

sensitization. Grassroots

approaches to the teaching human rights will
al.so find

more

relevant and .serious audience in

adult learners

particularly in the context of the
worsening crisis both in economical, cultural
and political domains. Intellectual and moral
refomi becomes an imperative, particularly the
factor of human agency.

Oppression and subjugation is not just
something to become aware of and denounce.
Conscientisation is not just about "consciousness
raising’. According to Freire. the meaning of
being ‘fully human’ entails the type of critical
human agency which is capable of planning and
executing transfomiation in society at all levels.
This humanness is a potential, a possibility rather
than .some lost human essence, and this potential,
the adult educator must seize in initiating and

base their calculations

on

the

Results’)

the unschooled, the illiterate. Adult education

should be

to

premises and atisumptions. A.v long
as adult literacy continues to be treated as
a
poor and illiterate relative of education
(reflecting, after all. the political and .social contempt that our .societies have for
the poor and the illiterate), it will not he
possible to demand from adult literacy
more than it has traditionally given. Let us
then stop the declarations and the speeches,
the hypocrisy of a national and international community that produces illiteracy,
deplores and condemns it. but when it
comes to .solving it. it is only willing to
throw it a handful of leftovers, (in ‘Adult
Literacy: No-One Should be Amazed at the
same

methods and

education in the context of

.Behind the statistical charts that year

after year, show decreased illiteracy rates,

representations of an emerging new vision of
reality. It is these new movements for social
change, extracting concessions from rigid
structures, creating new bases forpeople to people
solidarity that will, in their persistent defiance of
the dichotomizat ions and polarization of the world,
constitute the new essence of the spirit of true
global relations. Most of these initiatives are today
emphasizing such concepts as common learning,
empowerment, capacitation. development of
common

.

on the part of
international community.

In conclusion,

re-thinking adult education has
imply rethinking fomial schooling as well.
This means that the policy maker has got to be
released from the dangerous stupor that prevents
them from extending the same level of concern
to

for the child in school and those who
not at

school

or

who

arc

attired

are

either

by the schooling

system.□
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DETERMINING AFRICA’S FUTURE
One

Africa, One Destiny Towards Democracy, Good Governance and Development
by Bingu wa Mutharika. SAFES Books 1995
REVIEWED BY

F

OR AFRICAN

politicians, government

functionaries

and

scholars

of

contemporary African history. Bingu wa

various factors that he believes

with

of Africa has been in transition from colonialism

most

to independent nationhood, many writers, with
varying degrees of success, have attempted to
analyse the underlying reason why Africa, despite

its abundant natural

resources,

are

central to

determining Africa's destiny.
He opens his argument for African solutions

Destiny. Towards
Democracy.Good governance and Developrtwnx.
should constitute compulsory reading.
Over the past three decades or so when much

Mutharika's One Africa, One

DESMOND KUMBUKA

a

detailed treatise on what he terms "Politics

of Marginalism”
a

in which he argues that through
well orchestrated regime of subtle extroversion

and the creation of a

dependency culture among
African governments, imperial hegemony
is alive despite posturings to the contrary.
Under the sub-title

Democracy and the
People’s Will, wa Mutharika asserts that success

has remained

steeped in abject poverty.
Many of these writings, whether by Africans
themselves or by historians from othercontinents,
have acknowledged the fact that colonialism and
its

attendant evils

of racial

and

principle in his thought-provoking treatise is the
involvement of the

social

underdevelopment. The emergence of
dictatorships on the African continent
and increasing evidence of a global conspiracy
by western civilisations to hold Africans in
peipetual bondage as hewers ofwood and drawers
of water has given rise to new thinking among

dispensation where African traditions and
are the inspirational force.
The author also makes a number of tangible
suggestions from the economic integration of
Africa towards a common destiny. Advocating
for what he calls “holistic structure of the Agenda

cultures

for Africa",

Wa Mutharika pours scom on

of African nations hinges, in no small way, on the

investment

Woods Institutions

of fundamental

of policy

fonnulation and governance.

financing.

Mutharika asks in the preface to his

book. “Africa, with all its rich resources, has
become the least

developed and the poorest

continent in the world.”
In an effort to provide answers to this daunting
question, wa Mutharika takes an incisive look at
48

that due

a

better tenn.

existing traits of

governance on much of Africa and rebukes
African leaders for what he perceives to be their

Wa Mutharika goes beyond simply challenging
existing models of leadership and governance in
much of Africa, but points to the fact that "the
problem of democracy, good governance and
development is that incumbent governments are
not the owners of the development process. The
African economies have been hijacked by those
who control development resources and

of African authors and intellectuals

wa

stresses

hypothetical idealism.

meaningful participation of the masses in the
process ofdecision making and in the formulation
of development policies. This, he argues, can
only be realised under a new African democracy
“centred around the conviction that people are
basically good, and they always work for the
good of others.” To back this concept, the author
calls on the African traditional concepts of
communali.sm and social justice.
In succeeding chapters, wa Mutharika delves
into the origins of such lofty ideals as
egalitarianism in Africa espoused to counter the
phenomenon of marginalism. The author
examines underlying reasons why some African
nations opted for Marxist/Leninist socialism at
independence but soon found themselves
backtracking under pressure from the Bretton

Why,

Mutharika

situation in favour of. for lack of

The

weaknesses of African systems

wa

recognition has to be given to the “interface
between democracy and the people's will; the
politics of marginalism; decentralisation and
privatisation; political and economic liberation."
This book being published to coincide with

African scholars and intellectuals.

tragedy of Africa is that newly installed
governments across the continent, by ascribing
their failures to their colonial past and blaming
neo-colonialism for official ineptitude, many of
the emergent governments have effectively run
the economies of their territories to the ground.
Bingu wa Mutharika adds his voice, in a
refreshingly poignant if self-depreciating manner,

democratic

year's Zimbabwe International Book Fair,
certainly find a place in the current debate in
much of Africa over choices of development
strategies and the role of international capital in
the wider scheme of things.
There is. however, a naive ring to wa
Mutharika's remonstrations in as far as they
attempt to repudiate the reality of Africa's

ruthless

.some

a new

will

Africa’s

who have delved into

in

this

discrimination, have contributed immensely to

to scores

masses

(World Bank/International
Monetary Fund).
By quoting extensively from published works
of other historians, political philosophers and
scholars of African history, wa Mutharika builds
a powerful argument for a new approach to
Africa’s economic problems. The cardinal

failure to recognise that Africans have acommon
conceptual and analytical framework for a
participatory democracy based on theirtraditions
and cultures. He then draws parallels between
traditional fomts of leadership as exemplified in

Africa “the cradle of humankind" which he says
evolved elaborate systems of people participation
in

development.
To considerable effect,

wa

Mutharika argues

that "The oldest evidence of human's continued
a social animal on the planet (Homo
Sapiens) is found in the bowels of the African
continent. Later, great African kingdoms,

existence as

democracies

and

civilizations

exerted

considerable

impact and influence on the world
economic and political development.
“Evidence is available of great feats of
technology which were accomplished by the
people of the past as coherent societies which
modem technology is unable to replicate."
Examples of these great feats of technological
achievement are given as the science of writing
on paper (papyrus); the pyramid and Sphinx
developed in ancient Egypt, and monuments in
otherparts of Africa such as the Great Zimbabwe
Sapem August. IW.S
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the author alludes to the need for

setting up
participation,
he does not explain how these can be evolved in
an environment where at least 75 per cent of the
rural population can barely read or write.
Wa Mutharika asserts that "an important aspect
of the political accountability which the African
traditional society has handed down from
generation to generation is the sanctity of
dialogue." Then, rather patronisingly, he says
it is difficult for the analysts in industrialised
nations to comprehend the degree of
sophistication of such dialogue or, indeed, its

kind

viable mechanisms to ensure such

are

of
presenting hypothesis as fact. A good example is

effectiveness, but suffice

future has to be determined

when he says:
Where a sysieni

means

and the rock hewn churches

which he says
What

wa

(Lahbela) in Ethiopia,

all defy imagination.

Mutharika omits

to

mention is the

paucity of retrievable information on Africa’s
past history making it well nigh impossible to
draw

lessons from it. To suggest

that
underdevelopment lie in
the philosophies of democratic governance
obtaining during that obscure period in human
history is to stretch imagination beyond the realm
of real ism. Few Africans of the cunent generation
concrete

solutions to Africa's

understand, let alone desire, to be reminded of
the savage years of prehistoric feudalism.
If anything, wa Mutharika is guilty

to stress

affecting the community and society. We
was done by word of
mouth, by horse ormule riders, blowing horns or
beating drums. Such information was relayed
from one place to another through strategic points
and selected individuals
but nothing is said of
the technological limitations of the.se primitive
—

methods of communications

lessons

that under

the

dialogue was employed as a
disseminating information of any

is not designed in sneh a
large portion of the
population from benefiting from the
growth proeess, the prodnetion of that
seetion of the society declines with the
eonset/iient erosion ofits standard ofliving
and hence human rights.
The book assumes this idealistic perception
as consensus among Africans. It presupposes
that the general population is sufficiently
literate and intellectually astute to assume the
full responsibility of participation in the
process of national decision making. While

which

have

invariably been relegated to the annals of history.
In short, this book raises more questions than
it answers about the forces at play in the
determination of sAfrica's destiny. Granted,

traditionalism,
of

then infomied that this

can

be drawn from the past, but the
on the realities of

moment

and

not

hypothetical

on

assumptions.□

way as to prevent a
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•

Economy of Botswana in SADCC

Balefi Tsie
This book focuses

the

inter-relationship between industrial development policy in
of reducing dependence upon South Africa through regional
cooperation in the Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).
now Southern Africa Development Community (SADC). The study shows that there
were several contradictions accompanying both national and regional efforts at reducing
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EBOLA AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
A

Commentary

on

the book The Hot Zone by Richard Preston, (Doubleday, 1994)

and the Movie Outbreak

(1995) starring Dustin Hoffman.

Horace Campbell

T

HE ZIMBABWEAN football team had

which could be effective battlefield weapons.

authors of the

internalised the disinformation of the

Though the government banned the development
of new weapons in 1969, there has not been
enough public exposure of what has happened to
those viruses which had been developed.
Moreover, in the history of modem medicine, it
is known that Africans have been used as guinea
pigs. Was Ebola another experiment?
The African governments of southern Africa
have some limited exposure to biological warfare.
At least three of the present governments in the
region emerged from guerrilla warfare and their
forces had to fight enemies which utili.sed
biological warfare as weapons. In Zimbabwe,
for example, scientists of the Rhodesian armed
forces experimented w ith biological agents which
were used as soap powder and others were used
in various forms against whole communities.
Rev Frank Chikane of South Africa had biological
agents placed in his clothing and nearly lost his
life. This is one aspect of the war in southern

indication of the

West with respect to

the possible effects

of Ebola when most of the best players

refused to
go to Kinshasa for the return match of the Africa
cup of nations tournament. The outbreak of the
virus had taken place in Nitwit, which is situated
600 kilometers east of Kinshasa. Members of the
football team based in

Europe led the boycott.

The makeshift team put together was beaten very

badly.
The

episode and Zimbabwe’s subsequent
defeat was symbolic in many ways, but of major
significance here is in the way in which African
governments reacted to the most recent outbreak
of the Ebola virus in Zaire. Instead of sending
scientists, virologists, traditional doctors,
researchers, biocontainment equipment and
soldiers to study if this was a case of biological
warfare,

some

African countries closed their

borders to Zairians and

repeated the uninformed

commentaries from the Western media

on

the

origins and the real dangers of the new virus.
Doctors from Western Europe and from North
America sped to the region in Zaire where this
outbreak of viral haemorrhagic fever had taken
place. This is not the first nor would it be the last
time that a variety of experts from the West
would be sent to col lect specimens for diagnostic
testing and to study the clinical course of the
disease. Some of these scientists have a genuine
role in educating the international community
about the threat of emerging infectious diseases.
There

are

others, however who have ulterior

motives for
the

providing advice
spread of filoviruses.

on

how to control

The scientists from the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta and
the United States

veterinary surgeons from
Army Medical Research

Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID)

from Eort Derrick in

Maryland in the USA were
the most active in attempting to contain

among
the Ebola virus. These scientists

country which

for

over

come

from

a

three decades had

expended millions of dollars in developing
offensive biological weapons. Before 1969 when
the government of the USA outlawed the
development of offensive biological weapons in
the United States, there were various lethal

bacteria and viruses which
order to
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were

developed in

identify the character of various viruses

Africa which has

not

received documentation.

Many of the researchers on biological warfare in
Namibia, South Africa and Zimbabwe have
retreated to Australia. New Zealand, North

America.
few

are

Europe and parts of South America. A

still in South Africa and

among those who flew to
after the outbreak in 1995.
were

some

of these

Nitwit in Zaire

There is the need to study the full effects of
biological and chemical warfare to develop both
civilian and military biohazard experts who
concentrate on the present diseases which are
occurring in Africa, but which are unknown to
the traditional doctors. The cooperation between
traditional doctors, scientists, civilian agencies
and the military will be crucial in the future of
Africa, and it is with this in mind that the necessity
to develop the capacity to react to the outbreak of
the Ebola Virus in Zaire was an opportunity
missed because the present political leadership
in Africa have given up the responsibility to find
answers to the problems of the people.
One of the axioms of Pan Africanism is that
the

safety and welfare of an African in one part
of the African continent, is the problem of
Africans in every part of the continent. Mobuto
Sese Seko of Zaire flouts this basic concept of
African liberation and solidarity. The fact that
his society had been used as a base for the
destabilisation of Angola and now houses the

genocide in Rwanda, gives some
relationship between the
leadership of this country and the process of
liberation and reconstruction in Africa. The

regime in Zaire has set a standard of opening up
the country to external exploiters and researchers
who carry out all kinds of research. It is therefore
not accidental that the previous outbreaks of
Ebola are supposed to be from Zaire. It should be
remembered that in the seventies, there was the

plan to give up a large part of the continent to a
group of OTRAG.
The purpose of this small article is to draw
attention to a receipt book and film and book on
the Ebola virus, and start

a

debate

as to

whether

this outbreak is part of a

virus which comes from
the monkey in Africa as alleged or is part of a
wider problem of the forms of militarism ,ind
domination which has been unleashed by the
forces of western imperialism. In this way. one is
seeking to see if the book and fdms are advancing
the cause of science or the cause of psychological
warfare against Africans.
In brief, the present psychological war against
Africa consists of a barrage of information
(disinfonnation) with a negative picture of the
African past, the present and future. The scenes
of famine and hunger in Ethiopia, are followed
by scenes of civil war in Angola, (with the
“freedom fighter" Jonas Savimbi). .scenes of
famine and warlords in Somalia, genocide in
Rwanda, hungry and dying aids patients and
lately Ebola in Zaire. These images are supported
by journalistic pieces of both print and TV which
speak of the "Coming Anarchy". Thus when a
human tragedy such as Ebola is presented to the
world, the

concern

is not whether there is the

possibility of finding
extent

to

a cure, the concern is the
w'hich these viruses could become

airborne and affect
States and

populations in the United

Europe.
If monkeys could speak

It should be stated from the outset that Ebola
is not one of those illnesses which is known to the

majority of healers and doctors in Africa. The
most experienced of the traditional healers have
no experience in dealing with this illness.
According to infonnation released by the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta;
Ebola is

a

tnemher

viruses known

as

of a family of KNA
filoviruses. When maiiniSapem Aligi'ST. 1995
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fied several thousand times hy electron
microscope, these viruses have the appcarance ofiongfdaments ofthreads. Ehola
virus was first discovered in 1976 and was
namedfrom a river in Zaire. Africa, where
it was first detected.
The symptoms of Ebola haemorrhagic fever
begin 4 to 16 days after infection. Persons develop

they make copies of themselves. Small blood
begin to appear in the bloodstream, and the
blood thickens and slows, and the clots begin to

clots

stick to the walls of blood vessels. The clots shuts
off the

supply of blood to various parts of the
body, causing dead spots to appear in the brain,
liver, kidneys, intestines, testicles, breast tissues
(of

men as

well

as

women) and all

through the

At the end of the

operation, the biocontainment
complete. None of the laboratory
workers who were suspected to have
contaminated the virus, died. The monkeys with
exercise

was

the viruses

eliminated and the Center for

were

Di.sease Control

now

has

more

information

on

the "Reston" virus and its differences with the
"Zaire virus". The

major difference is that the

fevers, chills, headaches, muscle aches, and loss

skin. The skin develops red spots called petechiae.

Zairian virus kills humans, but the Reston virus

of appetite.

which

kills

As the disease progresses, vomiting,
pain, sore throat and chest
pain can occur. The blood clot and the patient
may bleed from injection sites as well as into the
gastrointestinal tract, .skin and internal organs.
The mortality rate is usually very high. The first
outbreak in Zaire (1976) involved 550 cases and
diarrhoea, abdominal

340 deaths. In the third outbreak in 1979 in

Sudan, there

were

the most recent

34

case

cases

and 22 fatalities. In

in Nitwit, there

200 fatalities. The outbreaks

were over

usually
appropriate medical supplies
and equipment made available and quarantine
procedures were used.
The notices which were placed in the
newspapers in the SADC region were part of an
international quarantine procedure and properly
pointed out that the virus is spread through clo.se
personal contact with a person afflicted by the
disease. The hospital is where the disease has
been most prevalent. The exact mode of acquiring
are

controlled when

natural infection is unknown. In

effort

are
haemorrhages under the skin. The
gives other gory accounts of the symptoms
of this disease especially as it affected patients in

discussion on Ebola and it is the

monkeys. Whether this was scripted to
same biological
agent could be
deadly in Africa while being like a cold in the
USA, may have been a coincidence, but in the
end. the question is how did this virus develop
and what are the possibilities for a major outbreak
which could wipe out millions?

lethal. This book is

celebration of the role of the

notably the kind of death which comes. This is
not speculation. In early 1995 after this book was
printed, there was another outbreak of EBOLA

US army in attempting to fight Ebola and covers
three possible viruses which are called Ebola. In

2(X) persons, if the press reports are to be believed.

book

the Sudan and Zaire. This virus killed nine out of

the ten persons affected.
The book is an important

contribution to the
starting point of
this article, because this book presents the
background of over twenty years of research by
the USAMRID on a family of viruses that are
a

this book. Ebola is defined
lethal virus from the

as

"an

tropics, the

extremely
origins
types. Ebola

exact

unknown. It has three known sub

Zaire. Ebola Sudan, and Ebola Reston. It is

closely related

to Marburg virus. All of them
constitute the filovirus family.”
The strain of Ebola Reston is

so

called because

of an outbreak which occurred in Reston.

Virgina

to

in late 1989. The central focus of the book is how

identify the source of Ebola since the 1970s,
investigations from Europe and North America
have tested thousands of specimens from animals
captured near outbreak areas, but their efforts
were unsuccessful in
finding out the source of
the virus. Monkeysjust like human beings, appear
to be susceptible to infection and may serve as a
source of the virus if infected. Yet in the popular
media, it has been communicated that the monkey

the US army attempted to contain the so called
outbreak of this virus in a community ten miles
from Washington DC. This strain of the virus

has been the

source

an

of this virus.

There is the popular story in Africa of the lion
going to the caves to see wall paintings of humans
killing lions. One lioness shook her head and
said that the story would be different if lions
could paint. In the present international hysteria
about green monkeys, there would be quite a
different story on Ebola if monkeys could speak.
The Hot Zone
Hot Zone
to

control

gives a vivid account of the attempt

an

outbreak of

a

variant of the Ebola

virus which occurred in the United States in 1989
and details of

vividly what happens to humans
who contact the Ebola virus. According to this
book, Ebola is a simple virus which kills humans
with swift efficiency and with a devastating
range of effects. The virus attacks every organ
and every tissue in the body except the skeletal
muscle and the bone. The proteins that make up
the Ebola virus particle consume the body as
Sapem August. 1995

supposed to be from monkeys from the
Philippines which were imported into a monkey
facility in the United States. At the end of the
operation to contain the outbreak of the virus,
hundreds of monkeys died, but no humans were
supposed to have died. The book concentrated
on the three ways in which the scientific
community attempts to deal with a virus, vaccines,
drugs and bio containment. In this case, it was the
US army organising a major field operation
against a virus with a biohazard team inside the
was

United States.

for disease control, state health officials, the
to

protection agency

was

supposed

guarantee the safety of the human population

in

Washington. What the book showed was how
generals of USAMRID were able to mobilise
the scientific community and health officials to
support their version of the containment of a
deadly virus in the United States. One of the most
important aspect of this military operation was
the

the

news

containment. This

the press had minimum

was to ensure

that

information on this major
biological military operation ten miles from the
White Hou.se.

Other differences

came

out

in many ways,

in Nitwit. This outbreak took the lives of

over

The book Hot Zone brings to

light some of the
going on around the
world on viral haemorrhagic fever (VHP). Of the
scientifie work which is

viral infections which produce
haemorrhage, the book concentrates on the
Marburg. Ebola and the Reston ca.ses, but did not
deal with the family of viruses from the family
Bunyavuridae. This is the Crimean-Congo
HaemoiThagic Fever which came to international
many

attention after a disease outbreak in the Crimean

peninsula in 1944 and 1945.
The book starts with the history of the Marburg
version of the VHP. This version of the virus

was

called the
name
was

Marburg Virus, because this was the
of the place in Germany where the virus

first discovered in 1980.

The book did not start out with this variant of
VHF which had been endemic in Eastern

The book

starts out

who died of a variant of VHF called

Kenya. He

Europe:
European
Marburg in

with the death of a

supposed to have contracted the
Elgon in Kenya. There is an
elaborate description of the cave in Kenya with
virus in

was

a cave

in Mt

the subtext that beneath the rich fiora and fauna,

The coordination between the army, the centre

Environmental

show that the

lies

deadly disea.ses. The idea of Africa as a
jungle and danger to the health of Europeans
comes out

in this book. In Africa when Africans

think of the forest and the animals, they think of
their totems, medicine and food. But in this book
the African jungle

is conveyed as a hazard which
only be pacified by western scientists, who
would be the Tarzans of the twenty first century.
According to this book, two months earlier in
July 1976, another variant of the same virus
can

broke out in Southern Sudan. It killed many

in a hospital, “killing nurses and aides,
savaged patients and then snaked like
lightning out from the hospital through patients"

persons
and it
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families. This virus has transfonned the

the US army.

into

bombing in Zaire the scene shifts to
a US anny medical research station, presumably
USAMRID where one sees security measures
put in place to enter the various laboratories.
There is biosafety level from zero to four. In
biosafety zero, there is the study of low risk

a

hospital
killing patients left and right. The

morgue,

fatality rate was very high. The narrative of the
moving and brings to life the biography
of those whose history had been noted by doctors
who took samples of the blood of the victims for

book is

further scientific research.
While the accent

on

scientific research is

strong in the book, there are many suggestions
which could lead the reader to conclude that
there is

a

wealth of knowledge on

Ebola in Zaire which is not yet

the source of
in print for public

consumption. For example, the reader is told that
the outbreak

patient who

the Ebola river

on

came

from

a

injected with a needle (pp 74-

was

99).
In the version of the book, the Ebola virus was

isolated after
had died
were

at

biopsy on one of the nuns who
hospital. Supplies of her blood
the Special Pathogens branch of

a

the

flown to

the Center for Disea.se Control

(CDC) in Atlanta

emerging viruses. A
team of doctors from CDC fiew to Zaire, but by
the time they arrived, the outbreak had peaked.
which deals with unknown,

While the doctors

were

in the

airborne division of the US army

area,

the 82nd

had been placed

the alert to evacuate Americans in case the

on

disease broke out in

a major city.
major weakness of this book is that the

The

lives of Africans

are not

treated with the

same

of other Europeans w'ho had
been infected by the virus. The elaborate discourse
on the operation in Virginia failed to bring to
light whether any such operation had taken place
in Africa in the past. And most importantly, the
book in its description of the impact of AIDS in
Africa repeated the same disinfonnation which
is now accepted as science that there is a so called
Aids Highway, the main route by which HIV
travelled during its breakout from the central
African rain forest." The author speaks of
Kinshasa highway which links Kinshasa to east
respect as those

Africa.

infections such

The film Outbreak

which

was

released by

of the virus in the United States. While the book

supposed to be a factual account of the fears of
happen if there was an outbreak
which affected the local “white population", the
is

what would

fictitious account of

an

the common cold, measles etc.

such

Ebola

as

are

This movie has the
For

outbreak in

same concerns as

the book.

carrier of Ebola? How is it

transmitted? The

gives a vivid picture of the kind of
equipment needed to eombat biological warfare
and the of preparedness necessary in a society to
handle disasters. The movie places the onus of
the Ebola virus on an African monkey. This
monkey was supposed to have brought the virus
to the US illegally, bypassing quarantine
measures. Subsequently, it escapes but having
movie

infected

one

of the handlers with the virus. The

outbreak virus had been transmitted in
In this

book,

a

cinema.

the movie went one step beyond the
by suggesting that the virus can be

sense,

transmitted airborne like

a common

cold.

The next stage concentrates on how to catch
this monkey, let loose in America and how' to
contain the outbreak. While the

plot is a simple
military Generals in Washington were
prepared to bomb a civilian town. Cedar Creek
killing millions of people in order to prevent the
outbreak. The fdm gives a vivid picture of how
bio containment could be staged by theCDC and
the Army. In this film, the hero finds out that the
US anny did have an antidote for the virus which
had been kept in reserve in case there was an
one.

the

outbreak of Ebola in the United States. The

was being kept a
the virologists who

experimental antidote E 1101.
secret to

the extent that

even

dealing with the outbreak did not know of

In the end. the

good soldier found the monkey
used the anti serum to save many
in the town and prevented the bombing of the
town by the military'. There is enough in the
script to prompt serious scientists to seek more
information from the US army on what they
w'hich escaped,

know about Ebola.

Biological Warfare and Peace in Africa
Both Hot Zone and Oiithreak have contributed

was in many ways more provocative than
the book. This was the case from the opening

immensely to international awareness of the
dangers of Viral haemorrhagic viruses of which
the Ebola variant is supposed to be the most

a

which

scene.

camp

The plot begins with the bombing of a
where there was an outbreak of Ebola in

1967. The rest of the film revolves around the

efforts of a honest soldier. Dustin Hoffman, who
threatens

to

expose

biological warfare

experiments coordinated by the top echelons of
52

famine. At the level of lethal disease such
Ebola, there is

principal shortcoming of the book is
explore the historical
conditions of biological w arfare and the kinds of
experiments which may have gone on on the
African continent. The promise of genetic
lethal. The

its failure to further

now

the clear

as

necessity for the

total mobilisation of the real infomiation

what is known about the virus, what

symptoms

are

on

the

of the virus, how is the virus spread
is the feverdiagnosed.

from person to person, how

how will health officials control the outbreak
and what kind of Pan African

cooperation is

necessary to rise above the psychological

warfare

outbreak of this Virus.

working poor of Africa are the ones with
vested interest in the democratisation of

The

example it is questioned whether there a

moving and challenging film

California. It is

engineering for providing greater yields in food
production has so far been stifled by those
societies and corporations who profit from

against Africans which has accompanied the

found.

its existence.

Hollywood in 1993 was another version of how
the US army would deal with a possible outbreak

a

as

biosafety level two. there is the concern for
moderate infections such as hepatitis. In Belleville
three, there is the research on anthrax, typhoid
and HIV. In level four, the most deadly viruses
In

were

The Film Outbreak

film is

From the

a

information

on

Ebola. African

women

in

particular have an interest in preventing the total
collapse of health systems. The book, pointed
out

that

more

African

part because the

women

died than

men.

in

question of burying the dead

revolved around the
communities. This

women

case

of the affected

is not unusual. With the

outbreak of the HI V in Africa, the health facilities

for the ill falls on women
that health is a gender
issue is a cry which can now be carried forward
in the peace discourse to rise above the conception
of peace which simply involves the silencing of
guns and not dealing with other weapons such as
economic and biological w arfare.
There are many in Africa who do not think that
the Aids virus comes from the green monkey as
was .stated in the book. One of the positive
are

tottering, and

in the rural

areas.

care

The cry

lessons from Ebola and the HIV virus is that
modem medicine has been

exposed for its

many

limitations. Modem scientists and doctors do not
know

as

much about the human

bixly and the

immune system.
The other aspect

of the Ebola outbreak is that
investigation into the whole
arsenal of biological warfare w hich had been
developed by the amiies of the North and those
fighting people seeking freedom. The Cubans
exposed in 1977 that the experiences of Dengue
it should reopen

fever which broke out in Cuba

was

linked

to

biological warfare by the US government. This
has been corroborated by press reports from the
United States based medical organisations. At
that time, the United States government blocked
efforts by the Cuban government to purchase
fumigators and chemicals to control the Dengue
spread.
Despite being a small island. Cuba was able to
develop quarantine measures, but more
importantly the .scientific capacity to find out the
root of outbreaks such as Dengue. The Ebola
virus presented a real challenge to Africa and the
deployment of scientists, both traditional and
contemporary to combat this virus is one of the
most important tasks of reconstruction in
Southern Africa.-!
S.APEM August. 1995

DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS

GAYS AND LESBIANS IN ZIMBABWE
Henning Melber

T

HE EMPTY stand of the

Gays and

under the

auspices of the ZIBF on the subject
Expression and the Press’ by
international writers, publishers, librarians and
cultural workers. A resolution initiated by Nobel

Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ).

‘Freedom of

decorated

by flowers and messages of
solidarity, had the ta.ste of a burial
place for human rights - ironically, this year's
protest and

Prize Winner Nadine Gordimer and with the

theme of the Zimbabwe International Book Fair

support of the

overwhelming number of
participants, includingNobel Prize Winner Wole
Soyinka and Wally Serote. had urged "that the
ban on the participation.
be withdrawn and
that the human rights principle on which we
accepted to participate in the Indaba be thus

(ZIBF). the largest annual gathering in the
pubi ishing sector on the African continent so far.
This might change soon:

Asa result of this year's

.

controversy, rumours indicate that an alternative

possibly further South - might in future
interest. A political decision which
would result in a further strengthening of the
now politically correct
"big brother" (or sister,
venue

-

attract more

honoured".
For President

President Mugabe
gays

for that matter).
While
even

new

South Africa has

a

explicitly providing for the freedom of

sexuality (to my
knowledge world-wide unique so far), the
organisers of the ZIBF withdrew under heavy
pressure from government their previous
acceptance of the GALZ as exhibitors. The
exclusion, only a few days before the opening of
the five day event between August I and 5,
emerged as the overriding subject and thereby
managed to hijack the more general debate of
human rights issues and concerns.
In a statement by the Executive Committee of
the Publishers Association of South Africa

(PASA) at the opening day of the Fair, it

was

announced that the

exploratory talks on the
joint Southern African
International Book Fair "in the light of this
action by the Zimbabwe Government and because
possibility of

a

of South Africa's constitution

(which enshrines

the

right of the individual to freedom of choice in
sexual orientation) were suspended. With
reference to "South Africa's own history of
discrimination and censorship”. PASA feels
compelled “to warn of the dangerous
consequences of applying authoritarian measures
such as these". Without dictating to its members
a

polemically lashed out at
and lesbians

constitution

choice in tenns of (homo-)

decision. PASA furthermore shall recommend
its

participation would be met. In a letter to the
ZIBF. the Director of Infonnation of the Mini.stiy'
of Information. Posts and Telecommunications

July 24 expressed the Government's dismay
In spite of “acknowledging the
dynamic nature of culture", he urges that the
on

and shock:

Trustees of the Fair should

"force the values

not

of gays and lesbians onto the Zimbabwean
culture”. He finally appeals (or threatens?) "in
the interest of continued

co-operation with
“please withdraw the
participation of GALZ at this public event". The
Trustees of ZIBF. virtually torn apart between
two conflicting interests,
finally capitulated. In
fear of “not only withdraw of state participation
and support, but also the very real possibility of
further state action or disruption at the Fair
itself, as theirstatement of July 31 summarises,
they withdrew the acceptance of GALZ’s
participation “with great reluctance and under
Government",

severe

two

to

constraint". As

of the three

a

result of this decision,

Honorary Trustees and

Trustees of the ZIBF

two

resigned.

The

assumption that here the story ends, is
wrong: This was only the painful and
tragic prelude to a hysteric concerto. Participants
at the official
opening of the Fair through

simply

forthcoming Annual General Meeting "that
membersreconsiderfutureparticipation.., unless

Zimbabwe’s President Robert

the Government of Zimbabwe guarantees the
freedom to publish and display works of any

leader joined the previous debate by classifying
it as “extremely outrageous and repugnant" to
his “human conscience that such immoral and

at

type."

If

PASA members take this
.seriously, it might well be the

1 did not believe their

recommendation

repulsive

end of

homosexuals.

an era.

Given

the

uncompromising and strict
Government position on the matter, it seems
most unlikely that such a
prerequisite for further
Sape-m August, 199.3

.

our

ears

Mugabe on August
when the nation’s

organisations

like

those

of

.should have any advocates in
midst and even elsewhere in the world".
.

Such criticised

.

advocacy

articulated only
shortly before at the ‘Indaba’ held on July 28
was

intellectual

Mugabe, however, such
seemingly triggered off an

concerns

opposite reaction: “If we accept homosexuality
as a right”, he
polemically lashed out further
during his opening speech, "as is being argued
by the association of sodomists and sexual
perverts, what moral fibre our society ever have
to deny organised drug addicts, or even those
given to bestiality, the rights they might claim
and allege they possess under the rubrics of
'individual freedom' and 'human

including the freedom of the Press

rights',
to write,

publish and publicise their literature on them'.’"
Some of the visitors, shocked by such words of
welcome, reportedly left the opening ceremony
out

of protest.

The local

(government)press, however.echcx;d

their master's voice without any critical distance
or at least slightly more differentiated undertones:
"This week has

seen foreigners leaping into a
squabble”, started the comment in
The Herald of Harare on August 4, “with all the
sensitivity of drunk elephants in a China shop,
determined to impose on the people of this countiy
values that the overwhelming majority of
Zimbabweans find not just objectionable, but
totally perverse". To my amusement, however,
the Zimbabwean television during the
evening
of the same day broadcasted an episode of the
US-comedy series "Golden Girls", having
coincidentally as its main theme Blanche’s
brother, disclosing his gayness. Obviously,
commercial US-comedies are less objectionable
than more serious books, although in terms of
publicity and consumerism, the first category
certainly attracts much more people in all age
groups all over the country.

minor local

As

a

result of such harsh tunes, the interest in

the controversial issue raised

provoked

considerably and

even some strong

reactions from
only with a

concerned citizens. Confronted not
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deliberately arranged empty funeral-like GALZ

region for that matter." Because of this, the

expression at a Book Fair on human rights, did so

few courageous members of

exclusion of G ALZ would certainly not have been

because of their commitment and conviction

GALZ presenting themselves and theirconvictions

necessary, since the GALZ stand by all means
would not have posed any meaningful threat to

towards essential values. I, for my part enjoy the
annual meeting in Flarare. Neither Cape Town nor

public morale. Yes. as the comment argued further:
"Against the background of a belt of grinding
poverty for the black people, the issue of whether

Johannesburg or Durban, or any other place South,

stand, but

as

well

as

even a

sexual

preferences for open debate, the

discussion sometimes tended to end in almost

physical fights. While luckily this did finally not
happen, another effect undermined the original
intention. Certainly, homosexuality is part and
parcel of human rights concerns. But it is neither
the only nor the most burning aspect of human
rights and their violations. As a result, however, it
became the almost exclusive subject of concern
and debate during the Book Fair. Missing people,
repressive laws, students beaten up on campus by
police, restriction of the press and many more

or not

is hardly a matter to be
highlighted as a human rights issue". But the nonissue was made the overriding subject neither by
the GALZ. nor originally by the ZIBF organisers,
but by the government. Because of its intervention,
the GALZ stand became the most popular meeting
point - in spite of no publications displayed.
Instead of following its own logical line of
arguments, the quoted comment, unfortunately,
did not end with the complaint that the non-issue

couples of the

burning issues for tho.se concerned with human
rights, were almost ignored. The dominant
discourse centred around the debate on sexuality.
If it would not have been such as emotionally
loaded a subject, one might well have suspected
that the whole affair was deliberately initiated to
sweep any other issue under the carpet. In this
the GALZ served

sense,

as

turned into the dominant theme and became the
it followed

the useful scapegoat.

surely was not a carefully planned effect, but
(may be desired) consequence of the concerted
efforts orchestrated. As if the human rights issues
a

stake would be limited to sexual

Zimbabwe and their allies abroad to have the

practices

Book Fair event hosted elsewhere in the

alone.

region.”

This certainly is a populist interpretation. In my
view deliberately misleading, however, maybe a

Yes. as the weekly comment in Harare'sSii/idwv
Mail of

twisted route,

ending in accusations
already before. According to this
“nationalist" perspective, the whole GALZ
incident "was a deliberate provocation to justify
the launching of a campaign by a fifth column in
a

made

August 6 maintained: “An ordinary

political climate, the environment should be

less harsh and

definition

active

minorities because of their

practices in public shows), while the guiding
theme of the Fair is human rights, causes at least
uncomfortable feelings - to put it mildly. If the
expression of such concerns is labelled and
classified

as

hostile towards the host country, we

have started to

bury internationalism at a time
as urgent as ever before. I
therefore wish to conclude with the hope that
attending the book fair next time, does not imply
theexclusion of a neighbourhood of discriminated
sections of society, whoought to have a legitimate
right to participate in the freedom of speech.□

when

we

need it

indeed. But most of those, who entered the

which

a

position to advocate free

private sexual

Zimbabwe have threatened to demonstrate sexual

lesbianism and

with

even

preferences (and none of the gays and lesbians of

Namibian Economic

arguments

and

Eye
witnessing the exclusion of already marginalised

few interest groups indirectly reap the fruits of such
sad harvest for similar purposes. Bitter fruits,

burning issue at all in this country or within the

involvement

interference into each other’s affairs.

a

a

emphasises its

international character. But Internationalism is by

Zimbabwean would conclude that the issue of

homosexuality is definitely not

tolerant.

more

The Zimbabwe Book Fair

same sex

obstacle for tackling more relevantmatters. Instead,

This

at

love affairs should be conducted between

would be more attractive and suitable. But in temis

of the

Dr. Henning Melbf.r is the Director of the
as a

Policy Research Unit (NEPRU).

member of the Association of Namibian

Publishers (ANP) exhibited at the

ZIBF.
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SARIPS ANNUAL

COLLOQUIUM

CONFERENCE ON THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ERONTLINE
STATES IN THE PEACE PROCESS IN
ANGOLA

The SARIPS annual colloquium

which will be held in Harare,
Zimbabwe from 24
29 September 1995 is organised around
the programme theme Southern Africa in the Year 2000: Issues
on The Post-Colonial State.
Democracy and Human Rights: Peace
and Security: Regional Integration and Economic Cooperation.
The 1995 colltxiuium theme is Gender and Democracy.
During the course of the 1995 colloquium whose main theme
was The National Question.
Ethnicity and The State, it became
obvious that the whole discourse on gender had not impacted
most members of our networks, especially those who were
engaged in the research process. The choice of gender as a major
focus for 1995 is also keeping in line with the international
thrust manifesting itself through the occasion of the Beijing
—

United Nations Fourth World Conference on Women.
The conjuctural specificity of gender today cannot be
overemphasized. Gender has become a critical construct in the
discourse on any social, cultural, economic and political issue,
and

provides

critical analytical framework within which to
unequal and gendered power relations in all our
societies. Perceptions and expectations have a definitive impact
especially in areas of governance and democracy, and gender,
as an analytical tool, has served to
highlight the marginalisation
of civil society by the state.
Gender challenges our fundamental notions about knowledge
production andcustodianship. This has far reaching implications
for the ways in which we redefine knowledge in our society and
design new methodologies in the formulating of research and
policy issues. Institutes like SARIPS must occupy the cutting
edge in this epistemologiucal shift: gender must become a
heuristic construct in changing the very underpinnings from
which people begin the journey on a knowledge search.
These paradigmic shifts have significant implications for the
broader discussion of political and economic issues, which
encompass the following areas: governance, international
relations, social and public policy and economic policy.
The 1995 SARIPS colloquium therefore aims at
bringing
newness to the discourse on Governance and
Democracy in all
multifaceted expressions, in the hope that this will lead to a
different vision of the future. This is a global agenda that
requires the support of all concerned with fonnulating more
sustainable and people centred policies and programmes.
1995 will also see the participation of lecturers and
graduate
students who are expected to be involved in the SARIPS
Masters Programme in Regional Policy Studies scheduled to
begin in January 1996. In addition, there will be a special precolloquium workshop for the Southern Africa Political and
Economic monthly (SAPEM) network.
a

understand the

Safes Newsletter Aligu.st. 1993

The SARIPS conference on The Responsibility of the Frontline
States in the Peace Process in

Zimbabwe from 22-23

Angola will be held in Harare,
September 1995 as a pre-colloquium

activity.
The meeting will seek to sharpen the
understanding of the
peoples of the Frontline States as to the different forms of
intervention which are possible by the peoples of the region to
promote the peace process. One of the first tasks will be the

dissemination ofinformation

on

the Lusaka Protocol, the United

Nations

(UN) security council resolutions, the UN Consolidated
Inter-Agency Appeal and all those areas of the peace process
where actors from the Frontline States

can

be

more

involved.

The

meeting will seek to put in practice those new principles of
the OAU with respect to peace building. Though the UN has
sought to implement the peace process in Angola, the experience
of UNAVEM 11 and the outbreak of the
elections dictate that there

must

with those elements inside and outside

develop

a peace

war

after the 1992

be conscious efforts

to

work

Angola who .seek to

culture in the region.

AAPS lOTH BIENNIAL CONGRESS
The African Association of Political Science (AAPS) held its
10th Biennial Congress in Ibadan, Nigeria from 21 — 24

August under the theme State and Democracy in Africa. The
were drawn mainly from Nigeria, and selected
country repre,sentatives from the rest of the continent. The
meeting which had originally been scheduled for June 1995 was
very successful in the light of the fears expressed among nonNigerians with specific reference to disruptions that Nigeria
experienced because of the military's annulment of the June 12,

participants

1993 Election results.
Most

delegates from outside Nigeria experienced

a

smooth

entry at Murtala Muhammed International Airport contrary to
their expectations of the stereotype

stories about “pages missing
passports”. This good reception to a great extent augured well
for the visitors participation at the congress held at Premier
in

Hotel in Ibadan.
From the official opening of the

Congress, right through to the
participants .sat attentively and contributed to most of
the debates, but ironically when it came to the gender panel, the
conference hall was almost empty. This was quite a disappointing
moment because it reflected the
dangerous biases prevailing in
the political science community and how
underdeveloped their
end, most
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it comes to Gender.
and roundtable discussions focussed on
Democracy ami Democratic Transition in Africa: The State
and Popular Strut’^les for Political Space; Grassroots
are when
The various panels

perceptions

Democracy: Post Electoral Democratic Practices: The National

Question, Ethnicity and The State: The Military and The State
in Nigeria and finally. Democracy and The Party System in
Nigeria. The level of presentations and discussions
demonstrated that Africa has a .sophisticated social science

ahead. Finally, the development of AAPS
as
a
strong
professional association, should go hand in hand with greater
involvement in the defense and promotion of fundamental
human rights of the people of Africa. This is the new challenge
for AAPS as it takes up a new and pemianent home in Harare,
Zimbabwe.

SAPES/SARIPS LIBRARY AND
DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
RECENT ACQUISITIONS

audience and AAPS

specifically, had matured in terms of
tolerating dissenting opinions. Young scholars from Nigeria
tassled with their seniors and unravelled the myth surrounding
the military in Nigeria.
The congress was temporarily derailed when the AAPS
General Assembly failed to elect an executive because of a
complicated voting procedure that stifled the passing of certain
amendments to the AAPS constitution. After two rounds of

voting, it became quite clear that the house had generally been
polarized with the majority of the Nigerian participants on one
side, whilst the rest of the visitors were on one side together
with a few Nigerians.
The congress controversy

revolved around the elders or

founding fathers of AAPS present namely. Profs. Okwundiba
Nnolli and Helmi Sharawy on one hand, and the Executive
Committee led by Dr Ibbo Mandaza on the other. The bone of
contention was the amendment presented to the general
assembly, specifically the definition of members and the
proposal to abolish the Secretary General’s office in favour of
an Executive Secretary. Those against the amendments
pioneered by the executive expressed fears that opening up
membership will allow others to take over the organisation
overnight. From an academic point of view, the question
begged members present to define who is an African. In the
tradition of AAPS. the chairperson sought to reach a consensus,
but failed to do .so in the context of the General Assembly and
ordered the meeting to adjourn.
The A.s,sembly reconvened the next morning and successfully
elected an executive consisting of Prof. Georges Nzongola
Ntalaja, President; Prof. Adelle Jinadu, Deputy President/vice
President (West Africa); Dr Amadou Tankoano, Prof Rwekaza
Mukandala. Prof I. Nasr Eddin; Mrs Joyce L. Kazembe and Dr
Luc Sindjoun as Vice Presidents from West Africa, East
Africa, North Africa and Central Africa respectively. Dr Ruth
lyob from Eritrea, Hon. A. Darga, Prof Margaret Lee and Dr
Peter Karibe Mendy were elected committee members
responsible for Gender. Indian Ocean and the Islands, the
Diaspora and Lusophone Africa respectively. Prof Kwame
Ninsin from Ghana was appointed Administrative Officer for
the next two years and will be based at the AAPS secretariat in
Harare. Zimbabwe at SAPES Trust regional head office until
new office space and better facilities are organised.
The results of the meeting were a clear demonstration that
AAPS had matured in to a very democratic organisation in
view of the deadlocks that had been previously experienced.
Away from the conference, the visitors had an opportunity to
interact with the rest of Nigerian civil society. As members of
a professional association committed to interdisciplinary
research in politics and public policy in Africa, Nigeria's
vibrant civil society is a living testimony of the challenges
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01.04.02 One

Africa one destiny.
01.04.02 The Political Economy

Book. Harare: SAPES,1995
of Nigeria under military

rule. Book.Harare:SAPES.1995

04.02.01 Amnesty International

Report 1995. Report.
London:Amne.sty International, 1995
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Cultural

Co-operation (CDCC), 1992
Freedom. Book. London: Amnesty
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International. 1986
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VISITORS TO SAPES

During the first half of Augu.st, SAPES Trust regional head
office was visited by a variety of people coming to familiarise
themselves with

our

work. Most of those listed below

the occasion of the SAPES Trust book launch held

came on

during the

course

of the Zimbabwe International Book Fair. Notable

among

these

were;

Prof Walter Kamba, Dr Paul Tiyambe

Zeleza, Dr Tade Aina (CODESRIA). Bishop Akoego (Third
World Network). Glen Thompson and Marina Coriolano

Lykovrezos (Writers and Readers UK & USA), Dr Preston
King(UK),TonyGara, Deputy MinisterofLocal Government,
Zimbabwe; V. Kasd Bonn. Germany; Nda Dlodlo. ZIBFT;
Marry Molloy. Amnesty International; Wilbert Mukori, Lindala
R. Ndlovu; Kathy Matsika; D. D. Mugabe, ICRA; Henning
Melber and F. Franz, NEPRU; Angelika Frymiller; Mucha
Musemwa. Christine Burke. Sylvia Lowman, and Shanaz
Majiet, South Africa; Brander Volkhard, Frankfurt; Christoph
Plate, Kenya; Freddye Webb Petett & Frank Taylor. Kellog
Foundation; Tor Sellstrom. Upsala; Buzwani D. Mothobi.
Zimbabwe; Ahmed Gora Ebrahim, Parliament. SA; Micere
Githae

Mugo. Syracuse New York; Prof. Mwesiga Baregu,

Tanzaniaand.4mbassadorRibeiroKabulu. Embassy of Angola,
Zimbabwe.□
S.XPES Newsletter Auc.u.st, IW.s
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